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Experimental aerodynamic investigations were conducted on an 0.015­

scale representation of the VL70-00014OA/B Integrated Space Shuttle Launch


Vehicle in the Rockwell International Trisonic Wind Tunnel from 3 May 1974


to 24 May 1974. The primary test objective was to obtain subsonic and


transonic elevon and bodyflap hinge moments and-wing bending-torsion mo­

ments in the presence of the launch vehicle. Wing pressures (42), were


also recorded for the upper and lower right wing surfaces at two spanwise


stations (n = 0.436 and 0.771).


The hinge moment, wing bending/torsion moments and wing pressure data


were recorded over an angle-of-attack (a)range from -80 to +80, an angle­

of-sideslip (a)range from -80 to +80 and at Mach numbers of 0.90, 1.12,








Outboard elevon deflections of 00, ±40 and ±80; inboard elevon de­





+100 were tested over the entire Mach number range.


Tests.were also conducted to determine the effects of the Orbiter


rear attach cross beam and the forward attach wedge and strut diameter.


The Orbiter alone was tested at 0.90 and 1.24 Mach number only.


For both the Orbiter alone and integrated configurations the models
 













Volume I - Plotted and tabulated force data 
- Plotted pressure data - Figures 25 and 26 
Volume 2 - Plotted pressure data - Figures 27 through 32 
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3. Model installation photographs.


a. 	 Aft View, TWT Installation Orbiter B26 C9 M7 F7 W116
 





b. 	 Aft View, TWT Installation Orbiter + External Tank +


Solid Rocket Motors 65


c. 	 Front View, TWT Installation Orbiter + External Tank

















Fig. 4 Longitudinal Buildup, Elevon = 0 (A) MACH 1-12 








Fig. 7 Repeatability (A) 53-55 




Fig. 9 Elevon Effectiveness, Otbd Eleven = -4 (8) ELV-LI 
ALPHA 
74-78 
Fig. 10 Elevon Effectiveness, Otbd Elevon = -8 (A) ELV-LI 79-81 









































Elevon Effectiveness, Inbd Elevon = 8 
 
Elevon Effectiveness, Inbd Elevon = 12 
 
Effect of Yaw, DEO = -4, DEI = 8 
Effect of Yaw, DEO = 0, DEI = 12 
Effect of Yaw, DEO = 4, DEI = 12 
Effect of Yaw, DEO = 4, DEI = 4 
Effect of Yaw, DEO = 8, DEI = 8 
Effect of Yaw, DEO = 0, DEI = 0 
Effect of Rear Attach Point Crossbeam, 

Elevon = 0 
Effect of Foreward Attach Point 
Configuration, Elevon = 0 
Effect of Yaw on Foreward Attach Point 
Configuration, Elevon = 0 
























































NUMBER 	 TITLE 

Fig. 25 	 Wing Pressure Distribution Due to Elevon 

Deflection, Beta = 8 

Fig. 26 	 Wing Pressure Distribution Due to Elevon 





Fig. 27 	 Wing Pressure Distribution Due to Elevon 

Deflection, Beta = 0 
(3 
Fig. 28 	 Wing Pressure Distribution Due to Elevon 

Deflection, Beta = -4 

Fig. 29 	 Wing Pressure Distribution Due to Elevon 

Deflection, Beta = -8 

Fig. 30 	 Effect of Foreward Attach Point Wedge, 

8 Degree Elevon Deflection 

Fig. 31 	 Effect of Foreward Attach Point Wedge, 
































































































NUMBER TITLE PLOTTED VARYING PAGES 
Fig. 32 Effect of Rear Attach Cross Beam, 








SCHEDULE OF COEFFICIENTS PLOTTED: 
(A) CHEO, CHEI, CHBF, CBW, CTW versus ALPHA 
(B) CHEO, CHEI, CHBF, CBW, CTW versus ALPHA 
CHEO, CHEI versus ELV-LI 
MCHEO, 
(C) CHEO, CHEI, CHBF, CBW, CTW versus ALPHA 
CHEI versus ELV-LO 
(D) CHEO CHEI, CHBF, CBW, CTW versus ALPHA 
CHBF versus BFLAP 




SY4BOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
a 
Cp CP 
speed of sound; m/see, ft/sec 
pressure coefficient; (pl - P.)/q 




pressure; N/m2 , psf 
dynamic pressure; 1/2p1?, N/m2 , psf 
RN/L RN/L unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft 





angle of attack, degrees 
.angle of sideslip, degrees 
41 PSI angle of yaw, degrees 
p 
PHI angle of roll, degrees 
mass density; kg/m3 , slugs/ft3 
Reference & C.G. Definitions 
Ab base area; m 
2 
, ft2 
b EREF wing span or reference span; m, ft 






reference length or wing mean 
aerodynamic chord; m, ft 
wing area or reference area; m2 , ft2 
MRP moment reference point 
XMRP moment reference point on X axis 
)IRP moment reference point on Y axis 




















am distance from m1 to m2 gage, in

BW wing panel bending moment, in-lbs

CBF bodyflap reference chord, in

Ce elevon reference chord, in





Ch CHEI inboard elevon hinge moment coefficient

Che CHEO outboard el~von hinge moment coefficient

CheT 'CHET total elevon hinge moment coefficient

ChB F bHBF bodyflap hinge moment coefficient

CTw CTW wing torsion moment coefficient

Cp CP local pressure coefficient
 
CPL E CPLE wing leading edge pressure coefficient

qPwL CRWL wing lower surface pressure coefficient

CPWL
 CPWU wing upper surface pressure coefficient

DCP total (differential) wing pressure coefficient, 
T - (upper - lower) 
















































Additions to Standard Listing


distance from m3 to torsion reference center, in


bodyflap hinge moment, in-lb


inboard elevon hinge moment, in-lb


outboard elevon hinge moment, in-lb


wing bending gage moment at station i, in-lb


wing panel normal force, lbs


wing leading edge pressure, psi


wing lower surface pressure, psi








bodyflap reference area, ft
 




wing panel torsion moment, in-lb


chord wise location, fraction of local chord


spanwise location, fraction of wing span


lefthand outboard elevon deflection angle, deg


lefthand inboard elevon deflection angie, deg






Additions to Standard Listing 
eOR'6aeOR'e4' ELV-4RO righthand outboard elevon deflection angle, deg 
6el DEI inboard elevon deflection angle, average of leftand right inboard panels, deg 
6eO DEO outboard elevon deflection angle, average of left
and right outboard panels, deg 







The model used for this test period was an 0.015-scale representation


of the Rockwell International VL70-00014OA/B Space Shuttle Orbiter and


Integrated Launch Vehicle. The Orbiter model was of the blended wing-body


design with double delta wing planfrom (75°/45°ALE), full span split


elevons with unswept hingeline, centerline vertical tail with rudder/speed­

brake capability, fuselage canopy and orbital manuevering system (OMS pods)


mounted on the aft fuselage sidewalls. The elevon panels were segmented


into inboard and outboard panels at Yo = 312.50. Each panel was capable of


independent deflection. Both of the left hand elevon panels and the body­

flap were instrumented with hinge moment beams. The right hand wing panel


was instrumented with two wing bending gages and a wing torsion gage.


The right hand wing panel was also instrumented with 42 upper and 
lower wing surface pressures at two spanwise locations. The inboard sta­
tion was at Y. = 204 (n= 0.436) and had 25 pressures while the outboard 
was at 361 (n=Q.771 ) and had 17 pressures. 
The external tank (ET), solid rocket boosters (SRB), attach hardware,


ventlines and simulated fairings were constructed of aluminum and 17-4


steel. No pressures or forces were recorded on these components.
 

The forward attach fairing or wedge was removable as was the rear at­

tach crossbeam. The forward wedge covered a 33.3-inch diameter strut which


attached the Orbiter to the ET. A later strut configuration which was











The fdollowing letter/number designations were used to describe the








01 Orbiter, B26 C9 M17 F7 W116 E37 V8 R5


T12 External tank (ET)


S1 Solid Rocket, boosters (SRB), SI2 N41
 

P2 SRB fairings, PSI, PS2 and PS3


P8 ET Components and Fairings - PT1 , PT2, PT3 , AT9, AT12, AT13, 

IAT AT27, FLI, FL2, and FR6
14, 
p9 Same as P except the rear attach crossbeam 
(FR6) is Pemoved 
P1o Same as P except the forward attach wedge (AT27) fairing is 
removed e~posing the attach strut (AT15) and FR6 is installed 
P11  Same as P9 except the diameter of the forward attach strut 
(ATI5) is reduced to 0.170 inches (model scale) __ 
The following letter/number designations describe the individual con­
figuration components: 
Symbol 
A-T Attach structure-rear SRB/ET per Rockwell Lines VL72-000106,9 
 Model dwg. SS-AO1168


ATI2 	 Attach structure-left rear ORB/ET per Rockwell Lines VL78­

000050, Model dwg. SS-AO1167


AT13 	 Attach structure-right rear ORB/ET per Rockwell Lines VL78­

000050, Model dwg. SS-AO1167




















AT27 	 Attach structure-front ORB/ET per Model dwg. SS-AO01255,


includes AT15 plus wedge fairing












E37 	 Orbiter full span, unswept hingeline, Grumman gapped elevons
 












FL1 	 ET/ORB. LOX feedline per Rockwell 
dwg. SS-AO1167 











FR6 	 ET/ORB rear attach structure cross member per Rockwell Lines


VL78-000062B, Model drawing SS-A01256
 






































CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Concluded) 
PTI ET LOX ventline fairing per Rockwell Lines.VL78-000031A, 
Moil dwg. SS-AOl671 
PT2 ET,2 LOX feedline per Rockwell Lines VL7B-000031A, Yodel 
dw;. SS-AO1167 




Orbiter rudder per Rockwell Lines VL7-000146A, Yodel 
dwg. SS-AOOII5 
SRB per Rockwell Lines VL77-000036A, Model dwg. SS-AOI167 
T12' ET per Rockwell Lines VL78-000041B, Model dwg. SS-A01167 
V8 Orbiter centerline vertical tail per Rockwell Lines VL70­
000146A, Model dwg. SS-AO0148 
W116  Orbiter double delta wing per Rockwell Lines VL70-000200, 







The Rockwell International Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an intermittent


blow down facility with a 7' x 7' tandem test section capable of testing


force, duct, pressure, and flutter models at Mach numbers from 0.1 to 3.5.


Two synchronous motor-driven centrifugal compressors, operating in


series, supply dry air at a rate of 40 lb/sec. to eight storage spheres


having a total volume of 214,000 cu. feet. The air isdried to a moisture


content of .0001 lb. or less of water per lb. of dry air (appox. -350F


dew-point) and stored at a pressure of ten atmospheres. Flow from the


air storage spheres is regulated by a servo controlled valve. The eight


foot diameter valve opens within two seconds to control and stabilize the


settling chamber at a preselected pressure.


Downstream of the settling chamber is a fixed nozzle which provides a


transition from the circular cross-section of the settling chamber to the


rectangular cross-section of the variable nozzle. Two seven foot wide


steel plates, supported between parallel walls by hydraulic jacks, form the


floor and ceiling of the flexible nozzle section. Changes in nozzle con­

tours to produce variations in Mach number are accomplished by means of


these jacks and require.30 to 40 minutes to complete.


Two test sections, for supersonic, transonic, and subsonic testing


are 7 ft. wide by 7 ft. high and are permanently installed in a tandem


arrangement. The standard supersonic test section (for testing at Mach


numbers greater than 1.3) is in the downstream end of the flexible nozzle.








TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION (Concluded)








The variable diffuser downstream of the porous wall area may be ad­

justed to provide subsonic Mach number control, to generate transonic


Mach-'numbers, and to minimize start time for supersonic testing with models


having high tunnel blockage.


An equivalent 50 conical expansion angle is provided in a fixed dif­

fuser which completes the basic tunnel circuit. Downstream of the diffuser














The elevon panel hinge moments, bodyflap hinge moments and wing bend­

ing/torsion moments were measured by individual strain gage beams.


The data reduction procedures are as follows:


(1) Compute inboard eleven hinge moment coefficient
 





q = tunnel dynamic pressure, psf






Ce = elevon reference chord, inches
 







CheG eC0 Heo = outboard hinge moment, in-lb


(3) Compute total elevon hinge moment coefficient


Che T = Che I + Che 0 
(4) Compute body flap hinge moment coefficient


body flap hinge moment, in-lb
F HBF HBF = SBF = 
 body flap reference area, ft2


CBF =' body flap reference chord, inches


(5) Compute the right wing panel bending moment and coefficient


NW (ml - m2) 
am 
Ibs m1 = inboard wing bending gage moment, in-lbs 












BW BREF = wing span, inches 
C8 R am = distance from mI to m2 
SW F gage, inches 
d = 	 distance from m2 to ex­
posed wing root chord, inches 
(6) Compute the right wing panel torsion moment and coefficient


TW = 	m3 , in-lbs m3 = wing torsion gage moment, 
in-lbs 
T = TW + NW (e.) em = distance from m to torsion 
T307 T (ereference centeO (X0 = 1307), 
TW1307 inches 
ICTw1307 qSWE. c = wing reference chord, inches


(7) Compute right wing panel leading edge, upper surface, lower


surface and net pressure coefficients for the inboard chord­

wise location (n = 0.436)
















QPwLi q i = 14>25 
- Ce.g., i = (2-14), (3-15),


Ti Wui WLi etc.


(8) iCompute right wing panel leading edge, upper surface, lower


surface and net pressure coefficients for the outboard chord­











CPLEi - q =
PWLEi- Po i 26


WUi 0 i = 2734 
PWUi q 





CpT i CPwui- CWLi e.g., i = (27-35), (28-36), etc


Angle of attack and angle of yaw were corrected for sting deflection.


Gage interactions for wing bending and torsion were also applied.


The following reference dimensions and constants were used during 
this test: 
Symbol Definition Model Scale Full Scale 
Sw wing reference area, ft2 / 0.6053 2690.00 
BREF wing span, in 14.0502 936.68


wing MAC, in 7.1220 474.80


Se elevon reference area, ft2 0.0473 210.00


Ce elevon reference chord, in 1.3605 90.70


SBF body flap reference area, ft2 0.0304 135.60


CBF body flap reference chord, in 1.2150 81.00











LREFY 'wing semi-span, in..... . ......-- 7.0251 -468.34-
Gage Constants 
a distance from m, to m2 , in 0.6737 
d distance from m2 to exposed wing 
root chord, in 
0.9448 









TEST : IA1O (TWT 282) 	 IDATE - 4 June 74 
TEST CONDITIONS 
REYNOLDS NUMBER 	 DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATUREMACH NUMBER 	 (per foot) (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit) 
0.90 	 6.08 6.65 .. 0+ 
1.12 	 6.82 8.45 50 70








BALANCE UTILIZED: 	 TASK MK XXVII Dumy. 1.5" Dia. 

























TEST: " 70 7W DATA ST/R'UN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE: Zg t44' '74-
DATA SET SCHD. PARAMETERS/VALUE O. MACH NUMBERS C OR ALTERNATE INDEPENDENT VARIA2.=) 
I & Z SuNS U"9 1IDNTIFIER CONFIGURATION -_ 
RUN IcOI* 1-2 f58 -
F cz ITrz P2 F8 0 lo 11 1 tl 17 5 
'05 "-+4 +4 2o 2.1 2Z 12 ­_ 
 
04 _l+8 +8 _ _25 Z4 '23 ( ­oo 1S1 4a_ .2f T7 . 28 1t 
006 1+412 +1'2+41 I 1 -:30 '29 _ '2 
007 4882 33 34 45 
0 1 1 1 35 __ 50_4-81+8 
1) 0_ _ +41+ 1__ 1i B6-8 1_ Wo 
Sc2 4-421 447 4 45 7 
013 +81+8 48 49 150 177 
014 +12112 53 52 ___ 
_ ______ -4 1+121+12 -4 _ _I _ 4 
01___ 1+8148 
_ 
017T__ _ _ +41+4 1 ___ _ 
_ 
1 3 19 25S 1 7 43 49 55 61 67 757 
IDVAR (1) iQ)VkR(2) -NDVa 8COEFICENTS 
a OR OL~~48ACLZ 0 7 Ar__=_W _____ ZA______p 
SCHEDULES F'oRcE DATA~ MI AnrA ZrTE I+KYiA4Z =~e9-4&4F4QA3 R4 ao 




TEST -A70 "VT "2Z DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE: 2S MY 1974 

DATA SET CHO. PARAMETERS/VALUE NO. MACH NUMBERS I OR ALTERNATE 1 . 4/2 VARIABLE2 1 INDEPENDENT I DENTIFIER CONFIGURATION 1 R U N S 5 I ­ I- 5 0-,I D N I I R& I a s & -USOF Xmm 
RP7c19 ttTZ5i P2P o-8 -8 4-8 8 C G4 
SOl______ - 66 
0 _2 42 67 
023
__II024 
-4 1_ 1_ 1S 
2" t._ __ 619. 
02+ 80 12201 
027 165 c 
029 
-,8 12) 70163 
05o S4-4 +4 75 72 
OBI 74 "/5 
052. 19 1__44_+ 170 035 18 t +4+4 171 
034 +___8±+8 +8248 17-3 
0,35 ___78T4+8 - + A V72 
7 --- 13 19 25 31 37 43 49 55 61 67 
BF 4-6EWc 4", IN ..... 14, A 
IDVAR (1) IDVAR (2) NDV S ORLa +S 'EFFCENTS I 




TABLE II. - Continued. 
"E~t2 " ] 1,' 0 "TI&'F DiTE: 2 MAS, 19-74 
TEST: I7.T DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY D 
SCHo. PARAMETERS/VALUES NO. MACH NUMBERS I OR ALTERNATE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE I DATA SET CONFIGURATION OF 
IDENTIFIER a c RUNS16FI I090 'BF I'-Z- 1.66 










04 1 Pit -t -------- 5 - - ­
,2 ItTaP S I P?, ts 
01 40 137 145 76 hl2 





W2__ &b__ 114 __ 
"0 51 -- --- - - 44-4_ 154 98I \ 
N WO____~.8_4 141 -77 11307 
+-81+4 44 +4 4 - 1 94 111 32 10 S4S 
1C041 P41 135 09 
050I 0___1 1 I 95 99 130 [to 
052 ()6_ 97 312__ 




o64 4[ +I L I 56 
13 is 25 31 37 43 49 55 61 67 75767 
 
IDVAR (I) IDVAR (2) NOVCFFCENTSL & &Z= LW IMeD0OR$J9A - _L9 LYEUTD 





TABLE 11. - Concluded.


TEST: 470 -TWT2<22 DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY JDATE : '20 MAY 1974 
DATA SET SCHD. PARAMETERS/VALUES NO MACH NUMBERS ( OR ALTERNATE INDEPENDENT VARIABLEIDENTIFIER CON FIGURATION OFDEN, ,ER'aRUN 10.90 1.,2 1-2.4 .5 
RF75 3 2St P2P -I-S 4 152 12(4 103 
<056 
-4 153 15( 128 125 
s54 104
_ - 057 1-t 
_ 
15,5 Ails+4 . 38 ... :s- .i- -­-052059 1 8 412 -1Q412 93 296 -- 85' 1059 8_1 84 119e7 
g0 8892 25 120 
-4_ 1689 al 11NV -8 ­90 - 82- 122
_ _ _ _. 
_ _ .... 
_ __ __21
C63 4-a -4 0-4 -4- 12764 
_-- . . .. .... -0_ _ ­
__ 
_ 
_ct~ P 2 t at +8 48 
 2 











1 7 13 19 25 31 37 43 49 55 61 67 7576 
U -49T 
- F" " C1I P A 
C OR 0 ICENTS IDVAR (1) IDVAR (2) NOV 
SCHEDULES H (1K35.-D tJe4 120AUT5i 
C 
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSLONAL DATA


MODEL COMPON&JT: Attach Structure AT9 
G, ERAL DESCRIPTION: Aft SIB/ET attach structure (3 member structure) 




MODEL SCALEDIMIenSIONS: MEMBFR 	 FULL SCALE 






XT 2058 	 0.870O
3 .  
YT + 158 2.370 
ZT 450 6.75 




















#3 	 XB 1515 22.725
 
YB + 56 + .840 
















Diameter of Members: TBD 
26 
TABLE III. - Continued. 
COMPONENT: Attach Structure 2MODEL 	 ATW. 
GENERAL 	DESCRIPTION: Left rear orbiter/T attach structure (2 member str,'ture)


Model Scale: 0.015 
DRAWING NO. VL78-000050 
DIMENSION: MEMBER FULL SCALE 	 MODEL SCALE 
#i 	 XO 1303 19.545 
yo -6 
 _ -1.440 
Zo 258 3.870 
XT 1859 27.885 
YT 115 1.7725 
7T 	 510 7.650








XT 2058 30.870 
1.725
YT 115 
7T 510 - 7.650 






TABLE III. - Continued. 
kODEL COMPONENT: Attach Structure AT1 3


GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Right rear orbiter/ET attach structure (3member structure)


Model Scale: 0.615 





































ZT 510 7.650 
















Diafmeter of Members: T1D 
28 
TABLE III. - Continued.


MODEL COMPONENT: Attach Structure AT 
GENEERAL DESCRIPTION: Forward SRB/ET attach structure 
Model Scale: 0.015 
DRAWING NO: VL77-OOO05 ] A 
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
XB 404 6.o6o 
YB ± 177 2.655 
ZB 0 0 
XT 947 ,14.205 
YT + 167 2.505 




TABLE III - Continued.


MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT15 "


GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Forward attach structure between the orbiter and 




MODEL SCALE: 0.015 
MODEL DRAWING NO.: SS-AO1166-4 
DIMENSIONS: 	 FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Strut centerline: 	 Xo 391.00 5.865-
Yo - 0.0 0.0 
x 998.87 14.98o 
YT 	 0.0 O0.0 






TABLE III. - Continued.






GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Forward attach structure between the orbiter and external 
tank. Same as AT 1 5 except for addition of a wedge fairing fore and aft of the 
strut. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.015 
DRAWING NO.: SS-A01255 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 







YT 0.00 0.00 
Length of Fairing, In. 200.00 3.000 
Maximum width, In. 37.53 0.563 





TABLE III. - Continued.


MODEL COMPONENT 13ODY - Blr 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Configuration 140/B Orbiter Fuiselage 
NOTE: B is identical to B except underside of fuselare has been 
refaired to accept Wll. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.015 MODEL DRAWING: SS-A00147, RELEASE 12 
DRAWING NUMBER VLT7O-00014B, -000200, 000205, -006089, -000145, 
-000140A, 000140B 
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
*Length (OML: Fwd Sta. X0=235)-In. 1293.3 19.400 
t-ength (IML: Fwd Sta. X0 =238)-In... l.. n..Uaa 1.75AO 
* Max W,'dth (@ X = 1528.3) - In. 264-.0 3.96 













TABLE III. - Cohtinwed.


MODEL COMPONENT Canopy (29 )


GENERAL DESCRIPTION t Configuration 14/0 A/B Orbiter Fuselage


Model Scale = 0.015 Model Drawing No. SS-A00147 
VL70-000140A 
DRAWING NUMBER: VLO-000143A 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (Xo=434.643 to 08)),R. 143.357 2.150 
Max Width (@ Xo=513.127),)) 152.412 2.286 
Max Depth (0 Xo=485.0)j'mf ,25.000 0.375 
Fineness Ratio 
Area 







TABLE III. - Continued.


MODEL COMPONENt: ._S APE SLOTTED ELEVON - E37 
rnn iglin+ 	 hn Al Elevon...	 ..GENERAL DESCRIPTION: , 	 On'iter 	 
E,-ha slnttea version of 	 1r. Thlm is fnr nrp iAp 
.MODEL SCAE'' 0.019 	 MflflT. flRATrlW. ss-A0rn1t7, REPE . 
ORAWING NUMRER: 	 VL70-000200. -006089, -006092 and


Fig. 4A of SAS/AERO/76-643


DIMENSIONS: 	 FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE


Area - Ft2 	 ,-o7R 
Span (equivalent) - In. g9 2 
Inb'd equivalent chord In. 118.00 1.770 
Outb'd euivalent chord ,55.19. 0.828 




At Inb'd equiv. chord .2096 0.209


At Outb'd equiv. chord o.4oo4 o.4oo4


Sweep Back-Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 0.00 0.00 
Trailing Edge - I0.056 - 10,096 
Hingeline n -0 00 
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) Ft3 1587.25 
Yo = 311.0 (4.665) 
0. 	 50 (.o075)


Z2(a 244A) =0 1427.2 	 (21.4o8)... * 102.6(25) 
° 
 S1. ^ 30c- BE-VEL 	 Y0 128.93 ( 1.934) 
x 2x o i469.82


4.50 (.675) .....r -7 	 a.25 (.0311) 






TABLE III. - Continued.


MODEL COMPONENT nmy wPT -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION ronfifgursnn 14A./P flrhtr Pndy Flap 
MODET. SCALE- 0.015 MODEL DRAWING: SS-o0014L& ,EASE 12 
DRAWING NUMBER VLT70-D0140A, VL70-000145. vT,7Tl-Nfof 
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (Xo=1520 to X,=1613) - In._ 3.000* ,3 
Max Width - In. .. 26a O 
















Base . 41,8L7' O.db§4








TABLE III. - Continued.


MODEL COMPONENT: FEEDLINE - FL I 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: LOX feedline between ET and Orbiter. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.015 
DRAWING NO.: VL78-000050 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Centerline at: XT 2063.5 30.953 
YT + 70.0 + 1.050 
XO 1 440.6 21.609 
Yo 70.0 1.050 




TABLE III. - Continued.


MODEL COMPONENT: FEEDLINE - FL2 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: LH2 feedline between ET and Orbiter. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.015 
DRAWING NO.: VL78-000050 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE



















TABLE III. - Continued.


MODEL COMPONENT: REAR ATTACH STRUCTURE FAIRING - FR6 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Rear ET/rbiter attach structure cross-member or


beam fairing used in conjunction with AT12, AT 1 3 , FL and FLe Incluaes 
diagonal strut. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.015 
BRAWING NO: VL78-000062B, SS-A01256 
DfIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Leading Edge centerline at: XT 2036.67 30.550 
YT 0.00 0.00 
ZT 183.oo 2.745 
Maximum length, In. 64.oo 0.960








TABLE III. - Continued.


MODEL COMPONENT. OMS Pod (M7 )


GENERAL DESCRIPTION Configuration 140 A/B Orbiter OM-Pod


Model Scale,= 0.615 Model Drawing No. S-AO0147 
VL7O-000140A 
DRAWING NUMBER: VLT70-0O0145 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length(OMS Fwd Sta Xo=1233.0) 
Max Width (@Xo=1450.0) - IN. 

















TABLE III. -,Continued.. 
x40DJL. cOM6POET: KOZZLES - (N28)


GENEPAL DESCRIPTION:,, Confiiuration 140 A/B Orbiter 014S Nozzle


MODEI SCALE 0.01:5 Model Drawing No. SS-AO017


DRAIVEENG NO. VL7O-000140A, VL70-000145







Gimbal Point to Exit Plane



































Null 	 Position -deg. 
Pitch, 22 '49' 150 49' 
,yaw Yaw 	 40,, 12o" -174 120 17' 
TABLE III. - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLES - NW.-/ 
GENERAL DESCRIFTION: Configuration 4 BSRM Nozzles 
MODEL SCALE - 0.015 
VL72-OOO088E 
DRAWING NO. VL77-000036A 
DIUENSIONS 
Mach No. 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCAlE 
Length - in. 
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane 







Area - ft 2 . 
Exit 
Throat 
108.89 95 0.0245 _ 




Null Position -deg. 
Pitch 
Yaw 













TABLE l.1. - Cpntinue. 
)MODEL'COMPONENT: SRB Protuberance PS1 
.,DESCRIPTION:, Electrical tunnel fairing ,ontop of each SRB 
MODE-L-SCAEh --­ 0.-013 
DRAWING NO:. VL77-OO0636A 
J)IMENSION: (Data for 1 of 2) 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Leading edge at XB 467 7.001 
L of tunnel YB 0 -0 
Trailing edge at XB 1820 27.30 
Heights f. 3 .045 
Width, IA. 6 .090 







MODEL COMPONENT: SRB Protuberance PSp


DESCRIPTION: SRB/ET attach ring


MODEL SCALE: 0.015 
DRAWIN NO. VL77-000036A 
DIMElSIONS: (Data for 1 of 2) 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
r at XB 1515 22.725 
Widths ), I .1 




TABLE I-I-. Cqntin.uod, 
MODEL,COMPONENT: SRB Protuberance PS" 
DESCRIPTION:,.Separation 
rocket fairing on each SRB nozzle shroud located


30P inboard fom top centerline.


MODEL SCALE OQ. Ol5 
DRAWING NO.: VL77-OOO36A 
lIIAPh SIoNS: (Data for 1 of 2) 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALELeading edge at XB 41796 26.940 











TABLE III. - Continued.


MODEL COMPONENT: ET Protuberance PT, 
DESCRIPTION: LOX Vent Line Fairing on Tink Ti2 Nose 









YT 0 0 
Trailing edge at XT 97.. 14.205 




TABLE lJ. - Continued.


MODEL COMPONENT: ET Protuberance PTP 
LOX feed lines on vehicle 4 tank secured to tank by bracketsDESCRIPTION: 

with 50-inch spacing 
MODEL SCALE: O.015 
DRAWING NO. VL78-000031A 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
947 14.205DIMENSIONS: Leading edge at XT 
T-70 -1.o5-
Trailing edge at XT 1330 19.950__ 
YT -70 -1.053 -




TABLE III. - Continued.


MODEL COMPONENT: ET Protuberance PT3 
DESCRIPTION: LH2 feed line on vehicle 4 tank secured to tank by brackets 
with 0-inch spacing. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.015 
DRAWING NO. VL78-000031A 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE


DIMENSIONS: Leading edge at XT 947 -14205..


YT 	 70. 1.053 
Trailing edge at 	 ":T 1330 19. 950 
YT 70 1.053. 




TABLE III. - Continued.


MODEL COMPONENT: RUDDER - RS 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140A/R Orbiter Rudder 









DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE


Area , ft 2 100.15 0.0225

Span. (equivalent) , in 201.0 3.015

Inb'd equivalent chord, in 91.585 1.374

Outb'd equivalent chord, in 50.833 0.762

Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.400 0.400 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0.400 0.400 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 34.83 34.83 




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line), ft3
 610.92 0.00206 
(Product of Area and Mean Chord) 




TABLE III. - Continued.


MODEL COMPONENT: BOOSTER SOLIE RCXYJ? MOTOR -@12) 
CENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 3A, Data for (1) of (2) sides, 
- per Rockwell Lines VL77-000036A 
.Model Scale = 0.015 
VL72-000088 D 
DRAWING NUMBER VL77-000036A 
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (Includes Nozzle) - IN. 1741.0 26.115 
Max Width (Tarnc Dia) - IN. 142.3 2.135 
Max Depth (Aft Shroud) - IN. 192.0 2.880 
Fineness Ratio 9.06771 9.06771 
Area -T 2 




WP of BSRM Centerline (ZT) - IN. 0 6.000 




ItIDL- Ill. - kUJIIIUUu. 
MODEL COMPONENT; EXTERNAL, TANK - (Tl2) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: External Oxygen Iydrogen Thnk 
NOTE: Idzntctl to T11 
?'od:l %-ie-- 0.015 
DRAWING NUMBER 




DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length --IN. (Nose @ XT 
Max Width (Dia) - IN. 
Max Depth, ). 
Fineness Ratio 
Area - FT2 
Max Cross-Sectional 
Planfoim 















TA8LE III. - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL - V8, 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Ccnfizuration ].0 A/B Orbiter Vertical Tail 
NOIT: Similar to V5 wnith radius on TE upper corner and LE lower corner 
where vertical meets fuselage, 
Model Scale - 0.015 , I Model Drawing No. SS-AO0148V170-000140A 
DMWING NUMBER: VL70-O001L6A 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE 
 MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA 
Area (Theo) FtZ 413.253 0.09298 
Planform 
Span (Theo) In 
Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 















Root (Theo) WP 







Fus, Sta. of 25 MAC 2 
W. P.of .25 MAC 635.522­ 9.512>8 
B. L.of .25 MAC Q.00 o,0o 
Airfoil Section 
Leading Wedge Angle 
Trailing Wedge Angle 
















TABLE III. - Concluded.






-- GENERAL DESCRIPTI NY Configuration i40A/B 'Orbiter Double Delta Wing. 












Area, ft2 (Theoretical) 
Planform 
Wetted 
Span (equivalent) , in 
Aspect Ratio 
 
Rate of Taper -
Taper Ratio 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
 













0.25 Element Line 
Chords: /,V. 




Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
 
W.P. of .25 MAC










Area , ft2 (Theo.)







Chords , in. 






Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
 


















































































































TABLE IV. - PRESSURE INSTRUMENTATION 
Inboard Station 
 
Yo = 204.00 
 





No. X/C Surface No. 
 
1 
 0 LE 26 
 
2 0.030 upper 27 
 
3 0.048 upper 28 
 
4 0.085 upper 29 
 
5 0.177 upper 30 
 
6 0.274 upper 31 
 
7 0.402 upper 32 
 
8 0.565 upper 33 
 
9 0.760 upper 34 
 
10 0.808 upper 35 
 
11 0.857 upper 36 
 
12 0.905 upper 37 
 
13 0.953 upper 38 
 
14 0.030 lower 39 
 
15 0.048 lower 40 
 
16 0.085 lower 41 
 





























































































1. ositive directiorsof force coefficients, 	 N CM,w
moment coeffic ents, and angles are


indcated by arrows CC Yw


2. 	 For clarity, origins of wind and stobiJity C 
axes have been displaced from the center 
Of gravity 
C 	 tm 
C ( 
 (b 









Figure 1. - Axis systems.


Tunnel Free Stream 
Tunnel Free Stream 
b. Model Attitude Definition























c. Sign Convention for Control Surfaces












Wing, W11 6  
Vertical, V8-






a. 	 General Arrangement, - 140A/B Orbiter 
Figure 2. - Model sketches. 
=
~~~Xo 2386-----
XT = 2435.36 
U1 XB = 0 X 391 X 
=
Zo 400-- .. . 





XT3-9XT =979 xTf 77058XT 3 9XB =18 89 .15 Y-=24 

XB- = 200-
XT = 743 

b. Matjd Vehicle Configuration 

Figure 2. -- Co qtjnued. 
j Xo = 379.00 
XTr = 1132.00 






c. Forward Orbiter/ET Attach Hardware


Figure 2. - Continued. 
59 
XO 1303 Y 9 
= 9400 
Orbiter =5-70 Yo T13 (Memer#3) 
12( (Member#, #2) 
LWinglne LX edln 
AT1 2 rMernber,2) 
XT 1859 
External Tn 
X0 = 1317 
XT = 2058 
d. Aft Orbiter/ET Attach Hardware 
























e. Elevon 	 and Bodyflap Hinge Moment Gage



























Green m2 White 




f.Wing Bending And Torsion Gage





External Tank T12 













S 112 1D° _ 8 7 6 5 4,3 2, 
Y0 68.4 333332 30 29282t 
Yingeline 
IAA~~geli42 41 39 
42 40 
Notes: 
(1) Full Scale Dimensions 
(MJ Pressure Orifices are for Right-Hand Wing 






h. Orbiter Wing Pressure Tap Locations 
Figure 2. - Concluded. 
a. Aft View, TWT Installation Orbiter


B26 C9 M7 F7 W116 E7 V8 R15


b. Aft View, TWT Installation Orbiter + Eternal


Tank + Solid Rocket Motors








c. Front View, TWT Installation Orbiter + External


Tank + Solid Rocket Motors
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ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBL COlIGURATIOI DESCRIPTIIO 
-4.0 0 -4.000 -4.00
CAF7US43 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
 0l T12 S P2 PS VItG UPPER SURFACE -0 .000 00 .0C






WING LPPER S WACE B500 . 8.000 ODO 8.000CAF7U552 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 'S 
tAFUr0[ IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12000 12.000 
























 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .- .8 1.0 1.2 1.4


CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0


MACH = .900 ALPHA = -8.000 2YB = .436 PAGE 629 
---- - -
------------ 
DATA SET SYHSM. CO1$IGLRATION DESCRPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-S ELV-4 
tAF7US4) Q DATA NOT AVAILA3LE -4.000 000 -4.000 -4.00 
LAF7US L 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 CAF7USO3 IA7D 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7U553 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE 8000.000 o 61000 e.030 
CAF7USO0IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
1 .. .... .. .. ...... ... .... ............ 1 1.....{"T "
.... .. '. .... .. '"rT "Trm
 
41.2 -
- - - -
- - - - ­











(nt 0 ,2 1 , 
Lu-.4-- --- ---- ---- ---- --- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION# BETA =0







ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CAF7USt I j OAT& NOT AVAILABLE -4. 000 -4°000 -4.000

000 .000 .000CAF7U45I IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WIN LPPER S.RFACE .000 
CAF7U503 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAAF0US5 A I T12 Sl P2'PS WING UPPER SURFACE a. 8.000 , 8.000 8.000


tAF7UG0 IA*70 03 T12 S6 P2 P8 WING L.PER SLRFACE 8.000 32.000 12.000 12.000 
* 4 T , l 110 fl fil nfl Nil Ti;f l~ i i ii ill flHi l 11 r fl rf l ll t ~ l = l,WiT . IT l ,,.,,, ...........













Li - - - - ­
0 




-1.2 14 :Tj: .. 1. L. L ... .. 1 
-. -2 . . . .1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION1 BETA 0 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 631


DATA SET SYMBOL 
(AF7US4) C)(AF7U452 U 
CAF7U50]CAF7US53CAF7USCJ Es 
1 .4 
CO'FIGURATION ESCRIPTION ELV-I 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 
IA7O 01 T12 St P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SUFACE 4.0O0 
1A70 01 T12 SI P2 Pa WING UIJPR SURFACE 8.000 
IA70 01 T12 St P2 P9 WING UPPER SURFACE 6.000 




4.000 4 .000 
8.000 8.000 
12.000 12.000 














































-.8 i;,, - 4 
-1.0 
-1.0 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA 






DATA SET SYMBL. CONFIGURAT ION DESCRIPTION 
SAV7US C1 DATA NOT AVAILABLECAFV 4I I  l iO C T12 SI P2 PS (A",ual lA 01 "12 S4 P P1 
AF7U552 IA70 0I T2 SI P2 P8 
AF/US0}I IA70 01 T12 Si P2 PS 
W}I LPGER SRFACE 
WIS UPPER SURFACE 
IW UPPER SURFACE 





































-. 2 L.6I- -. 
(JK 
i'-l 







Il I -44­ .. . 1j ,.. "-...­- I­ . 
---------­ ------------ L---­ ---------------­
,,1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA 0


MACH = .900 ALPHA =-4.000 2Y/9 .436 PAGE 633 
-- -- -- -- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[AP71j41 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
CAF1U45 C) A70 o0 T12 SI P2 Pe (AF7USOI 0 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
CAF7USSI IA70 0 1I T12 SI P2 Pe 











WING UPPER SURFACE 000 
WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 
WING UPPER SURFACE 8O00 
WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 
-, 


























-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 
 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4

FIG 27 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C

WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0

MACH = .90Q ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 634

CWIGURATI0N DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELy-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBL 
CAF7US4) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 CAF7U453 L IA70 0l T12 S P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000(AF7U501 A70 01 112 SI P2 PS WING LPER SURFACE (AF7US35 ]A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.00 8.000 8000 8O.000 
















L 1 I lII II I 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA : 0 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/13 = .436 PAGE 635 
----
-- - - ---- - - --
- - -----
0 
DATA SET SYMBO CONFJGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV- ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-A


CAF7US43 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF7U452 U IA70 0! T12 SI P2 PS WINS UPPER SURFACE .000 :oo .000 .000 
EAF7U50I Q IA7O OC T12 SI P2 P8 WINGIUPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF755U k IA7O 01 T12 S2 P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.03 8.000 8.00 8.OD























-JL -. L 
.2 l....
-1.0- - - - - - - - - - - ...Q . -' 




-. 4 -.2 a .2 .4 .6 .8 t.0 1 .2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA 0


MACH = .900 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 636 
- - -
- - - - - - - -






C0O4rIGURAT ION OESCRIPTION 
DATA NOTAVAILABLE 
IA70 I T12 SI P2 PS 
IA7D 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
IAO 01 TI2 Si P2 PS 
IA70D 0112 SI P2 P 
VING UPPER SJWACE 
WIN UPPER SACE 
WING UPPER SRFACE 


























































I ,1 I 1 





CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = COO0 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 637 












Dl 12 Si P2 PS 
0I T12 SI P2 PS 
01 T12 St P2 P8 
0l T12 SI P2 PS 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 































- - -­ -
-1 
- .4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORO, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION? BETA 






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7U6 4 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4 C 
AFU45) 	 LI A70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER S.RFACE .000 00 000 :000 4:000 4.000(AF7U50J I<A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 
CAFTUS5)f IA70 01 T12 Sl P2 Ps WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.003 8.0 oa 000 
t AFT0) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 




u- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­1.0-------------------















-1.4. 2. 	 . . 
FIG 27 
MACH = 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C

WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLURATION DESCRIPTION 
IAFIUS4) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE (AF7U45) li]IAi I12S 2P 
CAFVUSD CQ IA70 oi T12 SI P2 P8AAF7US5)l 0D DI T12 SI P2 PS 
tAF7USO) I70 01 T12 S1 P2 PS 
I 4 Pill tll l iiii fii1 f ill lTTf ( ir itY.T 
1 4 
1.2 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACEWING UP SURFACE 
WING R SURFACE 
i all iii l itlllifi i?.1 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
-4.000 000 -4,000 -4.0 
.000 .000 .000 .4.O0 4,000 4,000 4.000 
8.000 8,000 8.000 8.000 
8,00 |2.000 12.000 12.000 















---­ .B - . 2 i 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 640 
OATA SET SYMBO. COWCIGRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 £LV-2 ELy-3 ELV-4 
CAF7TS43 OATA NOT AVAILA1LE -4ow0 .000 -C. -4o (AF7U4SJ IA70 0a T12 SI P2 Pe WING LPPER SLRFACE .000 .000 .000 .000
Ii SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000IA70 01 TAF7USO) 
CAF7U55) k LA7 0l TI SI P2 PS VIN LPPER SURFACE 9.00 9.000 8.003 9.000 
CAF7U603 " IKV0 01 712 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.0C0 2.000 22.000 































FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISIRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0


MACH = .900 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = ,.436 PAGE 641 
1.4 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWIURATION DESCRIPTION ELY-I ELV-2 ELY-3 ELV-A


(AF7ULS4) C DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4,000 -4.000


CAF7U452 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE .000 000 000 .000 (AFT7 ) IA7O 01 112 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4:000 4.000 4.000 
1AF7U55)I 70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8,000


(AF7USO) IA70 01 T12 S1 P2 PS WING UPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000















-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1. 1o.2 ,. 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0


MACH = .900 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 642


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFISLRATIN DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAFTLJG4 I DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4. 00 000 -4.000 -4.000WING IPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000CAF7U45 1 7A0 0 T12 Si P2 PS 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000CAF7U501 9 A7O 01 112St P2P8 ViNG UPIER LJRFACE 8.000 8.0000l T12 SIAAFT75)O P2 PS WING UPPER SLRFACE 8.000 8.000 















-H I I 
F '/ 
I 
O1.2­- .4 -­ .20.-4. 






CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 
.900 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .436 
0 
PAGE 643 
D3ATA SET SYMBS. CW IGURAI1CN CESCRIPTIrJN ELy-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7USI) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .0W0 -4.000 -4.0


(AFTUI51 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING UPPER SURFACE .000 000 .000 .000 (AF7USO<)U 1A0 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4:000 4:000 4.000 CAPU5 IAD 02 T12 St P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.0XO 8.000 8.000 0.000 
LAFVUGO) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12:000 12.000 
1.4. .......... ..........."T"II'"I'"T=..
...... 7 ""T" .TT 





















CHRWS OAIN RCTO)FLCLCOD /

-.4 -,2 0 .T. 81 , 0 . 
FIw7 WN RSUEDSRBTO DET LVNDFETOBT


MACH -. 900 ALPA--000 2Y8-.7--AGE-4


-. 4.A0 - .2 .2-.4.6 .8 1.0 1.4­
--
DATA SET SyMBOL 
 COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 	 ELV-3 ELV-4 

AF7U64 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 -4.0 

AFU43 
 |AVO 02 T12 SI P2 PS 




JAVO T12 St P2 P8 





 IA70 ol t12 St P2 PS 
 WING UPPCR tCWACE 
 0.0000 	 1,8.00


AAF70 01 T12 SI 	 P2 P8 
 WING IPPER SURFACE 
 8.000 12838 IMO 12.000VO 

























-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 
CHORDWISE LOCATIONo 
.4 .6 .8 1.0 
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
1 .2 1.4 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 645 
- - - -
- - - - - - -
- -
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION LESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
I AF7US4 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4 000 -4.000 
CAF7U45C 1ATO 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPERSURFACE .000 .000 .:0 .000 
CAF7ULSO) ;C IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 Pe WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.00 
(AF7U55I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 .000 8.000 9.000 
CAF7UGOI3 IA70 01 T)2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 6.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 







-.4-- - .20. 4. 811. . 
4.2-------------------------4 




FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 
 
MACH = .9)00 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/0 .771 PAGE G46 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONtIGURATION DESCRIPTIU' ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
164 
(Ar7U5 ?AV al 12 51 P2 4:4PS

(AF71JSJ DATA NOT AVAILABLE -. 00 OM -O .000 
.0
(AFUSOJ IA7O 0 12 SI PQ PR SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
IA7O 01 T12 $1 P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 9.000 0.000(AF7U552 AlC T12 St P2 PO WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000(AFU6Q I 0 
















-J-. I L .L.... 
.4 -. 0 2. 
IHRWS X/
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 

FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA z 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/6 .436 PAGE 847 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CO IfGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-A 
(AF7U642 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 (AF7U45 U IA7 01 712 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SIRFACE .000 .003 .000 .000 (AF7U5) IA70 31 T12 SI P2 Pe VINO UPPER S RFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
IAFU55) A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
lAF7US,)I 70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000


lx .2.4 ... . -=,.. ' li.... ... " "It= I . . . . . _]. . . . . . . . . . i . ­= .. .......' ..... I__][ . . . . ... 
1.2-- - - - -----­

1 .0 -- -- - -- - -- - -- -- - -- - -- - -- - -- -- - -- - -- - -- ­





Ii-LL . . 4 7 J l 
Li. 
o .2----------------­
0--------------------------­23w <I I 
S- . 4 - .2 -0 - - - .2 - - - .4.-- - -- - ­
-1.0-------- LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL------- -

CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 648


DATA SET SYBOL COWFIG4AATI(YJ OESCRIPT113 ELV-I ELV-2 ELV"3 ELV-4 

CAF7tS 0 DT NOT AVAILABLE -4.00 000 -400 -4.000
W1M3 UPPER SLRFACE .000 C 000AFU4S2U IATO 0 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4:0 4.000 4.000(AFILJS 3 IAID 01 T22 SI P2 PS 















- .4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. XlC 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0 

MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 649 

DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION 
I AFVLJ64U C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE (AF'U5) ])A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
CAF7U50) 0 IA70 0l T12 SI P2 P8 
CAFU55 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
tAF7USO) t IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
* 4 I~T l TIII iti lt ini in[ ii) 
1 . 4- - - ­ ­ - - - - ­ ­ - ­
i 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING LPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
T till i ii ' ii)ll i T) 
ELV-I ELV-2 




































-­ -­ -­ -­ -­ --­ -­ -­ - -­ -
------------------------------------------------­
-1. -. 4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .G .8 1.0 1.2 
CHOIRDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. XIC 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0 




000 -4.000 -4.000 
DATA SET SYMOL CO RFiATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 
CAF7U4 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4,000 
CAF7U453 IA70 02 112 SI P)2 P8 WIMn UPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7U50 Q IA70 Gl T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SLRFACE 4.000 4,000 4:000 4,000 
CAF7U5S IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE 8.000 8,000 8.000 8.000


01 TI2 StP2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 2.000 2.000 12,000
(AF7IUO) A70 
 























-1.0 ............. ........ ............... .............................. ]...................................


.4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4
-.4 -. 2 0 .2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA : 0






DATA SET SYMBOL CO*GUIRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
fAF7US43 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4,000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
CAF7U ) IA70 DI T12 SI P2 P WING PPER SLfWACE .a0 .000 .000 
tAF7USO) 0 IA0 D0l T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SLRFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 8.000 0 9.000
(AF7U55) IA70 0 TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 

(AF7LUO3 I A70 0t T12 St P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000


...................... .... . ,..





LI . - - - - - - - - I'- ­
-



























-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONt BETA 0


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 652 
------ - - -
-----------------
----------------------
DATA SET SYi30L CO'$iSATIONDESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
VAF7L DATA NOT AVAILAB.E -4.000 .000 -4S000 -4.0004 I 
.000 .000 .000 .000{AF7U45) A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WIG UFPER S.RFACE 
WING UPPER S4 RFACE 4.000 4.0X] 4.000 
 4.000
LAFMMJSO IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 

AFVU55) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SUFACE 8.000 1.000 3.000 8.000 
WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.o00 12.000 12.000
AF7USO2 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
ll t lll i Ill .111ill I I i l TI11 
tll 
T 7ll flit fit. fl ll."i. -iflit -1ll 1111 
1ll "" tllil
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- .4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .8 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCAT ION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA z 9 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .436 653-PAGE 
 
----- 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAFVUS43 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.00 .000 -4.000 -4.000


rAF7L45) IAID 01 T12 SI P2 PS WIND UPPER SUFLACE .000 .000 .000 .000,CAF7U50) IA7C 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


LAF7U55 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.DO 8.000 9.000 8.000





































-.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 8 I 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 654 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGLAION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
I AF7U64I I DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.00 ODD -4J.OOO -4.000P2 PS WIG UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000CAF7U453 1A-70 01 712 SI 
WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000CAF7U5-3 IAO 0 1 712 SI P2 PS 
CAF7Lj5] A7o Cl 1T2 SI P2 PS WING UPER SURFACE 8.000 8. 000 90 8000 
P2 PS VIG U ER SURFACE 8.000 12,:0D 12.000 12.000t AFP7--S0 IAP0 01 12 SI 
1.41 * 
1.2­
~ t t I ii 1 TfI l nf I  It nfl ni~lll tinl Tin1 
- ---
Ili n l fIT. SWl liii Vli l n Eill ll l T~ii ilfl ai 
-­















. - H . .. 
- 1.4 ... 
6. . . . 
-. 4 -. 2. 
-1.2 
-. ,4 - .2 0 .2 .4 .6 . . 2 1. 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = .000 2Y/D = .436 PAGE 65 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO'F4S"ATION DESCRIPTION ELY-I ELV-2 ELY-3 ELV-4 

CAF7US4 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4 000 -4.000 
CAF7U45 i A70 al T12 Sl P2 P8 WING UPPER SURlFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF71J50) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000(iAF7U55 IAF0 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 0.000 9.000 0,000 
CAF7U60 LF IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
1 4 . .... ...l .....I...... i " ... .. "' ... .... ................ n............... i .... F il r "Tnt "nn 
1.2 
1.0 - -­ --­
-
z 





















-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 

FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA 0 

MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = .000 2Y/O = .771 PAGE 65G 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGRATION DESCRIPTION 
CAF7U642 C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 (AP7U45 I tlC 01 T12 St P2 Pa WINC UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
Of T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
'AFTU55 IAT7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 0.000 8.000 .000 8.000 


















-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 










AF7U164I Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 000 -4.000 -4.000 

DATA SET SYMBOL CON ATIG, 
N DESCRIPTION ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7U45 IA70 01 112 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE .000 :00 .000 .000 
LPPER SURACE 4.0W 4.000 4.0CW 4.000CAFUS I ) A70 01 -112 SI P2 PS WING 
tAF7U55 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF7U02 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.00 12.000 12.000 12.000


































I L I 
-. 4 -.2 0.2 .4 G .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C





MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 2.00 2Y/B = .7'71 PAGE 658 
DATA SET SYMBOL CNFIGLRAT1N DESCRIPTION 
IAFILiS4 I Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
(AF7U453 A70 01 T12 Sl P2 P8 
CAFTUSO I A70 0I T12 SI P2 PS 
CAF7U553 IA70 01 T12 S P2 PS 
CAF7U803 IA70 01 T12 S1 P2 PS 
4 llT i in ¢ ll ]Th f{i n{ fl { l iIlnnr i 
1.2 
WING UPPER SUIRFACE 
WING LPER SLRFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SJRFACE 





























-. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 8 1.0 1 .2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0 
1.4 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 659) 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW$IGURATION DESCRIPTION CLV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7US42 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -. 000 
CAF7U45) IA70 Ol T12 SI P2 P8 VING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
UAFIU5)Q A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4,000 4.000 
£AFT7U55I IAOD 0 I12 SI P2 P9 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 6.000 





I -­ - - - - - -
- --­ - - - -
Ii­
o .2­ - --­ --­
(­ - -
-1.2 
- 1 .0 ' ," '1...L, . L 
FIG 27 
MACH = 
.4 .2 0 2.4 .. 8 1.0 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 






ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
-400 000 -4.000 -4.000
DATA SET SYMBOL COW..GURATIN IESCRIPTION 

IAF74 I Q ATA NOT AVAILABLE 
WING LPPER SURFACE .000 .00 .o .000tAF7TU45 IA70 a! T12 SI P2 P8 VING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4000 400 4.00AF7USO) IA700 T72 SI P2 PS 

VING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
AF7U55 IA70 oI T12 SI P2 PS 

01 T72 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
AF7US0] IA7O 

- 1.21 1J­ - - - - -
I.I 1.0­
------------------------------------------­










- .4 - .2 0 .2 .4 .G .8 1 .0 1 .2 1 .4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 661 
-- -- - - - -
- - -
- -- - - -
- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIDN ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
I AF71U4 I DATA 107 AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.00 (AF7U453 IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 000 
CAF7USO3 ) 1A70 01 Ti2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4 u0m 4.000 4.000 4:000 
tAF7U553 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4


CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA 0


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 662


- - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -
- - -
------------------------------------------------------------
----- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----- 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
ELV- ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBO.L CaFIO4JRATIQ, DESCRIPTION 
.000 -4.000 -4.000AF7 841 DATA NOT AVAILAB. E -4 00 
WING UPKPR SURFACE .000 .000 000 .00CAF7U452 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PO WING LPPER SURACE 4.000 4000 4:000 4.000IAFU IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE .000 8000 8000 8.000AFi 
Ai0D T12 SI P2 PS WING UIPPER SURFACE 8.000 2.0O0 12000 12.000(AFU-) 






' Im- I 
LU{ 
<t .4 











-J-.4.................. 2. ...... . 8..... 2 . 
= .0 B = 46PG 6
MAH - .12 ALH
-Fs----------------------------------------------------------------------------­




DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
1A70 02 TI2 SI P2 PS 
IA7 01 T22 SI P2 PS 
WING UPPER SURFACE 














CAFIUSO) IA70 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 12.000 6.000 12.000 8.000 12.000 
.4 :n .. .... ... ..Ili . .... , .. .... . .. .. i .....tl i ' .....l ......... .. ... ft....
i .. ...















- 1 .4t ..... ... 
-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 664 
DATA SET SYt6B&L 
 COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AFIU4 3 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
.000 .000

CAF7U-O3 I 0l T12 SI P2 PS
 WING LPPER SJRFACE 
 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
CAF7U45 1 
 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
 WING LPPER SRFACE .000 .000 
lA70 
CAF7U55)
 IA70 Dl TI2 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SUWReACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAFUSO3 
 IAO 1 T12 SI P2 PS 
 WING LPPER SURFACE 
 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000


1 4 .. ... .....  ......................i" I .I ..I . . ....I I... .
 T.
 ....
......  F .... . . . .. l.... . .


























-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 .. 0 1.2 1.4 

CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORDo X/C 

FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0 

MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 665 

-----------------------------
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -








DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
IA 7 01 TI2 SI P2 P9 
1A70 31 112 SI P2 P8 
IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS 
WING LPPER SURFACE 
WING LPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELE VON DEFLECTION9 BETA 0


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 666 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
-4 0 0 00 -4000 -4.,300
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
AF7U64) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
CAF7U45 I IA7O a Tt2 St P2 P8 WING UPPER SLRFACE .OD0 :000 .D0 .O WING UPPER SURFACE 4000 4.000 4.000 4.003AF7U5023 IA0 01 T12 SI P2 PO (AF7U55 IAO 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 (AF7UGO) LN IAO al T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12:000 12.000 12.000 
1 4 I~tr ~t fl nI I tib fli{ll IIT ml lu l l iii fItIl f]It fIll Iiilflit tin nl nt ill in tn lJlTl I ii l t t l itI l I[ tl l ,f II~I nn ti fl 
1.2 












w- I I. 
< .4.i i 
I IY L I I 
L lI2.. _U L. L
" -i i _ _ __ , 
-1,0 
 
-1.4 -. it 
-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION,, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA =-6.000 2Y/B .436 PAGE 667


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI0U"ATION DESCRIPTION ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AFVUS4 3 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
CAF7U45 L IA70 0I T12 S P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .0 .000 
0)
 IA70 ol 112 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SLRFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
tAF7U5O 

tAF7US5S IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8,000 8.000





















-1 .4. - - ..... 
-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 6 .8 0 
CHORDWlSE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 






ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

(AFUS4) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 

DATA SET SYtIlOX COW4IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
.000l .O00 .0O .000tAF7U5I Lh 0 0) T12 S P2 P8 INGLPPER SURFACE 
CAF7 C 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING UPPER SLFACE 4.000 4.000 4000 4.000 

AF7U55) |1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING UPPER SJRFACE a,000 2.000 2.o0 12.000 

AF7USO) I~PI70 01 112 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 000 0 0 120 2.0 













-.4 -.2 .2 .4 .1.0 1.2 1.4 

CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD* X/C 

FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0 

MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 669 

DATA SET SYMOL CON'IGUR&TIN DESCRIPTION ELV-2 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
AF71G842 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .0O0 -4.000 -4.000 (AF7U45 [ 1A70 CI T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SLFACE .000 .0.0 (AFTU50] IA70 01 T2 SI P2 PS WING PPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4aOO0 ,.000tAF7USO2I tAlO 01 TI2 SI P2 P8 VING LPPER SURFACE 8.000 000 8c0 8.00
tAF7USSJ lA70 0) T12 Sl P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE a.000 12.000 l .00Q 12.000 
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IdI 
-4 -. .. .4 .6 .8 
CHRWS LOATON FRCTO OF LOA 
-1.2 -- ALPHA = -4.------------------------0 
-I4 
-. 4­ - .20.-4. 8 
LHRiS OAIN RCTO FLCLCOD 





1. 1.4I  
-------------
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMSL. CONFILATION DESCRIPTION 
-4 000 000 -4.000 -4.000I AF7LJS4 2 0 DATA NOT AVAILALE P2 PS WING UPPER SUFACE .000 .000 .030 .0CAF7U451 IA7O Ot T12 St 
01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000IAF7U5O] < A70 WING UPPR SURFACE 8.000 8.00 8000 8.000(AF.55 4 A70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WINS LPPER SLFACE 8.000 12.000 12.00 12.000tAF7USO I IA70 01 712 SI P2 PS 
I
~ l fI fin Wl Jll nT.L Ti l nIlf tin nil l 'Il t ilt Jill IA It'$171 i i- 1 li Al t ni@ l@@ H@Jlll jli J I n fli lfl @nfl ni @l~llJItt­
1.4-- - - -- - --­
0.1. 
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .8 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 671 
----------------------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELy-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7US43 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4,0 .00C -4,00 -4,000 CAF7U45 IIA70 a] T12 SI P2 PF WING LPPERSURFACE .00 .00 .000 .000
CAF7USOM IA70 al T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4,000 
(AF7U552 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.coo 8.000 6.000 

CAF7USO2 IA70 01 T12 S P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 6.000 12.O0 12.0QQ 12,000 

~ fllT lil IIII1 4 ll fiii nli l f11yii l in rIII nIm '111 111 InIIlit ml l .ill li II$ Ifll i 'll it, i l l i hi fi ?fl t fl fll 
....-.-­... 

-- ­- ­- ­1 . 4 
1.0 , 

°C i I ---- -- --­
,,L .4






-1. 2 - "4.... 
- .4 .2 .'2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCA'TION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORP, X/cBETA =0
FIG 27 WING p---SUR-E DISTRIBUTIN DUE---TO-ELEVN -DEFLETIN-

. PAGEMACH -1.240 ALPHA 2YB .4-2 00 6771 672 

L 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF'764 3 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.00 .000 -4.000 -4.0 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGuRATION DESCRIPTION 
AF7U45 ]A; 01 712 SI P2 PS VING LPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 

CAFVUSO3 ) A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SLRFACE 4.000 4.000 4.00 4.000 

(AF7U553 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PF WING LPPER SLRFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 

CAF7SO3 IA o T12 SI P2 PS WING PPERSISACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
1 4 ' ...... . ..... E  . . . .... .. . ... ti .. ........... ................ ... '"....
f . nr n.. . ........ .......
" i nI n l I'"' .. n , n . T( 
1.2 ­
1.0 










.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 1. .. 
CHOROWISE LOCATION# FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE 10 ELE VON DEFLECTIONP BETA 0 
MACH­ = 1.240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 673 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO FIGURAION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


AF7LJS4) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .00 -4.000 -4,000

IAF7U45) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 	 WING UPPER SURFACE .00 000 :000 .000


WING UPPER SURFACE 000 000 4.0 4.000


AF7U5S3) IA7O 1I T12 SI P2 P8 WG UPPER SURFACE 8.000 6,000 8,9000 a0


[AFUSO IA7C 01 T12 SI P2 P8 	 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12,000 12.000 12.000


I I.I I. I.II I 
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-1.4­
-. 4 -.2 0 . .4. ... .1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA 0


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .771 	 PAGE 674 
DATA SET SYMOL 
I AF7LS4 1 0CAF7UB5I UCAF7U4O5 Q
(AFTU55 
CNFIGLATI1O DESCRIPTION 
DATA NOT AVAILABLElAD 01 T12 SI P2 PSA70 CI T|2 SI P2 PS 
IA70 01 T2 SI P2 PS 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 




















A7SOL )0 IA70 l1T2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
yr. n~ii lm l u P IDinil1 try iln' nfl iiii iiii ml iiii ii i ll 14 i tlif i i.f ITO fit4 Mt11OTl ty tilT ii fit tt'. ml, flfl1......till Il 
1.2 
1.0­







S .24 .6 .8 1.2 1.4 
FIG 27 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIO]N, BETA = 0 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .43G PAGE 675 
--
ELV-I ELV-2 
 ELV-3 ELV-4 
IAF7UB4 1 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 00 -4.000 -4,.000 
DATA SET SYMO. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(AF7U43 I A70 01 T12 St P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .o0 .00 (AF7U5O 03 IA70 0I TI2 SI P2 P8 WING LPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4:000 4.000 (AF7U55I 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8,000 8,000 8.000 0.000
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 676 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CaWFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOJ 
 
(AF7US4 3 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.0 ,0 -4.00 -4.000 
(AF7U S U A70 01 112 St P2 PS WIM UPPER SUAfaCE .00 .000 .000 .000 
1l T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
tAF7U503 IA70 
 WING UPPER SURFACE B.000 8.000 9.003
8 000
(AFU553 JA70 
 01 T22 Sl P2 PO 



























-. 4 1 
 





-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 8 10 I1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA 0


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .436 
 PAGE 677
 






DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
A70 0I T12 S P2 PS 
IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 I T12 SI P2 PS 
WJNG UPR SURFACE 
wVN U ER SURFACE 
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a: .2---------Li----------- -- -- -- -
L 
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4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
'WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0 
I1.4 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/6 = .771 PAGE 678 




SET SYMBOL COfIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(AF7US42 0 DATA NOT AVAILALE 	 -4.000 000 
70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING UIPPER SURACE .000II 1A7U5	 .00 .000 .000 
CAV)D AM 031T12 SI P2 PB WING UPPER 9SFACE 4.00) 00ODD 0 4.08.000AF7UJ554 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 















- ....d II 
--. 2 
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 








DATA SET SYMBOL 




COF1 IGLAATION DESCRIPTION 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
'70 01 712 S) P2 Ps 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA470 01 TI2 SI P2 PS 
1A70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 
WING LPPER SLURFACE 
WIN UIPPER SLREACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
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MACH = .2 
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PRSSR DISRBTO 
- - - - --LPHA­ - - --0 2YI 
- -
-,,4,6,8 
- - - - - - - - -
U OEEVNDFETOBT 
























DATA NOT AVAILABLEIA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
iii m mt lrm lTm lni m irm 
.2.. .. . .... 
1.2 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 
-4.00 .000 -4.000WING UPPER SURFACE 000 . 000 
WING UPPER SLRACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 
WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 9.000 
WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD# X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION9 BETA 0 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 681 
- - --- -- - -- --
---
-- ---- - --- -
- -- - -
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

I AF7LJ54 I I DATA NOT AVAILALE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


tAF7U45) IA7 01 T112 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


DATA SET SYMBOL CONF IGLAATION DESCRIPTION 
CAF7USO( IA0 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AFUS5S3 IAIO 0l TI2 SI P2 P8 WING LPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 a.000 .00 
CAFTUGO) IlA0 a) 712 S P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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E. - L- - .....Of4 I I:, 
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:3 -.-
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELE VON DEFLECTION. BETA 0


MACH = 1,240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/Bl = ,771 PAGE 682 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW*IGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
tAF7LS4] IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS wING UPPER SURFACE -4,000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
AF7LI45] IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 wING LPPER SLFACE .0 .000 .000 000 
tAF7UO5I |A70 01 T12 St P2 PS wING IPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4:000 
75000 IA'O 01 T12 61 P2 PS WING UPPER SURACE 8.000 8.000 8.000(AFTU55]
CAF7USO IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8,000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
*4 ... ... ... ... ... ... . ........................ ....-i - ... .... n , I Tn .. ti..n ....n ..-
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-. 4 -. 2 0.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 ING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIMN BETA 






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-| ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

LAF7UB4) Al 1AT12 SI P2 PS VING UPPER SURFACE -4:000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF7U453 1A70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7USO) IA7D 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

CAF7U553 IA70 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 0.000
(AF7US3)N IA70 01 712 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 1' 000

.. ............................................ . ..  .. ..7lT 7'.. ....















.-. - .. 1 1 
1 .4 LP2 = -0042Y/8 = .72 .0 PAE 14 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECIION, BETA 0 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/6 = .771 PAGE 684 
DATA SET SYeML COWfIGURAT]CN DESCRIPT1N ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7U4) I 0CI T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE -4.00.000 -4.000 -4.000 (AF7U45 L tAlC Cl T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
tAF7L 5O) > A70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING'PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONo BETA =0 




ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGRATION DESCRIPTION 

(AF7UG43I Q 70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE -4.00 .000 -4.000 -4.000


EAF7U453 1.70 T1 WING UPPER SURFACE .DO .000 ,000 .C0w
1 2 SI P2 PS 
(AF7U503) A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE 4.000 4 4,000 4.000


(AF7U 5I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE 8.0OD 8.000 8.000 8.000


(AF7USQ IA70 01 T1Z SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.0CC 12.000 12.000


1 .4 ..........n f n Tn T n T l ... .t*............ nfl anr T rn- fl-n ....m ..., r
u n ........... ... ' ..... TITY 













.4- - . 2.46.8.0.2 I4 
-JRWS OAIN RCTO FLCLCOD / 
, HRWS LOAIN FRCINO OCLCOD /

-- T ----FIG WIN---PRES-URE---TRIBUT------E-T-- ELE--- DEFLECT---, ---
MA H 1 50-A - - =- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
MAH=1.500 ALH =:600 2/ 71PG 8 
DATA SET SYMlIX. CO,$IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELY-S ELY-4 
-4.000 -4.000 -4.000tAF71641 C' IA70 Ot T12 St P2 PS rI@G UPPER SUFACE . 
IA70 WING SuRFACE .000 :000 .000 .000CAF7U453 01 T12 SI P2 P9 UPPER 
WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.030
(AF7LJ5OQ IA70 03 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SLRFACE 80 0 8000 000 .0AFrUSS 1A70 CI T12 51 P2 P 

(AF7U8603 IA70 
 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8,000 12.000 12.000 12.0=0
 
*.4....... i... .... .... . .... ... .... ........ .













"w - 4 
U)., -1. . ... : 
-1.2 
-. -. 2 0 2. .,81 0{. . j
MAC = -J-.81.50 ALH 400 2/ ; 46PG I & 
-1 .2------------------------------------
 
CI-ORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA = 0 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .438 PAGE 87 
DATA SET SYMB0OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4






T12 Si P2 PS WING IPPER SUlRFACE .000 .00 .000 .000 
cAF7U503 ) A70 o0112 St P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


(AF7U55) A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION* FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 888


ELV-i ELV-2 	 ELY-3 ELV-4 
-4,000 -4.000 
DATA SET SYMBOL C0NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
CAF7US4I Cl IA70 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE -4.0 .000 
(AF7U45) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 .000 .000






5I 1A70 T12 St P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8000 8.000 8000 8.000


LAF7M02L IA70 0 	
 T12 Sl P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 0.000
 12.000 12.000 12.000

































-.4~~~-.2 O ~~ I2. 	 8. I, 2 I 
-1.0­
-1.2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .43G 	 PAGE 689 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWFIGURATIN DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELY-3 ELy-4


CAF7US4I Q 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.OD0

(AF7U453 iA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


[AF7U50) I 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

CAF7U55) &A IA70 0l T12 S1 P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
(AF7U6O) L. IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE e.000 12.000 12.000 12.000



















CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/3 = .771 PAGE 690 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/CFIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBflUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA z 0
















































(AF7USOII IAo70 0 T2 S1 P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 















-­ 1 .1... 
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-1 
-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
FIG 27 
MACH = 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORDt X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 




DATA SET SYMBOL CMNFIGURATION DSCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF7U64) 0 IA70 0t T12 SI P2 P6 WING UPPER SURFACE -4.000 000 -400 -4.000 

A5 P2 PS 000 .000 .00(AFUS [ 1)0 T17 2 SI WING UPPER SURFACE .000 
(AF7USO) 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF7U55I a IA70 01 T32 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 6. 8.000 8.000 8.000 
AF7USO) IA7O 01 712 Sl P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
1.6' 
wJ .8 :III 
.4. 
. ­z0 I 
w . I 
, , 
-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .810 1.. 
CHRDIS CTO. FRCTO , OF LOCA ----CHORD, X/C 

-1.0 0 APA 2.0-----­

-1.2---------------------------------­
-1.4. l~lII--.- Ii] 1 ~l II. I11 IIII iiiJ IU1 IaII IIII ittl Liz U till ) 11£I 1 Ii llll'[ L I Ittll l IIJ LU lIi1 US)1 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA z O 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .438 PAGE G93 
-- - - - --- -----------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFWIaRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-A


CAFVUS4) I 01 TI2 SI P2 PS 
 WING UPPER SLFACE -4000 .000 -4.000 -4.000
1A70 
(AF7U45) IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF ) IA70 01 TI2 St P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4:000 4.000


CAF7U5I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE .00 8.000 1.000 8.000


(AF7USO IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8,000 12.000 12.000 12.000


1.4 '... ....... . m r777m-7
..................... I... . . .. m r . ................... T i Pt 
 Til
 















J -. 4 - 0 .2 
-. 8---------- LOCATION, FRACTION OFLO -------- , ; 
21.2.... 1.0 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 694


NGURA7ION DESCRIPTIONDATA SET SYMBOL COW ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7UG41I IA70 01 T12 S1 P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
.000 .000 .000CAF7U452 LiA70 01 712 St P2 PB WING UPPER SLPFACE .000 
CAF7US0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.00 4.000 4.000 
tAF7US5 3 1K7O a) 712 S1 P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
tAF7US L IA70 01 712 SI P2 PS 














.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 [ .0 1.2 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO] ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0 

MACH = 1 .500 ALPHA = ,,.000 2Y/B = .,436 PAGE 695 
-4 1.4 
DATA SET SYMBMa COWIGURATION OESCRIPTICIN 
tAF7MU5 C A70 01 T12 SI P2 P9CAF7U453 ~1A70 C0 SI(AFU451 !A0 0 T12T12 SI P2P2 PSPS 
CAF7US5 ' 1&70 CI T12 SI P2 PS 
CAF7U603 IA70 01 T12 Si P2 PS 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WINGWING UPPERUPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 

















































4.4 Lii tdWI iiHi RDt±In EitL CA I ON LFRACTwI O OF. LOa A CHORDanttLi 
4 -20. 4. 8 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION 











ELV-I ELV-2 	 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYM8M CO fIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
.000 -4.000 -4.000
(AF7US42 0 IA7C 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE -4.000 
L IA70 01 Ti2 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000(AF7U453 
01 T12 SI P2 PS 
 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.100 4.000 4.000EAF7US IA70 
CAF7U5SJ IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 9.000 9.000 8.0 
CAF7USO] IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 	 12.000 12.00 
1 4 . m. . l . . . ... .... ... ......... '" " ....., .............. .... .... .... T l .. .1, .. . I
 
--J I 
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .8 .8 1.0 .2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0

MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .436 	 PAGE 697

ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONPIGLAATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 
CAFIUS43 I1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE -4.000 000 -L00 -4.000 
.000
CAF7U45i IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 

IAF7U1502 IA0 0 Ti12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4,.00 4.000 4.000 

70(AF7U551 1A0 T12 S1 P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
£AF7US03 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 















-.4 -.2 -. -.0 .2 8 0 1.2 
CHOROWISE LO]CATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAOE 
.4 
69bs 









IA70 01 T12 St P2 PS 
70 T12 SI 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
1AFTU4501 P2 P8 
1A70 ol T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 O TI2 SI P2 PS 
il # i fl n l nl l tIr, flyt 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WINS UPPER SURFACE 
WI* LPPCR SURFACEWING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
































-1.0 - -' 
-1.2, 

- - 20 .2 .,4 .6 .8 !.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORO. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0 




-- -- --- ---
DATA SET SYM6M. COFIG.RATION DESCRIPTIMN ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 
(AF"u4' A 0o I12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE -4 000D .000 -4.coCAF7U4S2 AI700 0 T12-S1 P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 ,CW13CAF7U5o0 Q AI0 01 712 s1 P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF7U55) k A70 01 712 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8,000









































-.4 - 2 0 .2 
 .4 
 .6 
.8 1.0 1 2CHOROWISE 1 4LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C
FIG 27 
 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DELCTIONI BETA
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA 0: 8.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 70]p


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DSCRIPTION (AF7L84) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
1AF7L45) IA7D 01 T12 SI P2 PeCAF7LSO] IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 




wING LOVER SLRFACE 
WING LOVER SURFACE 












































1. 1 . 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C





MACH = .900 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/6 = .436 PAGE 701


DATA SET SYM8. COW1GLATI4 DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAFILB42 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 000 -4.000 -4.000 
CAF7L45) IA70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 000 .000 .000 
CAF7L5O2 IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PB WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7L55 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8000 0.000 

tAVLE0] IA70 I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 22.000 12.000 12.000 
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-.4 -2 0.2 4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 14

FIG 27 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTIO}N OF LOCAL CHORD. XIC

WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLEC:TION, BETA :0

MACH = .900 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/9 = .771 PAGE 702

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CAF7LSCI DATA NOT AVAILABLE CAF7L453 LA IA70 01 T12 St P2 PS 
CAF7LO ) IA7O 0l T12 S1 P2 PS 
tAF7L5S) IA7D 11T12 SI P2 PS 
CAF7L603 IA70 0 T12 SI P2 P8 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOVER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 


























































CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORO X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON OEFLECTIONs BETA =0 
MACH = .900 ALPHA -6.O0O0 2Y/9 .436 PAGE 703 
DATA SET SYtBOL COWfGIRATION DESCRIPTION ELy-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF7L642 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 OM -4.000 -4.000 
(AF7L452 [1 1A70 0I T22 SI P2 PS WItG LOWER SURFACE .am .000 .000 .000 
tAF'7L50) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7L55 4 iA7O 01 T12 SI P2 P WING LOVER SURFACE 9.000 8.000 6.000 6.000 
CAF7LS2} L 1A70 0I T12 SI P2 PS VING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.0M 
1 4' fl l fliT F111 W11 flY! IT.III fli~lll TY!i f11l*11 Wil MiFIIII*I~ffl Illl ttttl~flf* Zll lu in I 't " r ~ 
1.42 .... ........ 
1.2 
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- ., j', 
.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 .0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 704 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBO. CONFIGJ ATION DESCRIPTION 

(AF7L64) Q DATA IOT AVAILABLE -4000 .0(00 -4.000 -4.000


tAF7L45) U A?O 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING LOWER SURFACE .0C .u .000 .000 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 4.00 4.000 4.000 4.000(AF7LO)9 
 8.000
(AF7L55 IA70 01 T2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 
 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12:000 12.000
CAF7LSO) IA70 l 1T12 SI P2 PS 

*4 .... ................ .l.. ....T ..
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-.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA z 0


MACH = .900 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 705 
DATA SET SYIIOL COWMIGURATION OESCRIPT *4 ELV-l ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7LG4I Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -,.00d .000 -4.000 -4,000CAF7L45 1C 712 SI P2 PS WING .000 .000AI70 ! LOWER SJRFACE .000 .000 
LAF7LEO) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SLRFACE 4.000 4:000 4.000 4.000


(AF7L551 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SUIRFACE 8.000 8,00D 8.000 6.000


CAF7LGO) IA70 01 712 SI P2 P9 WING LOWER SRWACE 8-.0O 12,00( 12.000 '.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 706


DATA SET SYMtO C§FIMaAI)C] DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


IAF7L64)' DATA NOT AVAILABE 
-4.000 .0 -4.0
 -4IQQ2
AF7L4S) L A70 0) 7)2 S) P2 Pa VI LOVER SLRACE .000 .DOCAF7L50) IA7 01 T12 51 P2 P8 VIt6 LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.m 4.00 4.0'00


CAF7LSSI 4 A70 1 T12 St P2 Pe ViWt LOVER SLRACE 8.000 8 . 8.000 8.000

[AF7LSC) A70 01 P2 PS VIN LOWER SURFACE










II ~ ~ill l J~ i 
L. - o .. 4 . 1 .. 1 . 
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i-!II R-!S LOCIO, FRAIO OF LOA CHORDii, i
XLIC 
 
- i I I ...


-,4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .8 .8 1.0 2.2 1.4CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FiG 27 WiNG PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO FLEVON DEFLECTION. BETA =0 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/G = .436 PAGE 707 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO,'FIGURATIN DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAFVLB4) ) DATA NOT AVAILAB.E -4.000 .000 -4,000 -4.000


CAF7L453 ] IA70 01 112 Si P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 000 .000 .000 tAF7L50 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER S4AFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7LL55 IA7 01 T12 SI P2 M8 WING LOWER SLRFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 6.000


CAF7LBO) IA70 T12 S1 P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 

4 -I~ l Ini IIII IIII f III ,11,II II ( jutI ill tntI flit'f1I t il1 dY f11 *I111 IIII Ijil" lit. f11 tInI nII 1117 Ifl (fI I l ilT 
1.2­
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-4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 1.4 
CHORDWlSE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA : 0
 






DATA SET SYMBIL CONFIGLAATICI DESCRIPTIO ELV-I 

CAF7L64) C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4. 000 0D -4.000 -4.00


CAF7L45 UIA 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING LOWER SURFACE 00 .000 .000 -. uu 
CAF7LS) lA70 01 712 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4:000 4.000 4.000


CAF7L553 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WINS LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 
 8.CX0 8.
 
CAF7LrDOI IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 22.000 12.000


. . . . . . . .. . . . . . 
. . .. 

















CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27/ WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =







DATA SET SYHOL CONl'IGURAT ION DESCRIPTION- ELV-) ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7L643 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .0C -4.000 -4.000


CAF7L45 U A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOVER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7L50J] IA70 D! T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.0m0 4.000 4.000


(AF7L55 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.0 8.000 .000


CAF7L6O) I7 0Ai I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 I'OOD
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CHOROWISE LOCATION FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C

FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA = 0 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 710 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURlATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELW-3 ELV-4


CAF7LS4I C DATA NOT AVAILABE -4.000 .00 -4 000 -4.00

(AF7L45J 3A70 01 712 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 4.000 4.000
CAF7L50I 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE 4.000 4. 
(AF7L55 1A70 01 T12 Si P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 a.000 8.000 8.000
 
tAF'7LSO 1A 01al 712 SI P2 Ps WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 


















CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTIO N OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 711 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO IIATION DESCRIPTIfON ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7L64I Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAFL45) ]Ain7 I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 am .000 .000 
CAF7LBO53 Q A70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7L551 IA70 01 T12 Si P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8aco e.OO 8.000


(AF7L601 1670 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHRDIS LOAIN FRATIO OFLCA HRD


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0


MACH = .900 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 712


ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 EV-4


A7L64) 0 ATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.=0 : -4: -4:

DATA SET SYMBOL CONI&RA1ION DESCRIPTION 
FL45U A12I P2 PS WING LOWER SLFACE 000 000 
(AF"7L5O) tA70 O0 112 S1 P2 PS WING LO ER SLRFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.0m


IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER StRSACE 000 3.000 a.000 9.000
[AF7LSS2 
 
l^70 0 112 SI P2 PB
 WING LOWER SLRFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
AAF7LS ) 
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FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE.-­
cc \\/,,,
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-,4 -. 2 0,2 ,4 .6 ,8 1.0 . 2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA =0


MACH = .900 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = ,436 PAGE '713 
DATA SET SYHO. C*tFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7LS4Z - DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

CAF7L453 IA70 01 T2 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7LSO) 3A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.o0 4.000 





l t fl n itn fu . 'f;-f -i.rn Ir i -T in mu I, t I-n ni- ni lir .nt n n fi.IIf l1.2 : 1 l 
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LOAIN FRCTO OF LOA 
[HRWS CHORD, X/
 
- .O -.2 2 . . .1I.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORO. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION9 BETA = 0 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 714 
ELV-i ELV-2 
 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT1"ON DESCRIPTION 

CAF7LG4J Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF7L45) U IT Ci T12 SI P2 Pa WING LOVER SURFACE .000 .000 .co .000


tAFLSO] 1AVO l T12 S) P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
7 
 
CAF7L55 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
 WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 9.000 9.000


(AF7LS03 [ A70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 22.000 2000 12.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 715


DATA SET SYMBOL CO1FGURATION DESCRIPTION EL.V-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

(AFLS42 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000
(AF7L45 i A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .oo .000

CAF7LS0,I lAiD 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.0DO 4.000 4.000

CAF7L55) A A70 0! T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SLRFACE 8.000 8.D008.000 0.000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD* X/C

FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 





















0I T12 SI P2 PS 
01 T12 SI P2 PS 
C11T12 5I P2 PS 
01 T12 SI P2 PS 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SEFACE 
WING LOVER SURFACE 

































-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 .0 1.2 
FIG 27 
MACH = 
CHOR0WISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD# X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 
.900 ALPHA 8.000 2Y/9 = .43G 
= 0 
PAGE 71"7 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO{IqURAT ION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF7L64) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 

CAF7L452 IA7O 01 T12 St P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE :003 .000 .000 .000 (AF7LSO) 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
AF7L55 1AC70 01 T12 S P2 PS WING LOWER SU.RFACE 8.000 8,000 8.000 9.000 
CAF71-601 IA70 01 T12 S P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 s 2.000 12.000 
1.2 .... ..-------­ r-­























MAC = .90 AL H,..0 Y B 7 1P G 1 
-1H= 90 ALH 8.0 2YB.71PG!1 






DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS 
IA7O 0I T12 SI P2 PS 
IA7 01 T12 SI P2 Pe 
VIte LOWER SURFACE 
VItG LO ER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 713 
DATA SET SYMBO 





CONFILURATION DESORPTION ELV-l ELV-2 ELV-3 
DATA NOT AVAILA1LE -4.000 .00 -4.000 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 Pa WING LOWER SLRFACE .000 000 .000 
1A70 01 '12 S P2 PS WIN LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 
A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 
IA70 I 1T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 
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MAH=1.120 ALH -800 '=2/ 71PG 2 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7LG4) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000(AF7L45 IAlO 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .C0W .0O .000 .000 
(AF7L501 IA7 01 T12 St P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 400 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF7L55) 1A70 0! T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 9.0C0 8.00 8.000 9.000 
























MAH - .12 ALPH ='600 2,B 46PG 
FI--------------------------------------------------------------------0 
MCH = I.10 APA= -. 0 2YI.= .36PG 
2 
72 
- - - - - -
DATA SET SYM83L CONFIG"ATION DESCRIPT.ION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7LS4 ) ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000
CAF7L45]L 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE .000 .003 .000 .000 
LAF7L50) IA70  TI21S P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7L55 IAO 0l, T12 SI P2 PS WI LOWER SURFACE 8.000 9.002 8.000 8.000 
1AF71L602 1,A70 01 T12 Sl P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
1.2-- - - - - - - - - - ­
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING' PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION'DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA r -6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 722 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYI3OL COFIGURATION 0ESCR1PTION 
.000 -4.000 -4.000
(AFYLS430 	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 CAF7L45U 	 IAO 01 TI2 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 (AFMLSO) OA7002 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 4.000 4.00 4.000 4.000 8
 0008.000
CAF L551 	 I7 0 T%2 Sl P2PS VIING LOVER SLRFACE 8.000 8.000AoI 
 
CAF7LSO) 	 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURAFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000

" .. . . .. . . .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ...... .
. .1 .4 : ' '... .. . .. .. '  	: " .. .. .... .. ... ..  
. ...
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- 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1 .2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 

FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA :0 

MACH = 1.12C ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/9 = .436 PAGE 723 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION OESCRIPTIC4 ELV-I ELV-2 ELY-3 ELV-A 
(AFILG4I ( DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4-000 
CAF7L453 U IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE .000 .OO .000 .000 
AF7LO) 1A7 01 TI12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 4030 4.000 4.0o k.0o 
tAF7L55) IA70 0 T1)2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 (AF7L60) 1A70 02 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 22.O0 12.000 12.000 







--.4 -. 2 0 .2 ,4 , .8 1. 1C.,2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTIZN OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FlrG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0
 

MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 724


ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
LAFML4 ] DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.00


CAFIL4S2 L IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 VINO LOWER SURFACE 000 .000 .000 .000


WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000CAF7L540 1A70 01 T12 St P2 P8 
 
IA7Q 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .co0 8.000 9.000 9.000
EAF7L55J 
WING LOVER SURFACE 0.000 12.000 12.000 12.000[AF7LS0) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 







-w - - - -- -- -­
-1. 
-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA - 0






---- -- -- -- -- --
- - - - -
DATA SET Symt43L Cot1r0RAT1N DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELY-3 ELy-4 

(AF7L642 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4,000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 

cAF7L45 IA0 01 112 Sf'P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 '.000 .am0 

CAF7LSO)( IA50 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOVER SLRFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

CAFL5I 1A7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 3.00 ; 8.000 

AF1L>OJI I 70 QI T12 SI P2 PS YIG L4 SURF#~CE 13.pop ?2.goQ 2001. 

Ty" !m Titi r il Tr I lii ifii t l- Tm I i 1.1111 -11, 1P1...1 i 	 ll i i Tll i t'1ll11. f.l4l O 
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4w 4US-IL 	 -au. s. 
,CHORDWISE LOC.ATION, FRACTION OF ,LCALgHORp, X/C

rIG 27 WIN? PRESSURE DISTIBPTION DE TO EVON DEFLEUTION, BETA = 0 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .771 	 PAGE 726 
ELV-i ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL COWFILRATION DESCRIPTION 

CAF7LSI3 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
 -4.OD .000 -4.000 -4.000
 CAF7L453 Li IAO 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE :000 :000 .000 .000 

CAF7L5) Q IA7O 0! T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SLRFACE 4.000 4.000 4:000 4.000 
CAF7L55 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 Pe WING LOVER aJIRFACE 6.000 6.000 B.000 9.000 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000CAF7LSO) I& IA0 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SUIRFACE 
1.4 ..... .......... .. ....... .. .... .. . ...
............  . .. . .....
 ..  
 






-J -. 6L) 
1.48 
-. 2---.--.----- -- .- . -.0 1.2­
-. 41.22 - . 4 .3 .8
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C
 P.G 2 .
 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE 10 ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA =0

MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = .000 2Y/6 .438 PAGE 727 
DATA SET SYMBO. CONFIGRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

(AF7LGA4 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
(AF7L45I L Io %2 SI P2 pe WING LOWER SURFACE, .000 .000 300 .000 

(AF7LSOS lAO 0! T12 S1 P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

EAF7L553 IAO 0I T12 S1 P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 6.000 6.000 9.003 9.000 

IAF7LSO) IAO 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12,000 12.000 


















-1 *-,4 :'~ . ,., 
L -o.4 - 0 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 

FIG 27 WING'PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION9 BETA =0 

MACH 1.120 ALPHA .0002Y/ .771 PAGE 728 

ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

CAF7L643 Q DATA NOT AVAILABE -4.0*o .000 -4.000 -4.000

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGRAATION DESCRIPTIO' 
(AF7L45' 170 01 TI2 SI P2 P8 VING LOVER SURFACE .000 .0 .000 .000 


























.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.,2 1.4
-. 4 -. 2 0 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 

FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0 

PAGE 729
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .436 
DMA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7LS43 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.00 000 -4.000 -4.000 (AF7L45J IA7 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOVER SLRFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
tAF7LSO) 0 IA70) 01 1I2 SI P2 PB WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7L50) 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 8,000 8.000 8.000


CAF7LG0] IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 J2.000 12.000 12,000

I . ........... .. . . ..... 
 . ........I .. .. ...... . .... ... . .. .. .I'l .







-u I I 
FIG 27 
MACH = 
.4 -.2 2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1-.2 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL.CHORD, X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUi.ION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0 
1.120 ALPHA = 2.0010 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 
1,.4 
73G 
ELV-I ELv-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYV8O. COW IRATION DESCRIPTION 

CAF7L643 C) OATA NOT AVAILABLE 
 -4.000 000-4.000 -4.000 
.000 .O00(AFTL45) LA0 02 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SLF ACE 0 :0010 
VING LOWER SUFACE 4.0 4.000 4.000 4.000
AF7LS0 <) 
 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 

CAF7L35) 4 AI0 01 T12 SIP2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8000 8.000 

VING LOWER SLSRFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
(AF7L603 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
 


































DATA SET SYMBOL. COWFIWRATION DESCRIP71IN 
CAFTL84, Q DATA NO AVAMILABLE 
LAF7L45J i A70 01 TI2 Sl P2 PS 
(AF7LSO3 IA7O 01 T12 S6 P2 P8 
CAF'7L553 1A7O 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
(AFVL60] I A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
WIN LOWER SLUFACE 
VING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
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1,I! .~ Li U U U i!Li ! i L'LI ,~S 
-AH= 1.12 LHS 4.0 Y6 = .71PG 3 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWIFGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CAF7L64) C DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
tAFTL5)7 IA7D 01712 Si P2 PB 
tAF7LSO) lA70 01 T12 S1 P2 PS 
CAF7L55I IA70 Ol Tl2 SI P2 PS [AF'7L62 IA70 0 712 SI P2 PS 
* , fl, ,rI1 nfl,,r y ,n ll ..mi V.n1.4. .......... 
1.2 
1.0 
WIND LOVER SLWACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOVER SULFACE 
WING LOWER SLRFACE 
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-. 2 0 .2 .4. 81. . . 
LVN ELCTIONP BETLAL 
FI 2CIN RESREDISTRLIBUTION,DUFRA C0 

PAGE 733
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/9 =, .436 






DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
IA 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS 
IA7O 01 T12 S P2 P8 
IA70 01 T12 S1 P2 P8 
WING LOWER SLRFACE 
WING LOWER S.RACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
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- .4 - -. 2 .4 .6, .8 . 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 









ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT ION M5RIPTION 
 
-4.000 000 -4.000 -4.OQO(AF7L4) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 

CAF7L45 L IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 coo0 wo
( 7LE at T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 4.000 4:000 4.000 4.000


CAF7LSS) IA70 0I T12 S1 P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 1°aD ecoo ec2o

IATO 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 22.000 12.000CAF7LBO3 
 















J -- LL 
.4 -.2 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHO3ROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 735 
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
-------
DATA SET SYMBOL CoC*IGURAIION SCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

(AF7L642 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


(AF7L45] IA70 ol 712 SI P2 Ps WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .00 .000 .Om3

(AF7L5O) I A70A 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.00O 4.000


(AF7LS5) IA70 0l 112 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 9.000 6.000


CAF7LBO3 IA70 oI T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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-. 2 2 .' I . .
-1.0 
-1 .4 LAl ±1*1 ILW USI) l I iLA)LII W US)~ll ILW III) I lAS US)l US WIJlISIS IlIS IlA Ut SI LW lII ti I~i I JI J44ll41414I 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0

MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/6 = .771 PAGE 736









DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IAT 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PB 
IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
VING LOWER SURFACE 












































4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 
MAH - .2 4 ALH,=­ .00 2/ = 
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C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
IA7 01 Tf12 SI P2 Pe 
lAi17 Ol T12 SI P2 P 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA 0 01 T32 SI P2 PO 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WItC LO ER S>RFACE 
VNG LOVER SURFACE 
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CHORIIWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C

WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVO]N DEFLECfION, BETA =0 
.240 ALPHA r -8.000 2Y/B =" .7'71 PAGE 738 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGWATIO'J DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
AF , 0 DATANOT AVAI LAL -4.0 .0 -4. -4.000CAF7L4) C) IA7OQ 01 T12 51 P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE .000 .000 :coo .000 
£AF IAO01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 4.000 4
CAF7L5) IA70 oI 112 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE . .0 .0 .0 








S.42 4 . .8 1.0 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION* BETA 







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAIION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELY-A 

CAF7L643 C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .0)0o -4 000 -4.000 
(AF7L45) L IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 (AF7L503 Q IA70 01 122 SI P2 P8 WING LOVER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

LAFL553a A70 01 112 S) P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 

CAF7LSO3 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12,000 

°
1.4 .................. ..... ..... }"" "'TT T rl '" 
4­










- -2-4 0 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
-,- - 2 - -.- .2 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA 0 

MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 740 

DATA SET SYMiBOL CO'FGLRA'1ON DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 
 ELY-3 ELV-4 
-4.000 .0 -4.000 -4.000CAF7L643 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
.000 o0 -000 .000(AFTL45 i AD o T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 4.000 4,000 4.000t AF7LL5O0 ) A 01 112 S P2 PS VING LOVER SLRFACE 4.000 (AF7L553 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.OO 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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FIG- N- -- -- - -- - -- BUT- - -- - -- - -­
STR - - EV-NDEFL CTI---BE A-=­

-AH= ----------------------------­.----------­
MAH=1.24 ALH = -400 2/i 46PG 
 4
 





CO tI"RAION DESCRIPTION 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
IA7l 01 T12 St P2 P8 
IATO ol 112 SI P2 PS 
IA70D 112 SI P2 PS 
IA70 al 112 SI P2 PS 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
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-1. I .w , J . nu~iW a'wa n'nJt i ll W WW UM Uf fu'i ii , iD i 'it Ina u 
CHOOWIE LCATON.FRATIO OLCACH. X/Ct 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 742 
ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYM OL COIGtARATI1N DESCRIPTION 

(AF7LS4 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 	 -4.000 .0 -4.0 -4.0 

1I T12 SI P2 PS vItO LOWER SLRFACE .000 .000 .000 .000(AF4SI IA70 
IA '70 	 O T12 SI P2 PB WING LO3ER SURFACE 4.0o 4.0 4.000 4.000(AF 
01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8,000 .000 B.00 8.000


CAF7L6O IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000

(AF7L53) IA70 
- i l il l t 	 r i-n ln i--i rn-i .-m n ri t .- ll i-,, tin , ,, - ,i-t , fin i tili u ­1 4 nll nflllli j i ivTi-i Illl	 r-lnl n i-,, -,,T,,i,, r ii it lhl l Ti 
1.20­
-I 
















-1.2 ' 	 I 
- 1 .		4 . .. . .. . . ... . . . .. .. , .. .. .. .. . . . .... I, .. ... . , , ,, . ~ u 
-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 27 YlNG PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .436 	 PAGE 743


OATA SET SYMBOL COI&AATION (ESCRIPTIa4 
LA.7LS43 0 DATA NOT AVAILafLE
tAF7L45) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PSCAF7L503 1A70 O TJ2 SI P2 PstAF1L55) IA70 O 1 T12 SI P2 PaCAF7L60 IA70 Of T12 SI P2 PS 
1;4 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WINO LOVER SURFACE 
WING LOVER SURFACE 








































.4 -. 2 0. .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETAMACH = 1.240 ALPHA 






DATA SET SYtot CFIGURATIeq OEWRIPTII AF7L64) ) DATA NOT AVAJLA&ECAF7L45 F IAVO 01 112 SI P2 PS(AF7LS/] DIAI0 21 T22 Sl P2 P9[AF7L55 lAID 01 T12 SI P2 P 
IA70 Cl 722 Sl P2 Pe 
1.4 
WING LOWER SLRFACE 
VINS LOVER SSWAE 
VING LOVER SURFACE 










































CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, 'X/C

FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLEC]-ION9 BETA=







- -- - - - -- -
- - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7LS4 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
(AF7L453 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF7L553 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF7L553 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
(AF7L803 1A70 01 112 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
















0 - ----­ 147 










CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION9 BETA 0


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/6 = .771 PAGE 746 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7LE4 ) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(AF7L45)U 1A170 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 ,000 .000 
(AF7L503 lA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.00 4.000 4.000 4.000

(AF7L55 IA7i 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 

WING LOWER SURFACE B.C0 12.000 12.000 32.000


















20. - 4 .+ +810 l. . 
-. . 24. . . . . 
CHORDWISE LOCATION* FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 747 
- - - - - -
ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 
AF7L64) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.0 .000 -4.000 -4.000 (AFL45 1A70 1 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SUJFACE .000 C OO 000 .000 CAF7LSOI ) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PO WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.:000 4.000 
(ArL554 IAO 01 12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 a.000 8.000 





1.0-- -- -- ------------------------	 ---- - ­
0­
I-- - ----­
u . 4 
LLI 
uJ -04 - ---	 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
(Cl - .2 ­- -.. - - . . . . 
<-i -. 4 I - ­
o -. Q '2 	 . 
------------------ ,ACTION OF LOCAL C X/E 
- .

MAC 10 ALH .0 Y8 71PG 	 4 

- .4 -. 2 p .2 .4 ,6 .6 1 .0 1 .2 1.4 
Ci-IGROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CRORE, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0 

MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B .7371 	 PAGE 748 
ELV-I 
 ELV-2 
CAF7L64J Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -401 Ow 

LAF7L452 lAI7 ol T12 51 P2 P8 WING LOWER S.RFACE .000 .000 

DATA SET SYMBOL C&FIG.2ATI" DESCRIPTION 
CAF7L5UO IA70 al T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.0 4.00 
CAF7L55 IA7O OS T2 St P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 
(CF7LSO lA7D 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SRFACE 8.000 12.000 
t4 ., ' ....... ... .... ....
.. ................   .
 
1.42 
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- .8 1.0 1.2 
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FI 7 WN RSUEDSRBTO DET LVNDFETOBT

1 2 1. 
-AC - .------------- 2/B: 43 PGE 74 
MAC= .24 ALH =•.0 B= 46PG 4

7 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7LB43 C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4,000
(ArIL4I IA7O 1 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .C0O .000 .OO 

(AF7L53 IA'A70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

(AF7L553 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 

















-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2--
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONg BETA =0 




DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CAF7LG4 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
(AF7L45) A70 I TI2 SI P2 PS 
(AF7LSO3 5 A17 01 112 St P2 PS 
tAF7L553 IA7O 01 T2 SI P2 PS 
IAF7LSO)N IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS 




ELyV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 
-4.000 .000 -4.000 
VING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 ;00 
VING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 
WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 ­ .8000 8.000 
WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 
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ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

IAF7LS43I DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4,000

DATA SET SYM OL COWIGRAJON DESCRIPTION 
CAF7L45 ] 1)0 02IT12 Sl P2 PS VINM LOVER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000

CAF7LSO) A70 0I T12 S P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

8.00
CAF7L552 IA70 01 T12 S1 P2 P8 VING LOWER SIRFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 
 


















-.4 -, .2.4.6.8 1.,0 1 .2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA 0 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 752 
ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 
CAF7L64) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.°00 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
tAFL45) 1 17 01 T12 Si P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.0D0 4.000CAF7LS0 3 9 A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER 
(AF7L55 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE a.000 a0o 8.00 8a000 12.000
tAF7L60) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .. 81.0 
CHORDWlSE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 








DATA SET SYMBOL COtFILRAIJION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

CAF7L642 C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000
CAF7L45) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF7LSO)C0) IAID 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER StWACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AFTL553 1A7O 0l T12 SI P2 P9 WING LOWER SLRFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 9.000 (AF7LSOG3 I A'70 01 112 S) P2 PS WING LOWER SURACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
1 .4-
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-1.2-- ALPHA =-.0----------------------- -
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE 10 ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA =0


MACH = 1.240O ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 754 
1 
ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGiRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I 
CAF7LS4A C IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SLFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
CAFL453 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 CAF7L50J) IAO CI T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SLRFACE 4.000 4.0O0 4.000 4.000 
CAF7L553 TIAO 01 |12S P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8,000 8.0 8.0 8.0CC 












o: 0'0) .2 
U-11 
-.. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 .0 1.2 1. 
FIG 27 
CHORDWISE LO]CATIO]N, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/E3 = .436 PAGE 755 
DATA SET SYiMS& CONF IRATIO DESCRIPTIION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7L841 A 1A70 '( TIf SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 (AF7L453 I] A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
tAF7L5O) lh 01 T12 SI R2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
[AF7L55 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 8,000 a.000 6.000 
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CHORDWIE E I_{PATION, FRACTIONoOF LOCAL CHORD: X/C


F15 27/ WING PRESSURE DISTRIB.UTION.DUE TO] ELEVQN DEFLE.TION, BETA = 0
 

MACH = 1.500 AL.H , -8.000 2¥IB = .771 PAGE 756


DATA SET SYMO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7L643 Q IA70 01 T12 51 P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE -4. 00 .000 -4.000 -4.000 

CAF7L45 aAIDT12 SI P2 Pe WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000
t 
(AF7LSOI Q IA70 01 T2 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF7L55 |A70 Ci T12 St P2 P8 WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 a.000 8.000 8.000 
(AF7L60) IA70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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1- .4 . 
.4 .20..4. 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0


MACH = 1 .50C ALPHA -6.000 2Y/D = .4136 PAGE 757 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DSCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7L4) 0 IA70 Ol T12 S) P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
(AFL45) IA70 Cl T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SLRFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
5 ) 1A70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000(AF7LSO) 
CAF7L551 IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 












-.4 -.2 b .­2 4 .6 .8 .0 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC 
1.2 1.4 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 758 
----------------------------------------------------------
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
tAF7L ) Q IAID 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOVER SURFACE -4000 .O -4000 -4.000 
LAF7L452 IIAV 01 T12 S! P2 PS WING LOWER SJRFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
iAF7L501 IA7 0! T12 SI P2 PS 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIQRATION DSCRIPTION 
WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AFIL55 IA70 01 T12 St P2 PS viw LOWER S100RFACE 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.000

(AF7LS0J lA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 !2.000 
1 . ..... I F 
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FIL7iN RSUEDSRBTO DET LVNDFETOBT


-AH= .0 LPA=-.0 YB 46PG 5


L - .4 ""AIL"7"1" 
MAC 1.0 = ALH = -400,/ .46PG = 5 
DATA SET SYMBO. CONFIGURATION DSCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELY-3 ELV-4 
(AF7LSA) j lAiD 01 112 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE -4.0 .000 -4.000 -4.000 CAF7L45 L0 lA T1CI 1 2 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000(AFTL451 4} 0 . 0 (AF7L50 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
AF'7L553 4 AI0 al 112 S P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 .000 8.000 
(AF7LSO3 IA70 01 712 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
. I I I Iy I~n .irn­ m I Ir I-, .r'I y rI ­ ly nIi.y.I- Iy, tryInIi- In Ii p nII ... I i tl nI.i t.l.n.-ITifl1 . 4 . .... .... ...... ............. ..... ..I...........I. ........'..... . 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA 







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGRATION ESCRIPTIO4 ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AFLG4) C 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE -4.0 .0 -4.000 -4.000


CAF7L452 IA7 0) T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SLRFACE .000 .O00 .003 .00O
CAF7LS0,9 IA70 at T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SLRFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.00

9.000
!AF7L551 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 2.000 I 0aN 8.000 
 
WING LOWER SURFACE 2.000 2. 12.000 12.000
(AF7L60) IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS 

.... T.... .................  .. ....
n..... . .. .. ......
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-- 4 -.2 0.2 .4 . .8 8-0 1-.2 1.4 
CH(ORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE -761


DATA SET SYMBOL C0WIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7L643 0- IA70 01 T12 S1 P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE -4.00 .000 -4.000 -4.000
A$FL453[ IA7 01 112 St P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .0DO .000 .000 .0CC


(AF7L,5O IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SLRFACE 4.000 4.000 4:000 4.000


(AFL553 3A70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 0.003 


















-. 2 2.4..81.0 1. . 
FIC2HIN RESREDISTLICATION DUECTON O LDCALECTION, BETAC






ELV-1 ELY-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYHBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTN 
LOVER SURFACE -4.000(AFLS4 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING -4.000 .000 -4.000 
.000CAFL453 IA70 0I T22 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 
CAP7LSO C 1 /0 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.0(0 4.000
9.000 8.000 8.000(AF7L55) A70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 

CAF7LSO) IA70 01 T|2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 
 8.000 12.0W 12.000 12.000
 
1.2 
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.2 .'4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4-. 4 -. 2 0 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .436 
 PAGE 763
 
DhTA SET SYMBO. COWIJG4 ATI|N ESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-a ELV-4 
(AF7L4I 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SUIFACE -4.00 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
thF7L45) IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE *C00 .000 .000 .000 (AF7L502 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAMF7L55 4 IA70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8000 8.000 
CAF7LS.O) IA70 (1 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0
 





DATA SET SYMBOL COF'II.JRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAFILS4J IA70 Of TI2 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SLFACE -4.000 000 -4000 -4.000 (AF7L45 ) IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .Om .000 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.0 4 o0o 4.o00CAF7LSO0 1 70 01T12 SI P2 PS 
AF7'L552 IA7D Of T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 9.0001 4 71-l 2 I11,14 TII l TII iI WING LOWER SLRFACE 8.000 12.000 12.0C 12.000CAF7LS03 IA7O 01 2 SI luP2 PS 111-I fir.III 21-iIf lrl !1 111 I Il- l fll-- i I-ft if l f i ' ' '1-nTi, in, n'l'' "nfl '"'Tlf l i-"i f " lin iftI n~ r1.2-------- ' 

























-1.0 -- 0 ALPHA-- = -=--2.000 -- - -- -- -- -- ­
-1.2----------------------------------­














CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
.




MACH = 1.500 ALPHA C = 2.000 2Y/6 = .436 PAGE 765


DATA SET SYtOL CONF IGURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7LS4) 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE -4.000 .00 -4.000 -4.000 
(AF7L453 IA70 01 T12 61 P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .O.000 Cm0 
CAF7LSI 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.00 4.DD0 
(AF7L55) IA7D 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.0m 8.000 
(AF7L602L IA0 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING'PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 786 
-- 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIG"ATION OESCRIPTIM ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
tAF7LS41 0 1^70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 VIN LOVER S RFACE -4.000 .000 -4;000 -4.000 
CAF7L45J IA70 at T12 S) P2 Pa WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .00 .000 .000 
l AF7L5OJ C 70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WINI LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CA 7L55 IA7 cl T2 SI P2 Ps VING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 .2O0 BDflt B.D 
AF7LGO) I100 01 T12 St P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 9.000 12.030 12.000 12.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAf- e'7C7 







IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
A70 0l TI2 SI P2 P8 
A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
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- --PAG E-7 6 
.4 
DATA SET SYMB9OL C01\1IGUAT1N DESCRIPTION ELy-1 flLV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF7LS4 Q IA7O 01 T12 S) P2 P WING LOWER S ACE -4.000 QQ -4.'0 -4.000 

CAF7L452 [L 1A70 01 TI? 92 P2 P9 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .0 
IAVO T12 SI W1N 4.000 4,000CAF7L2 01 P2 PS LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.05W 
,0
(AFVLBSI 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 9.0 8.000 am8.ca0 0 
CAFL60 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12:000 12.000 12.000 
.. ... .......... .... ...... r tn n T *ii .. ......y .. ... ... ........I? ftl .. .. .......
14 y, ,,,, ,, , ...... ii.. .i m Jg' n fn 'n 11 .. ,IT,...... ... 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 

FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION D]UE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0,O 

MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 769 






1 * 4 
1 . 
COWSIGURATION OESCRIPTIN 
IA7 01 T12 Sl P2 PS VING LOWER StIRFACE 
IA70 01 T12 S P2 P8 WING LOVER SURFACE 
IA.70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SUIRFACE 
IA70 02 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURrACE 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 . .8 1 .0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION O F LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVO]N DEFLECTIO]N, BETA =0 
MACH = 1I.500 ALPHA 6 .000 2YIB= .771 PAGE 77)0 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(AF7LSA3 0 lA70 ol 12 SI P2 PS 
(AF7L45 I]A70 0 T12 SI P2 PS 
(AF7L50) Q IA70 0I 12 SI P2 PS 
[AF7L55) IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 P8 
{AF7L60) t IA7O al T12 SI P2 PS 
1 4 I?. ill 1 i i11 I ;ill.lL .nt...11.. . .. .H.7 
WING LOVER SURFACE 
WING LOVER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WINS LOWER SURFACE 
WINS LOWER SURFACE 







11i I .11 
ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
.0E0 -4.000 -4.000 
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FIG 27 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/8 =: .436 PAGE 771 
- - ---
----------------------------------











WING LOWER SURFACE 



















WING LOWER SURFACE 
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-.4 -. 2 0 2 .4 .8 .8 1.0 1.2 !.4CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 772


DATA SET SYM30L COW$IGSATION DESCRIPTION 
CAF7084 Q 1ATANOT AVAILABLE 
CAF70453 fl 70D l T12 St P2 PS WING t PPER -
CAF7050J IA70 01 T12 S1 P2 PS WING C UPPER ­
(AF7055] IA70 01 T)2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER -
" 
 CAF7060 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING t UPPER ­
































































-.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1.2 1.4 

CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = -8 .000 2Y/6 = .436 PAGE 773 
DATA SET SYIBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-| ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7OG43 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

(AF70453 L IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WINO C UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 om 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 

FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA : 0


MACH = .9:00 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE '774 






CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION " 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE -
I A70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 
IA70 I T12 S1 P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 
IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PB WING ( UPPER - LOWER )
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FI 2 WN CPRSSREWISILICATION, FURA VDELCTION HRD0/BETOAL 
1

MACH = .900 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 775 
- -
DATA SET SYM80L COI\UATION ESCRIPT104 ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF70641 DATA NOT AVAILAB.E -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF704S) IA70 C1 T12 SI P2 PG VING t UPPER - LOWER 2 .000 0 .000 .000


tAF7O50] 0 A'70 at T12 SI P2 PS WING ( IPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
7AF/055] IA70 a! T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 8.000 8.o00 6.000 
tAF7060) IA70 I T12 51 P2 PS WING LPPERU - LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISIRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA = 0 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 776 
DATA SET SYM30L CONFIGLATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7042 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 . -4.000 -4,0 
CAF7045) IA70 ol 112 SI P2 PS VING C LPPER - LOWER .COO .000 .000 00 
,AFVOSO 9 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I (PFER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.00 4.000 4. 
£AF70553 1A70 0 T12 SI P2 P WING C LPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.01aC 
CAF7D ) w IA70 oI T12 SI P2 PS WING C LF ER - LOWER 3 8.000 120CO 12.000 12.000 






























4 20 .2 .4 .6 18I.0 1 .2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0 
1 .4 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 777 

DATA SET SYMLa COFI"RAlION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF70843 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.0w .00 -4.000 -4.00 
tAF70452 L IA7 0t T12 SI P2 PS WING E UPPER - LOWER 3 .000 .0X .000 O0D 
CAF7030O IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING I UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.003 
(AF7055 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPEM - LOWER 3 9.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
tAF70SOI ItA0 1 TI2I1 P2 PS WING E LPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 12.000 
12400 12.000 
3 ..................... " I..
 F















4 -2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 
CHORD ISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0 
.900 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE-­
,1,4 
778 
DATA SET SYMBOL - COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-i ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

(AF7064J Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

CAF70453 L IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 'ING ( UPPER - LOVER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7O50J3 IA70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING I U PIER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.00


(AF70553C4 IA70 01 T12 Si P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER I a.000 a.000 8.3 8.000
0 
 
CAF700O3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER I 






















"J­ 3 .5 





CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 
MACH = 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 




DATA SET SYMSOL CtfIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
t AF704) I DATA NOT AVAILABtE -4.000 .00 -4.000 -4.00G(AR704"5 IAlC CI T12 SI P P VitO t LPPER - LOWER 1 .COO .OO .000 .000 
CAF70503 IA70 01 T12 S! P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 2 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7055) 2 IA0 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 800 a.00 8.000 
CAFTOSGI UN IA70 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
'.". 























CH-OROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL COOD X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELE VON DEFLECTION. BETA 
.900 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/6 = .771 
= 0 
PAGE 780 






DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
IA7O 0I T12 SI P2 PS WINS ( UPPER -
A70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER ­
lA7D 0| T12 SI P2 P8 VIN UPPER -














































C-,,JuJ -3.5-------­. 4 -. ! 2. .6 ' 1. ' . 
- . - .2----2 .4 . . 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORO. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA =0 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 781 
DATA SET SYMBOL CMI'IaRAT[ON DESCRIPTI04 ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7064) Q DATA N07 AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 CAF7OI53 1A70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER .000 .000 .00 .00 
LAF"7050 3 C A70 01 112 S P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER I 4.0 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF70552 IA70 0| T12 SI P2 PS VING C UPPER - LOVER ) 8.000 6.000 6.000 9.000 




2.53. I I I I I i r , 
]i I I I 
oL 
w1.52.0---------------- - - ' ,2,- ­ -







O -2.0 L -
-­ 3.5 II I 
-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .) .6 .a 1.0 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA 




ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7064 ) DATA NOT AVAILA13LE -4.000 .000 -4 , -4.000 
(A7045 [] A7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( LPPER - LOWER 1 .000 o 0 00
DATA SET SYMsL CONIGLRATION DESCRIPTION 
.0  
WING PPER - LOWER 2 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
U PER - LOVER 18.000 8.000 8.000 9.0X)tAF7050 II IA70 
01 T12 SI P2 P9 
tAF7055) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING 12.000 12.000










wO --. 5 
-u "' -2.0-2.5 -­ '-­
' 2 2, 
-3. 
-3.5 
-J -. 0'' 
-4 -.2 0 .2 .4 . .8 1.0 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
1.2 .1.4 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/9 = .436 PAGE 783 
DATA SET SYIO- C(NFIGUATIONL DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-A 
tAF7D64I 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
CAF70451 [ 1A70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOWER ) .000 DO0 .000 .DOD 
(AF7050 9 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER - LOWER 2 4.000 4.00 4.000 4.000 
tAF7 5I lA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 6.000 
















-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 













DATA NOT AVAILAO.E 
IA70 01 Tl2 SI P2 PS WING 
1 D 02 T12 SI P2 PS VING 1A7 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING 






































































_LL_ __*1I _I II -- , -­
.. 
-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 ., B 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELE VON DEFLECTION9 BETA 0


MACH = .900 ALPHA 4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 785 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-I

tAF7 64) C- DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

CAF7045) IA70I 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 00 .000 .000 
CAF7050) 
 IA7 DI 1T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 4.000 4.000 .00 4,.000 
LAF7055) 
 1A70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER ) 6.000 8.000 8.000 8000 
(AF70603 
 IA70 1 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 12:000 12.000 12.000 
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-' -3 .0- 1 .0 '. 1 .2 1 
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 .900 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 786 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- --
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF70G4) 0 DATA NOT AVAILA13LE -4.000 .00 -4.000 -4.00


CAF7045 l IAO 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LPPER - LOWER 2 .000 .000 :am .000


CAF7TSO3 1A70 01 T12 St P2 P8 WING ( LPPER - LOWER 2 4.000 4.00 4.00 4.000 
CAF7MS |jA70 02 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( LPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 8.ODD 8.000 0.000 
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.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .8 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0


MACH = .900 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 787 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

CAF70643 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .Qf0 -4.000 -4,000

(AF704531 A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING f UPPER - LOVER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF70&5) A70 1 712 SI P2 PS VWING C UPPER - LOVER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF70553 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000

(AF7060) IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 12.00 12.000 12.000 
























-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1.2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0


MACH = .900 ALPHA = 6,000 2Y/R = .771 PAGE 788


DATA SET SYBOL CONFIGRATICN DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

EAF70641I DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
(AfV704k53L IAO 01 112 S P2 PS WING C LPPER - LOWER I .CD0 .000 .000 .000 
(AFVD503 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4,000 4.000 (AF70553 IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 8.000 8.000 .000 
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA = 0 
MACH =, .900 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/D = .436 PAGE 789






- DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
0 01 112 SI P2 P8 
1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
WING C UPPER ­





















T12 SI P2 PS 
T12 SI P2 PS 
WING t UPPER -
























2 -­'r 2 
-1.5 
L)- -2.0.-' 
-3 .5 1 .4 
-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA 0 
MACH = .900 ALPHA 8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 790 
DATA SET SYB&. CONFIGURATION SCRIPTION 
EAF70B4] Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE (AF7045)3 IA7O 01 T12 S P2 P8 WING C LPPER - LOWER 2 
(AF70) IA o 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 2 
[AF7055] 4 IA70 01 T12 St P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 
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HRV1S LOAIO.FATO OFLCL HRD 
IGPESUEDSRBUINDET ELVO EFETIN 






- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - -
-------------------------------------------
DATh SET SYMBOL CO*\$|QATION DESCRIPTION ELV-! ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7043 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
rAF7045) IAO 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING E UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .D00 
(AF7O05) [A70 01 T12 St P2 PO WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.OC 4.000 4.000 
AF7055) IAT70 01 T12 Si P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 6.000 8.0CC 6.000 8.000 
CAF7030) lA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 12.000 12.000 12. 000 
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 . .8 1.0 1.2 1-.4


CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA = 0 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 792 






DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
1A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 
IA70 1 T12 SI P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER 
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< -2.5 
-J -3.10 
-:3.3. aL d 1±1I~JI)ll£13 LW [ L [UJtWA LW £13LW L I I Wi Silk LW 1 L LW1±44 Uk) 1 i LW U) W11 i L Wi iti LW mA111II L W LWi L 
- .4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1 .2 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0 





DATA SET SYHCB&. COWNF1&RA1ION DESCRIPTION ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

CAF70842 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000f

1AF70451 {I IA70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER ) .000 c0 .000 .000

CAF7T-O IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UP'PER - LOWER 3 4.000 4:000 4.000 4.000

CAF7053) IA70 0 T12 S P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 9.000 9.000 9.000 8.000 
AF70803 1A70 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 12:000 12.000 12.000 
I i?, it lit V flitI tf lit' ,tti t;lt it,,, Sitf,, ,i t,i .11 i; Hl J;;i t ; il ,i; St fit nn3 5 itt , nIH i ill ~ltlii til ft,, illSitii;i' 
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U)LU 
"Of 5, .. 
w 
Z -1 0 - - -- -- - -- -- - -- -- -
I­
z 
-J- . 4 -. 0 .2 .4 1... 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONP BETA =0


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -r.000 2Y/D = .771 PAGE 794 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

(AF70643C DATA NOT AVAILAB3LE -4.000 .OO -4.000 -4.000

(AF704SU 1A70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER I .w C0 000 .000


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATlON DESCRIPTION 
CAFV7050Q IA70 I T12 SI P2 PS WIN ( LIPPER - LOWER 2 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF70553 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 a.000 8.000 O.C00 
CAFIDSO IA'70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 









LU .j' i 




MH .0 1A- ' ' 
-J -2.0 
-J -3 .,---------------------------------------' 
-J- .4 I. 0'2. 8. . . . 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIS 2'7 WINS PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE 10 ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA =0 










































DATA NOT AVAILABLE 

l'A7D 01 112 SI P2 PS WING ( LIPPER -
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 Pe VING ( UPPER -
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 Pe WING C UPPER -
IA70 0 T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER ­
i 	 flfl til, li.H l ilt Fi ., 1/1I*7t i tt 
- ""ELV-I 
-4-.00 
LOVER 1 .000 

LOWER 2 4.000 
LOWER 1 9.000 
LOVER 3 8.000 
.................. 






.000 .000 .000 

4.000 4.000 4.000 

8.000 .00 8.0DO0 


























-3 	 .5 ..... ... 

-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 
 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 	 PAGE 796


- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL COWI.URATION DESCRIPTI*4 ELV-I ELY-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF704 ( D DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.0W -4.0W 
CAF70452 IA70 01 T12 51 P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER ) :000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7O50D i lA70 01 Tt2 St P2 P WING ( LPPER - LOWER ) 4.00 4.000 4.000 4.0 
tAF705S P A370 l T12 SI P2 P9 VING ( UPPER - LOVER 1 8.000 0. 000 .DO0 9.00 



























CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0
MACH 1.120 ALPHA 




DATA SET SYMBOL COWFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


I AF714 I j DATA NOT AVAILA9LE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000
(AF7045) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING I UPPER - LOWVER 1 .0 .000 .00 .000


CAF7050 3 O AO 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


IA700F7055301 TI2 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER I 8.000 8.000 8.000 .000 

CA570607 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
......
3.0- - i 
. ........ ........ ' ....... ....
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w -3.0 - - --- -l - Ll. - ­
-2.5- - - - - -- -- ---- I 
-J -3.0-­
.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA 0


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 798


DATA SET SYMBOL CI( IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

AF70S42 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .= -4.000 -4.000

(AF70453 U IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( LPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000


1A70 01 712 SI P2 PB WINO C LPPER - LOVER )4. 4. 0 4.00D 4.000tAF7 3 
 
[AF7055) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER - LOVER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 9.000
12.000
CAF70S0) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOVER 2 8.000 2.000 12.000 
.....3.5 ... 
3.0 
2.5- -- - - - - ­




















.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4


CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0


MACH 1.120 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 799 
- - - - - -
DATA SET SYnMOu CO l-'ATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 
 
EAF7OA4) C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4 000 .000 
AF7045) 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 P VING C LFPER - LOVER 3 .000 .000 
CAF050 3 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER | 4.000 4.000 
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.8 1.0 I1.2 i1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 800 






DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
1A70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING ( - LO RRAiD CI TI2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPERUPPER - LOWER 11 
IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 Pe 'WING I UPPER - LOWER 2 
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3.0 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA =. 2.000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 801 
-- 
DATA SET SYMBO. COW1GUATIOkN DESCRIPT1ON ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7064) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4,000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


(AF7045) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 .000 . 000 .000


LAF75) IA7D 01 712 S) P2 P8 WINSG UPPER - LOWER 4000 4:000 4.000 4.000


(AF0552 . A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOVER 1 8.000 8.00 8.000 9.000


AF7060) IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING UPPER - LOVER I 9.0O 12.000 12.000 12.000


3 .5 . .t.. .", nt.. .....  .. ... .i.. n"t 71. . T
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J - -2 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. )(/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA =0

MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 802 
- - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CO |IGURA IN DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4







tAF7osa IA al T12 SI P2 Pe WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

CAF7045 ) IAD 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING - LOVER .000 
 000 .0* 
8.000 6.000 8.000 8.000CAF7053 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 
CAF7080) IA0 0 Ti12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 2 6.000 12.000 12.000 22.000 
3.0---- -- ------------- - - - ­03. 
2.5 -- --- - ---
U 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 803 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO'wIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELF-3 ELV-4


CAF70S41 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

(AF7045 ] 1A70 01 T12 Si P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000


AF750 I IA7O 01 T2 SI P2 P8 WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4C000 4O0 4.000


EAF755) 0' IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8,000 8.000 9.000


(AF70603 1% IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONP BETA 0


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 804 
----- ---- -- - - - -- - -
--- -
ELV-I ELV-2 
(AF70643 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.D .D 
DATA SET SYBOL. CONFIGUATION DESCRIPTION 
.000 .000CAF70453 I . 1 0 01 T12 St P2 	 P3 WING I LPPER - LOWER 2 WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000CAF7D5OI IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS F705 	 IA70 0l T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 8.000 
1AF/00ITO 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 9.000 12.000 
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 805 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DSCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


SAF7S4 2 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .0DD -4.000 -4.000 
CAF7045]L IA7O .000 I T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOVER 1 .000 000 .000


CAF7050I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


LAF705) IA?D 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.00 8.000 8.000






































-.04 -. 2 . . .6.8 .0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELF VON DEFLECTION. BETA 0


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 806 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGAATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


tAF70642 0 DATA NOT AVAILAGLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

IAF704521 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PO WING CLIPPER - LOWER ) .000 .000 000 .000


(AF70503 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 4.000 4.000 4,000 4.000


(AF70551 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 8000 2.000 9.0w0 
CAF7OCOJ IA70 01 112 SI P2 P8 WING I UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
3.5'...... ... . .." "1...... .." r'""T.. :.................-
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J-.4.1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONP BETA 0 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 807 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
[AF7064) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
CAF7045I IA70 01 T2 SI P2 P8 WING C LPPER - LOVER 2 .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF705O IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING t LPPER - LOWER 2 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

CAF7055) IA7 l0T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER - LOWER ] 8.000 8.000 0.000 9.000 
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.4 -20. 4. .8 1. . . 
FIG 27 
MACH = 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTI@N, BETA : 0 
1.120 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 808 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

2 DAFVOS4 -4.000 .000 -4.000
ATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000AF7045] IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C LPPR - LOER . .000 000 .000


tAF7050) 1A70 o0 112 SI P2 PS WING UPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF70553ft 1A70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 0.000 8.000 0.000

(AF7060) IA70 01 112 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
3.0- - - - - - - -
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C-3. 
CHORhWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA 0 
MACH 1.240 ALPHA -. 000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 809 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
IAF 3 C) D64ATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
AF7045"' IC IAi Ol T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
EAFD) 0 A70 01 T12 SI P2 Pa WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4,000 4.000 4.000 
EAF70553 IA7O 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 8. 000 8.000 8.000 6.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0







DATA SET SYMBO. COWIGURATIWN DESCRIPTION ELy-) ELV-2 
CAF7OS42 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.C ( .000 
.0000CAF70453 I A al T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER ) CDO .000 .()0o 
(AM7050 3 0 .0 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING t UPPER - LOVER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.c00 8,000 8.000 8.00
(AF70553 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 

























-. -.­32.46. .0 1. 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 
1. 
811 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO FIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF70843 0) DATA NOT AVAILABLIE - -4 .000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF70453 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING CUPPER - LOWER 2 .000 .000 .000 .000 (AF70D) lA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7055) lA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOVER 1 8.000 8.000 0.000 0.000 
CAF7O0O) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P WING PPER - LOWER 3 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.DDO 
...
2X 5 .... 
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-.4 -.2 0.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 812 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


LAF7D04) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4,000 -4.000

(AF7045) IA 0 T12 SI P2 P8 WINO t UPPER - LOWER 2 .000 .D0 .000 o0(0AAF7050)7 	 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - 4.000 4,000 4.Do0 4.000IA O 	 LOWER 3 
lAF7055)I 70 	 01 T12 St P2 PO WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 a.000 4.000 8.0C


0I T32 Sl P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
CAF7003L IAO 

........ . 	 . ... ........ .... .... tilt i ...
3.* . ...." i"t . i ... ... . -  ... ..- . 
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4


CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA =0 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA =-4.000 2Y/R = .436 	 PAGE 813 
DATA SET SYIBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

(AF7084) f DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF70451[ liAd 01 T12 SI P2 PO WING t U.PPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000


(AFO50] IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


(AF70553 4 A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.00 8.000







































- .4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 i1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA :0


MACH = 1.240O ALPHA :-4.000 2YIB = .771 "PAGE 814 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7064) DATA N$T AVAILABLE -4.000 .00 -4 000 -4.000 
(AF70453 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 VING ( UPPER - LOVER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 (AF70I50 I1A70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WIND C LPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF70553 IAO 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOVER I8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 


























-.4 -.2 0 .2 . .6 .8 1.0 1.2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION,, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 
1.4 
815 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATI0N DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
IAF70543 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.C0 .0C -4.O00 -4.000 
CAF7045 C) IA70 al T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOWER I .0O 00 .000 : .O0 
tAF'7050) IA7 Ol T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF7055 1A70 T12 SI WING I UPPER - LOWER 3.00 . 0.0004 01 P2 P8 9 .000 6Ow 
(AF703O] IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER I 6.0oo 12.000 12.000 12.000 
3.-'­ -
02.ilL 
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 . .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION O F LO)CAL CHORD. XIC 
FIG 2'7 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2YIB = .771 PAGE BIG 
0 
DATA SET SYt30L CONFIGLIRATION OESCRIPTION ELy-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

tAF70643 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.00 .000 -4.000 -4.000 

AFO45I 1 IOA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER - LOVER ) .000 .00 .000 .000 

CAF7050) IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.0 4.000 4.000 
CAF70553 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( LPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 
 6.000 8.000 8.000

(AF7CSOI 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 VING I UPPER - LOVER ) 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
3 5 -t *tHf I ni ,, 'it....sr .. .... ... .. .... -l .. .. ...... II? .. .. i .... . .. .... .In t....s



























CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVO]N DEFLECTION, BETA =0 
1.240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/6 = .436 PAGE 817 
-25 
DATA SET SYMBOtL COWFIGRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF70643 Q DATA NOT AVAILA1.E -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF7045| IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING t IPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .0 
CAO7V05O ( 1A7D 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF70553 A A70 01 Tt2 St P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 9.000 





























. 8 1.0 1.2 1,4 

- .4 -.2 0 .2 4 

CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 

FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONP BETA =0 





DATA SET SYMBOL CO FIGURATION OESCRIPTIOM ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

AF7064 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4 000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 

CAF70452 IATO 01 T12 S! P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 000 .000 .QO .000 (AF7O50a |AI 01 T12 St P2 PS WING E UPPER - LOWER 2 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

CAF70552 IA7O 01TI2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER- LOVER 2 8.000 a.000 8.000 8.000 
CAFTOSO) LI A70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
3 .5 ' .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . ..... .. ...... "". . . . . .. ..... .. . . . .. . . .. i" " .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . . ' 
3.0 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA 0


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 819 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IfURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7O64) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .00 -4.000 -4.000

CAF"70451 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPFPER - LOVER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000


tAF70&5) 0 A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER -'LOWER 2 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000































- .4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA 2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 820 
DATA SET SYMBOL C1"GURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF70643 0 DATA NOT AVAILARLE -4.000 .00 -4.000 -4.000 (AF7045) 7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER ) .000 .000 .000 .000 
EAF?50 I IA70 0I T12 St P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF70553 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 6.000 a.000 8.000 12.000 12.000
CAF7060 1 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 

























- .4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1.2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIMN BETA =0 




-- --- - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL COIfIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF70841 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.OO0 -4.000


CAF7045) IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 P8 WING I UPPER - LOWER 2 .000 .000 .000 .0CD

(AF7050) IA70 0I TI2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 4.000 4.000 4.00 4.000 

CAF7055I 4 IA70 01 "12 S P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 

CAF700)) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 B.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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- .4 .2 0 .2 4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4


CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVO3N DEFLECTION, BETA =0


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .771 PACE 822 
DATA SET SYMBOL COCFIGCRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF70642 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
.000-4.000 
.000 -4.000 -4.000 
(AF70451 IA7O 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 (Ar17050) IA7O 11 112 SI P2 P8 WING E UPPER - LOVER 2 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7055 4 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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- .4 - .2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .D 1.2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0
 

MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 823


DATA SET SYMSOL CCNFIGrtATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7084 1 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .DOD -4.000 -4.000


CAF70452 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING ( UPPER - LOVER 2 .000 .000 .000 .000


IAFOSO ) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

(AF7055J IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


tAF70603 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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-.4 -0 .2 .4 .6 .8 .0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 824 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGORATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
[AF7OG43 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 OW -4000 -40 
AO (1 T12 Sl P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER I .DO .000 .000 .uuu 
CAF7050O IA7 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
0I T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 8.000 8.000 9.00CAF70553 IA70 12.000










L - . 
-30 
-.4 .2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
FIG 27 
MACH = 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 
1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .436 
= 0 
PAGE "825 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO FIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF70S4) fl DATA NOT AVAILABLE - -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
tAF7045) ,, A70 oI 712 SI P2 PS WING UPPER - LOWER 3 .000 .o0 .000 .000 
(AF7050 |IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF70553 t IAo 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 S.000 
AF700) . lA70 0 T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
























MAC ='.4 LH .0 2/ 71PG 2 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

CAF70642 'A7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( LPPER - LOWER 2 -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

DATA SET SYMBOL COW'IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(AF70452 IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING CUPPER- LOWER ) .000 .000 .000 .000 4.000 4.000 4.000tAF70502 lA70 DI T12 S) P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER 2 4.000 
[AF7055 IA70 OI T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER LOWER 2 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 

















-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 
-CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIMN BETA 






-- -- -- -- -- ------ - ---- - -
DATA SET SYMBQt CO'FIGRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

(AFP704) C IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WINS t UPKR - LOVER 1 -4.000 .030 -4.000 -4.000 

CAr70453 U IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 

CAFTOs)0 1t70 T12 SI P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOVER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

(AF7055) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 0.000 

(AF700S) 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C

FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE-TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONI BETA =0

MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 828 
DATA SET SYMBO. COFIG.RATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
AF0SI C 'A?" ol T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 -4.000 OD -4.000 -4.000

CAF70453 L IAO 01 TI2 SI P2 P9 VING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 .000 00 .000 .000

4:00 4.000 4.000(AFT=DI IA 0 01 T12 S) P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 
 
(AF7 55 1A70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.00 8.00 























-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 t .0 1.2 
CHORGWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -G.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 
1.4 
829 
- ----------- ------ ------ ------ ------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7064) 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER ) -4.000 .000 -4. 0 -4.000 
CAF70453 IA70 o0 712 Sl P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3. .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF70503 I]A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
EAF7055 IAT0 01 T12 S1 P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 9.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF7OGO) [ IAD 01 712 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12,000 
' ....... ......... ......
3 ........ ......  ...i n .........Y. ...t...' ......... ..t t t i ..... 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 0


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 830


DATA SET SYMBOL COFR ATIO ESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

.000 -4,000 -4.000
CAF70S43 0 IA70 01 112 SI P2 PS WING LPPER - LOWER 1 -4.000 
CAF70451 IA70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER ) .000 .000 .000 .000


(AF7050) IAO7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


(AF70553 IAID T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 9.000 8.000 
 9.000
 12.000

































-.0 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORED, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0


MA =-1H 500 -. = -4.- - = ' -.
 PAGE 831
ALPHA 2Y/8 436 

OATA SET SMBL.. CONFIGURATION OESCRIPION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF70643I IA70 01 T012 S P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 (AF7045]i IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P&- WING C UPPER - LOWER I .coo .000 .000 .000 
AFI7050 ) IAIO 0 T112 St P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.00 4,000 4,000 (AF70552 I lAID CI T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.,D0 8.O0O 8000 .000OO 
































-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA : -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 832 
DATA SET SYMBOL CtNFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION 
(AF7064) 01 IA70 CI T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER ­
1AF7045) IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PB WING C LPPER ­
(AF705D) 0 IA7O 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER -
CAF7D55) 4 IA7 CI T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER ­
tAF7DS0) IA70 0) T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER -
ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

LOWER 2 -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000

LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

LOVER 2 8.000 6.000 8.000 8.000 
LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 
1 : = 
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1.2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD# X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA 0


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 833


DATA SET SYMB. CO4IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF704 ] ' IA7O 0TT12 SI P2 PS WING I LPPER - LOWER ) -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF70453 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING I UPPER - LOWER ) .000 .000 .DO0 .000 
AF7050 1)Ai70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.00 4.000 4.000 
CAF705) 0IA7 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 (AF7060[ IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 12.00 12.000 12.000 
3.......... . .. ............ . .. .  .. ...... .."... .. ..
...... ........... ...
i 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0





ELV-I ELV-2- ELV-3 ELV-4 
LOWER 3 -4.000 .0OC -4.000 -4.000 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWPIOURATION DESCRIPTION 
CAF70S4) IA70 I T12 SI P2 PS wING UPPER ­
1AF70457O T12 P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 000 .o .0CAF70 5 3 Q AiD 01 T12 SISI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4:000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7D5S) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING I LPPER - LOWER 38.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 12:000 12.000
CAF7OGC3 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 




















-.4 2 2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONP BETA =0 
MACH = 1 .500 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 835 
2.5 
DATA SET SYV6OL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(AF7OG4 I A70 I TJ2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 
CAF70453 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER I CAF7050) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER ) 
tAF70552 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 
CAF70603 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 

























ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
-4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
.000 .000 .00 .000 
4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
8.000 8.00 8.000 6.000 
8.000 12.00 12.000 12.000 
flti Ni l lit T1111111ll till Ff1 ti CI iii f 1411 1 Tm 1tit i t 
--­
-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA 0 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 836 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


IAF70642 0 AID0 0! T12 St P2 PB WING C UPPER - LOVER 2 -4.000 .000 -4,000 -4.000


IA7O VING t LP - LOVER .000 .000 
 00 .000 

CAF7C0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WmN UPPR - LOVER 4.000 4.000 4.:000 4,000


AFoA45 01 T12 SI P2 P8 ,R 

AF70552 4 A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 VING UPPER - LOVER j 9.000 9.000 9.000 9,000
AF70SO) 2% lA70 3I T12 SI P2 P8 VING LPPER - LOVER 9.000 22.000 12.00 12.00 
i It t ........t .... .... till........ 
...  il...
........... .................... .Itt t. l .... . ] l ... ....... .........i .... ti.l.t..l... 





































-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA 0


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 837


DATA SET SYMBOL COWF102ATON DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


IAF7T1S4 I IA70 01 T12 Sl P2 P8 WINGS C LPPER - LOVER 2 -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF70453] 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7050) 0 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


tAF7055) IA7O al T12 SI P2 PB WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 8a000 8.000 6.000


tAF7DW) 3I IAi0 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER ) 8.D00 12:000 12:000 12.000



























- .4 - .2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1 .2 1.4 
FIG 27 CHORDWISE LOCATION* FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORDo X/CWING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 838 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
IAF7OS4)IC (AF70453(AF7050) 0 
CAF7055 K 
(AF7060) 
CONFIGURATION' DESCRIPTION ELY-| 
IA'70 0! T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 -4.000 
IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER ) .000 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 VING ( UPPER - LOVER ) 4.0 
IA70 01 T12 S1 P2 P8 WING E UPPER - LOVER 1 8.000 







































.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =0 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y18 = .436 PAGE 839 
--
-
OATh SET SVMBCL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTIOSN ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
[AF70641 1 [A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOVER 3 -4.O0 .000 -4 000 -4.000 (AF70453 L IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER .000 .000 .:000 .000 (AF7 0 1 0 [A70 0 T12 St P2 PS WING E UPPER - LOVER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 















-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1 .2 1 .4 
, CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION# BETA = 0 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA 4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 840 

DATA SET SYBO. COWkIGLRATIIYN DESCRIPTION ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


IAF7064I 0 1A70 0I TI2 SI P2 PS VING C LPPER - LOVER ) -4.000 000 -4.000 -4.000 (AF7045) L IA 01 T12 St P2 P8 WING E LIPPER - LOVER 1 .000 .000 ,0 .00c 
4.00 
(AF7055) Q 1A70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WINS ( LPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000(AF70503 Q 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LIPPER - LOVER ' 4.0 
..0 0 4.000 


















- .4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL-CHORD, X/C 
FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 0 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 841 
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -
-
- -
- - - -
- - -
ONIN SET SYMBOL. COtI"UAltION DESCRIPION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
rAF7C4) Q IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 -4.000 ,000 -4.000 -4.000 
CAF70453 U IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER I :oo .000 .000 .000 CAF7050I IA70 01 122 S P2 PS VING C UPPER - LOVER 2 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF70552 1A70' 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 8.000 8.000 0.000


EAF7D02 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 22.000 22.000


3 .5 .... . I1 .. ttflltil ,titi , ll....i... T-,lt itt It?' . til' fi"'",t i.... .i.l... .i.......i...Jil li 11 l ti........... ,' 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA 0


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 842


DATA SET SYtSL CONFIGURATOJ DESCRIPIION 

IAFVDS164 I IA70 01 T22 SI P2 P8
IAF$7045j LIA70 (31 T12 St WINS t UPPER - LOERPZ PS WINS ( UPPER - LOWER(AF70503 
 IA70 02 T12 SI P2 P8 WING I UPPER - LOWER 











x 	 . 






ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELY-4 
-4:.n 
 : -4-11 -4,coo 

DOD
,4.004400 0 .00 000 : 

8.0CCD .ow 9.000
w 9.008000 12.000 12.000 2.00 
•-.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1.2 1.4CHORDWISE LOCATION FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C

FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA=0





















0I TI2 SI P2 PS 
02 T12 SI P2 PS 
0 TI2 SI P2 PS 
at T12 St P2 PS 
a T12 SI P2 Pe 
WINW C UPPER - LOWER 3 
WING C LPPER - LOWER 
WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 
WING E UPPER - LOVER I 






















































.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 27 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA = 0 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 844 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CAF7U463 Q IATO (I T12 S1 P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
CAF7USI I lIA70 0 TI2 SI P2 PB WING UPPER SURFACE 
CAF7U565 IA7 0l T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 
(AF7UL6) IA70 1 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1 .2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA = -4 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B '= .436 PAGE 845 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO FI4,RATION OESCRIPTI ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


C&F7U461 Q- A70 (I 112 St P2 PS W1W3 UPPER SURFACE .CO .000 .000 .000

(AF7U5I Li ID 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

















-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .8 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVfIN DEFLECTION, BETA -4






ELV-i ELV-2 ELV S ELV-4 
WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .00W .000 .000 
DATA SET SYflB. COW.IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
IAF7U46S 0 A70 01 712 SI P2 PS CA7A ] 1A70 01 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000F7UII 2 70 dl T12T12 SISI P2P2 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 0.000 
CAF7USI | IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12,000 12.000 
,F f i4tITFilti 














-1.4 -2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.,2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = 4 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 847 
DATA SET SYttOL CCVIGURATION IDESCRIPTION 	 ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4(1-) 	 tAF7U462 Q IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WINS UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
tAFU5I I IA70 0i T12 SI P2 PB WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7 ]I IlA70 Ot 112 St P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 9.000 8.000 8.000 9.00 
CAF7USI] IA70 1 Ti12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 32.000 12.000 
1...r ......-	 ....ni-.n...n.........nt.    .. .. ..... n n- nn rititni.. .. .. Inin-.. .. ri-...-f'"i-iflrni"iT"Tli!T"T "Ti 
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA : -4


MACH : .900 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B .771 	 PAGE 848 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFI&RATJON DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7U46) C IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 . O


CAF7USI [ Irn 01 112 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

CAF7 )6 2 ! 01 TI2 SI 
 P2 P8 VItO UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
OA70

(AF7U81) IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WI UPPERNG 	 SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
 

















.8 1 .0 1 .2 1 .4FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C
FIG 28 
 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION# BETA
MACH = 











DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7U46I Q 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 (AF7U51 3 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.0(0 4.000 4.000 4.000 
tAF7U563 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 (AF7USI) IA70 0l T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.o00 12.000 12.000 12.000 











4 - .. 2an u' tnttni. s .0 jliL' lsuntntna i iltl f iI ~ i Jii. 4iustl 
* I-t 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 

FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 850 

ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7U63Q IA70 0 12 SI P2 Pa WING LPPER SURFACE .00 .00 .000 .000
DATA SET SYM30L CMNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
CAF7UJSI L IA70 OI TI2 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE CAF7USS) Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 6.000 CAF7USI J IA70 01 712 St P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12,000 12.000











.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 6 .8 1.0 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 






DATA SEI 5¥e COFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7U462 Q IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 ,0X0 
4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF7U561 I A70 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.0 8.000 a.000 8.00CAF7USI I I IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
CAF7USI a IA70 01 T12 Sl P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
1 .4 
1.2--------­
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AL ill WI Wi .JLW Wi I LiALSt ill ill tPillhiwl~ ,LL IL l tLLSl.41 ill 1 i lliet llliLl lW FLr ll il al)I Lbl llLI ll 1111111 
-. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1..0 1.2 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELE VON DEFLECTION. BETA :-4 
k151111 
1.4 
MACH- .900 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/6 : .771. PAGE 852 
ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION 
 
.000 .000CAF7U463 Q IA70 (1 T12 SI P2 Pa WING UPPER SURFACE .D 00 CAF7LJSI) IA 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7US]I IA70 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 0.000 
WING UPPER SURFACE 9.000 12.000 
 12.000 12.000
(AF7UBII lAD 01 T12 S) P2 P8 

1.2' 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV- EILV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7U463 C IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 000 .000 (AF7U51 L IAO l 1T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
tAF7US3 IA'7D 01 T12 $I P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8000 6.000 CAF7USI) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
1. 4 . ........ .... .... .... ........ .. I ..................... ..... 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
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-.4 -. 0.-4. 8I. 2 . 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 854 
DATA SET SYMSM CONFIGURATION (ISCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
.000 .000
CAF7U4S3 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 
WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF7U9) I IA?0 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 6.000 8.000CAF7UI6 L IAC C0 T12 S1 P2 P8 








-­ 1 .1 4 -------­ --­ --­ .­ -
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIIN, BETA = -4 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 855 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI3GRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELY-4 

CAF7U463 IA70 1 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SLFACE .000 .000 .000 .D0 

CAF7LSI 2 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

CAF7U526 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.00 8.0m3 8.000 8.000 

















-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .8 .8 1.0CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 







ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION WING LOPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000(AF7U46) Q IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS 
WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000AF7U51 3 U IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS AF7U56) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 	 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 a000 6000 8.000


WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 2000 12.000 12.000
(AF7USI JIA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE D15TRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4







DATA SET SYMBL 
 
(AF7U462 fl 


















Li L- 1.2-. . 2 - - - , 
COWIFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
IA70 1 T12 Si P2 P8 
 
IA70 0i T12 SI P2 P8 
 
IA70 1 T12 SI P2 P9 
 
IA7O 01 712 $1 P2 PS 
 
; HI fit i i I Fi l i FITSi Jilll l t SI 




WINS UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
 
ELV-i ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
.000 .000 .000 .00 
4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
8.000 8.000 6.000 9.000


8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000


'fl'S FitII, fli FIT Si ;Sll I Jlf it TI'S Ifel i f Fli FIT'S ITS' flT? , 
. .-- 2 .


CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 858 






IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PB 
IA70 01 T2 SI P2 PS 
IA7 01 T12 SI P2 Pe 
IA7O 0| T12 SI P2 PS 
VIG UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 

















































•.4 - .2 0 .2 .4 . 8 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION 









DATA SET SYMS& COWIRATIN DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7U46 Q IA7O Of T12 SI P2 Pa WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000

(AF71.I5 ) 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.w00 4:000 4.000


tAFISSQ 1A70 01 112 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8,000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF7USI2A IA70 C1 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000


1 4 ' .. .... .... . . . . . I .. . . .. . .... T 71 ..... 1. ... . . . 1 rT7 1 Tin.....TT' 
1.2--­
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-HRaS OAIN RCTO FLCLCOD /






MAC = .90 APA="00 2/ 71PG 6


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIG.RATION DESCRIPTION ELV-i ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7U4S) IiA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000
 .000 

cAFUSI 3 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFAC 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.0 
cAF7U5S IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 9.00













-.24 - 0 .2 .4 .-.------------­
- . 
1 .4 I .....:....
 
Zn 
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CHOROW/ISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C






MACH = .900 ALPHA 8.000 2Y/2 = .436 PAGE 881 
DATA SET SYM. CI3'[GJRAT[ION OESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7U4SI C !A70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING UPPER SURFACE 000 000 .000 .000 
CAF7U5 I 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.00 4.000 4.000 CAF7USS3 IA70 oI T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE 9.000 9.000 .000 8.000 
!AFUSI I IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12,00 12.000 12.000 
1. 4 ......... ... . .... ... .... .... .... ... .. ... .... .... ........... .......i ....ti .. .... .. .... ...Tilt i' ltt l
 no" n i
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4







ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION 
 
[AF7U46 C IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000

WING UPPER SURFACE 41000 4000 4.000 4.000
CF7U5I I IA7O St P2 P8




 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.00 |2.000


























C . 1 A
.2 
 
-1. 1U.24 . 1 2 . 
"J- 4 -. 2 02.4. 
2 i.

-J-.4 .2. 6.81. 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
tAF7U482 C lID 0112 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE .000 o .000 .000 
tAF7U5I I L IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4000 4.100 4.000 
CAF7U5S) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 Pe WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8000 8.000 8.000 
(AF7USII 1 01 112 S1 P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.D00 12.000lA70 
 

























-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4


CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONP. BETA :-4


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .771. - - PAGE 864 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF7U46S Q IA70 Oj T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 

DATA SET SYM.O CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
CAF7USI [U IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.0 4.000 4 4.000 (AF7U56) 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 Pg WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 (AF7USI C lA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.00 12.000 12.000 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -G.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 865









T2 Si P2 PS 
T12 SI P2 PS 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
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-. 4 -. 2-­ 2 .4 .8 1.0 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C

FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 









-- - - --
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7U46S Q IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WINS UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000(AF7U.IZ U 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.0C0 4.000 4.00 4.000 
CAF7US6 I IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF7USI) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WINS UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 







L .6 . 
-1 0,4 
L - 1 
14; IL
.- 0 .2 .4 . .8 1.0 1.2 4


CHORDWISE LO CATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -4-.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 867


DATA SET SYMBO. CONFIGURATION DSCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7U463 Q I1A70 0I T12 S) P2 P8 WiNG lPPER SLRFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF7USI IA70 0l T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF7USSI IAO l 112 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 6.000 8.000 
[AF7USI 3 IA70 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING UPPER SUFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
1.4i ... .. .. .... .......... .... .... ...
 .... ......... ,,,, .... l S ... 1!








4 -­ r 
UJI 
o .2 
-J. -.. J -1-
FIG 28 
MACH = 
-4 .2 0 .62 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECIION, BETA =-4 
1.120 ALPHA = -4.000 2YIB = .771 PAGE 
1.4 
868 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CGf I"GATION ESCRIPTION 

CAF7U46) I 02 T22 SI P2 PS WING .000 .000 .000
1A70 UPPER SURFACE OW0
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 
 4.000 4.000(AF7USI 2 
(AF7U5]2 IA70 01 T12 61 P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 e,90a 9.000


(AF7UGJ] JA70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8000 12.00 12.000 22.000


1 4 ITT l i li llill #lii 'i l fT T I fli i~ Fltl rIft in IIa nf U l e niil tntnl nm flntnTlliftI l~~ nr.,n, illH Flitin H ,,I 
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-1 .2 120 ALPHA =-2.00- - --- = .A 
1.4 t t n- .2na O t u . 2 i .4 f'a I.til Lt i U L.8 l I L .)2i .4tnm nU II0 III 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 

FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION1 BETA = -A 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/6 = .436 PAGE 869 
-- -- -- -- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAITION DESCRIPTION ELV-t ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7U462 IAO 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


(AFTUSI ) iA70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF7USS3 AIO 01 T2 S1 P2 PB WING UPPER SURFACE 8000 8.000 8.000 9.000 
CAF7USI 3 IAO 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12:000 12.000 12.000


.4. ... .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . . ....... . . . ... .... ... ..., .t.. .... ..... ....... ............... .... ... . .. .... .. . .... ... .... ...
5511 

















wHR S LOAIN FRCTO OF LOCA CHORD, ,,


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 870


DATA SET SYMBOL 
CAF7U483 QCAP7U51I Ui (AF7U59S
t AF7USI) 
COWFIGURATION DSCRIPTIO 
lAID 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
lA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
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LOCATION. FRACTION OF-L---------------






Ca C- .----------------------------------------MA 1. 1 A = . I I = P

I 
-. 4 -. 2 O .2 .4 .8 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION9 BETA =-4 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = .000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 871 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7U4GI ) RA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .00o .000 .000


tAF7U51 2 IAIO 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF7U6SB IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


AF7USI) IAID 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONP BETA = -4







.000 000 000 .000
DATA SET SYBO. CONIG.RATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I 
(AF7U4G63 Q IA7O 01 T12 St P2 P9 WING UPPER SURFACE 4:000 4:000 4.,CCCAF7U5I AT0 0I T12 St P2 PB WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 
CAF7U3 2 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF7USII3 A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 
 12000 12.000 22.000
 
IT''~ t, ~t *7 4 IT ?fl T 11 fl 111 m TT F ll nH T lT it. yfm '171 l l i111 n ,lFi ,, fH{liT.II Fit. J ,i'llIll'?i 171 
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MAH .20 FIG 8 WNG PESSRE UE T EL VONDEFECTON1
ALH = 2.0 2/B = .46 AE 7


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-i ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7U4G) f 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
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-" -. 6S 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION 9 BETA -4 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 2.000 2YI6 = .771 RAGE 874 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CAF7U4S) 0 IAO 01 712 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
IA7O 01 T12 SI WING UPPER SURFACE 
CAF7I51I P2 Pe 
 
CAF7U5S3 IA7 01 
T12 SI P2 PS 
 WING UPPER SURFACE 
 
(AF'7USI 3 IAO D0 712 S P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
 
I
4 Vfl* ii1 igf iii ( liiitTh iii Inl rul i1T1Iiftilt fiiii1 l ar. i 





























ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
.000 .000 .Ow .000 
4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
9.000 8.000 8.000 9.000 
8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
.111 ii? ,inl nhllll' i t ii ll iTT liTTi iiii.71 ITTI1 11 IT i n 1 filll17 
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17 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA -4 
MACH 1.120 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/9 = .436 PAGE 875 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELY-3 ELV-4


tAF7U463 Q IA70 01 712 SI P2 PS 
CAF7U5I U IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PB 
CAF7US2 Q IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS 
CAF7USI C A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 










cL .2 'y 
C 










WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING 'UPPER SURFACE 
 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WINS UPPER SURFACE 
 
lltii 1 mil inl flit inl i11 
.000 .000 .000 .000 
4.000 4.:000 4.000 4.000


8.000 8.000 a.000 9.000 
8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000







- CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE b76 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELY-2 ELY-3 ELV-4


CAF7U4S C) lAID 0I T12 SI P2 PS WINGIPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7U51 Ii [AID C0 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4:000 4.000 4.000

(AF7USSI 0 IAIO (1 T12 St P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 a.000 8.00 8.000
















o° -1.2-- ' 
.64 - 0 - -- - ­- .2 .2.-----.--- - - -­
-1. 
-1.-.------- LOCATION, FRACTION--------------------
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/6 = .436 PAGE-- 877 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7U4S2 0 IA7D 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SUfRFACE .00 .000 .000 .000


CAF7USI ) I D0A 
 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SLUFACE 4.000 ".000 4.000 4.000
 
tAFIU5S) ID 0 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


(AF7USLI) IA70 0 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELF VONDEFLECTION. BETA -4


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B .771 PAGE 0 
- -- - -
ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF!GLAATION DESCRIPTION 
 
(AF7U463 Q IA70 03 T12 SI P2 P WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


01 T12 SI P2 PI WING UPPER SURFACE 4.0O0 4.000 4.000 4.000
(AF705II L) IA70 
 8.000
CAF7U58) 2 IAO 01 712 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 
 (AF7USI! IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
























-1. - .2 .4 . ' 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA -4 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 879 




CAF7U4G8 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 
tAF7U513 IA'70 0 112 S P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
CAF7U58)3 IA 1 Tl12 SI P2 PS 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELF VON DEFLECTION. BETA =-4


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 880 
ELV-3 ELV-4

01 T12 SI P2 PS WIh LIPER SURFACE 000 00 .000 .000
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COMIG-RATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 
IAF7U46) Q IAO (AF7U5I LI IA7C O1 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4:000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF7AU560 2 ,IA7D TI2 51 P2 P WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.oo 8.000 
WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
(AFU82 IA70 CI T12 SI P2 PS 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE 01ISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.240O ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = ,,436 PAGE 881


- - -- - -









01 T12 SI P2 PS 
01 T12 SI P2 PS 
01 T12 SI P2 PO 
01 T12 SI P2 P8 
VING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELE VON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/6 = .771 PAGE 882 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
I AF7U4B) Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2P8 WING IPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF7U5I IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WINS LIPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF7UI IA7 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 6.00 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF7USII IA70 01 T12 SI P2 Pa WING IPPER SURFACE B.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 










< .4 -. 2. 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO FLEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B9 = .436 PAGE 883-' 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO 
CPAF7U46) f IA70 
CAFVUI [1170 
CAF7U531 A70 (AF7USI) 3A70 
IGLRATION DESCRIPTION 
01 T12 SI P2 PS 
01 T12 SI P2 P8 
0l T12 SI P2 PS 
01 T12 SI P2 PS 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
VINO UPPER SRFAPCE 
VING UPPER SURFACE 
















































WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO [LEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 
1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .771 
-4 
PAGE 884 
DATA SET SYMt. 
CAF7U463 Q 
tAF7U51 I U 
CAF7USSI (AF7USI a 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
1A70 01 T12 Sl P2 P8 
IA70Oi T12 Sl P2 Ps 
IA70 01 T12 S1 P2 P8 
WIN LPPER SfURFACE 
W1N3 UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SLRFACE 
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CH{ORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 23 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4 
MACH = 1 .2410 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 885 
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTIaN ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7U4S) 0 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000

(AF7USI) l IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
AF7U5S Q I70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 (AF7U81 a IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA -4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 886 
DATA SET SYMBOL_ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7U468 0 1A70 01 T12 Si P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .0m .000 .000

11 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LPPER SURFACE 4.000
 4.000 4.000 4.000F7U5I 

6.000 9,000 9.000
(AF7U563 1A70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 
 12.000 12.000 12.000
(AF7USIJ IA70 01 12 SI P2 P8 WING LPPER SURFACE 8.000 






























-.4 -.2 -. 2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 .2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/13 = .436 PAGE 887 
-- -- -- -- - -- -- -- - -- -- -- -
-J 
OATA,SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7U4SI C) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7USI 3 IA7O 01 T12 SI 	 P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
 
[AF7TU5S) 1A7O 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 6.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION1 BETA -4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .771 	 PAGE 888 
--
DATA SET SYN.0L CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7U4G3 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 00 .000 .000 (AF7U5I 3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SUFACE 4:000 4.00 4.000 4.000 
CAF7USS3 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF7USI3 IA7O 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 


















CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA' = .000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 889 
- - ------- ----------
--- --- -- --- -- -- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


tAF7U4S) f 1A70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


tAF7U51 ) IA70 0! T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


(AF7USSI I A7 01 T12 St P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE B.OO 8.000 8.000 9.OD


(AF7USI) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORO. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA :-4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/R = .771 PAGE 890 
-- 
---- 
ELV-| ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI-"RATION DESCRIPTION 

CAF7U4S) IA7O 0I TI2 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 ,000 .000 .000


CAF7US ] 1A70 aI 112 SI P2 Pe WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

(AF7L586' C) IAI7 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF7USI 2 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7U463 Q IA70 01 T12 S P2 PS VING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7USI I IA0C P2 PS WING 1.000 4.0070 TI2 S1 UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 
£AFIUSS) 2 IAiO 00 112 S1 P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.0CC 8.000 8.000 
(AF7USI ) IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12000 12.000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA -4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 892


ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIG RATION DESCRIPTION 

IA70 01 T12 St UPPER SURFACE .owC .000 .000 .000(AF7U461 1 P2 PS WING 

(AF7U1S) ] A70 02 TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000(AF7US63 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
(AF7UB13 lA70 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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CH-RWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 893


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7U4) 0) IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 P WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


(AF7U51 UI IA70 01 T12 St P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.D00 4.000


CAF7U5S) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000



































-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 .2 1.4


CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONP BETA -4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 894


DATA SET SY-i8M. CONFIGURAT ICODESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAFVU46S Q IA70 0! T2 Si P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .00

(AF7U5I3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


(AF7U5G6 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PE WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 6.000
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 '6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 895


OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTIZN ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7U468 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE -.000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7U5I I 1A70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7US) 2 A7O 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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-.4 -.2 0 2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1-.2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE 70 ELEVON DEFLECTIONP BETA =-4 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 
1 .4 
896 







1A70I 01 TI2 SI P2 P8 
IAO0 01 T12 St P2 P8 
 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WINS UPPER SURFACE 
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-AH.2 0 AL-. 000.2Y/ =64 .431.0 AGE 14 
- - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-i ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7U4G) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF7USI I IA70 01 T12 S P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
tAF7U53) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 9.000 
(AFVUBIJ IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WINO UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 














-1. -. 0 .2. 6. . . . 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORDo XIC


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1 .240 ALPHA = 8.000 2YB = .771 
 .PAGE- 898
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

.000 .000
CAF7U483 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 
IAF7U5I )LH IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 VING UPPER S.URFACE 4000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

IAF7U-S) Q IA70 01 T12 S1 P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8000 8.000
(AF7USI3 A IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 















-.. 2 .4 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 899 
ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(AF7U46) Q A70 l T12 SI P2 PS WINS UPPER SURFACE .0 .000 .000 .000


(AF7U51 3 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.00 4.000 4.000


(AF7U5S A70 I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


(AF7USI2 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 9.0o0 12.00o 12.000 12.000






























-.4 .2 0 .2 .4 
 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA =-8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 900


DATA SET SYMBOL CON ICURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7U46 3 1AN70 011T12 SI P2 PB WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .00 .000 .000 
CAF7U11 3 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 CAFTU163 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


(AFUSI3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 22.000 12.000






















- -.46 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, ×/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4 
MACH = 1 .500 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 9GI0 













WING UPPER SURFACE 









CAF7USG3 IA7D 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.00 6.c0 8.000 
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ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
.000 .0 .000(AF7U46I Q A70 ai 112 St P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE .0m0 4.000 4.000 4.000(AF7U51 Li IA7D 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 
(AF7U563 IA0 0I TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - ­ ­ -
- - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - -
PAG 903 
-- -­ - -­
-1.0-----------------------------------------------------------­
90 
HACH= = 1,5004. 0 ALPA 2YB = 
.43gPAG 
-----------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMB L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELy-I ELV-2 ELY-3 ELV-4


(AF7U42 C) IA70 0l TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .0 .000 .000 .000


(AF7U5I I A]0 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.003 4.0o0 4.000 4.000
 
EAF7U5B2 IA0 0l T12 SI P2 P8 WINS UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


(AF7USII IA7O 01 T12 Sl P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000


1 t 1.....i .-4... .. ... . t ,i.. .. tiill.. .. .. 
1.2­
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-1.2 Lj- LI 
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MACH = 1.0 ALH = -400 2/ 71PG 0


- .... ... l 114 41 .. . .. a- . .. . .. ... 41 i~ .l.. ... .. ti.. ....... . .. l. ....
1 .4. .... .... .... ... .... I,,, t i ... tt.t... 2 t ... ... .  £., 1 t,,,l . .. .... . .. 
.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1-4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION9 BETA = -4


MAC- = 1.500 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 904 
OAT& SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT ION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7U463 C IATO 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7SI3 1IA7O0 l 12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AFTUSS2 IA7O D3 -112 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 6.000 
AFUSI ) A70 OfIT12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8,000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
1.2 
11.0------------­ !0 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 






DATA SET SYMBOL COWFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7U462 ) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 Pe WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000

CAF7U51 LI 7AD 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.C00 4.000 4.000


CAF7U56 IA70 a! T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.0h 8.000 8.000 9.00 














- 4 - . 2 0 4 . 2 . 44 i U 0 1 1 .i ) 8f U Li 1 14 . 0S 1f . 2S 1S.. 4±L 
CHOROWESE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA =-2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 906 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7U46) I 0t 112 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE .DO0 .000 ,000 °00 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

lA7 
(AF7U5I! IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAFTU]S IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WINS UPPER SURFACE 8.000 Bo0a B000 8.000 
(AF-U-- IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 

















-. 4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4i 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .4136 PAGE 907 
DATA SET SYM.OL. 






A70 0l T12 SI P2 PS 
I 02 TI2 SI P2 PS 
IA70 0I TI2 SI P2 PS 
IA70 0 T12 S P2 PS 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING LPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIRUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = .00 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 908 
DATA SET SYMSOL CFIGLP.RATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I 
 
CAF7U48) C) IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 
 
CAF7USS(AP7U I 3 L IA70 oi TI2 P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000D T12 SI
(AF7UGI 3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 Pe WING UPPER SURFACE 9.000 
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FIG 28 
-. 2 0 .2 .4 .G .8 1 .0 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 




MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .43G PAGE 909 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7U46) C IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LUPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 (AF7U5I 3[ IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
tAF7USS2 IAI0 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
(AF7USI) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
1 . ..n.n., I"" Iu...Ii.......I...I"n . ii.u.ri.ii ru *u tiif















.4 - .2 0 .2 .4 .B.8 1 .0 1 .2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 910


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7U463 Q IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7U51 U IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF7USS3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 



























-. . 2 .01. . 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELFEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4 
MAC­ = 1.500 ALPHA = 4.0O00 2Y/8 .436 PAGE 911 
- -- 
- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7U462 C) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 

CAF7U51 ] IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
(AF7U5S) IA7O 0 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
(AF7USI IA70 0I T12 S1 P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000

1I4 i ............rn ................-, ........ n........... .. . . . 
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 8 I1.0 1.2 1.4 

CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 

FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4 

MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 9 12 
DATA SET SYMBOL 




IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 11 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 01 T12 St P2 PO 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
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CHORDW/ISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORCI, X/C






MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 
- -
1.2 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


LAF7U4S) 0 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .m


CAF7USI I IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
(AF7U5S 2 A7D 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000(AF7USI) IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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-. 4 -2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1 .2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 914


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATI3N DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7U46SI 1 01 T12 St P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000lA70 
CAF7U51 I [ IA70 1 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF7USl IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.o00 8.000 8.000 
(AF7USI I A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = B.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 9,15


DATA SET SYM3OL COWFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7U462 C IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF7U51) L IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF7U5S6) C IA70 01 T2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 9.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
AF7USI1 a IA70 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE S.D00 32.000 12.000 12.000
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FIG 28 
-. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1 .2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. XIC 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4 
1 .4 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 316 





01 T12 SI P2 PS 
01 T12 SI P2 PSO!T12 SI P2 P8 
WING LOWER SURFACE 









(AF7LSI ) L A70 01 T12 S) P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
1 . . ...~
n 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4


MACH = .900 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 9-17 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATIO DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF7L462 Q IA70 I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 

(AF7L51 U IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

(AF7LSSI Q A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 9.000 

LAF7LS2 / IA70 al T12 SI P2 PS ING LO ER SURFACE 8.000 .12000 12.000 12.000 
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 ' ' . . 1 1 1.6 

-1.0 " : 

- na a nw n n a naI .Ia 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 

FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA z -4 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 918 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTIGN 
.000 .000 .000CAF7L462 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 
WING LOWER SURFACE t.0o0 4.000 4.000 4.000
CAF7LSI 1 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
CAF77LSS) IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 8.0 8.000 8.000

(AF7LS) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12:000 12,000 12.00
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4


MACH = .900 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 919 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

(AF7L46) fl IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF7L5I 3 1 70 01 112 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7L5Sg I70 01 T12 S1 P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 9.000 
CAF7LS I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION# BETA -4 

MACH = .900 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/6 = .771 PAGE 920 

DATA SET SYI'OL CONFICRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF7L4G3 Q IA70 0! T12 SI P2 PA WING LOVER SURACE .CO0 .000 .000 .000 

CAF7L51 1 1A70 01 TI2 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7LSS3 2 IA70 02 22St P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 















.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 I.0 i1.2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA :-4 
1 .4 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = -4t.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 921 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
tAF7L4S) 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS (AF7L51) I AO701 T12 St P2 PS 

EAF7LSB6 IA70 0l T12 Sl P2 PS 

CAF7LSI IA70 0l T12 SI P2 P8 

-. 4. . ....... . 

WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 

WING LOWER SURFACE 

WING LOWER SURFACE 

ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

.000 .000 .000 .000

4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD9 X/C

FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELE VON DEFLECTION9 BETA -4

MACH = .900 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 922 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7L4S2 Q IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7L51 I 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF7L56] IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 9.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 















-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 
 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 

CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 923 
- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATIAN DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7L43 IJA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7L531 L IA70 at T12 St P2 Ps WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7L58) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 9.000 8.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4


MACH = .900 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 924


DATA SET SYMBOL 
CAF7L462 0 




IA70 01 T12 SI P2 Pe 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
IA70 01 Tl2 SI P2 PS 
WING LOVER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOVER SURFACE 
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FIG 28 
MACH = 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 
.900 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .436 
-4 
PAGE 925­























IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 

IA70 0! T12 SI P2 PS 

IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PB 





WING LOVER SURFACE 

WING LOWER SURFACE 

WING LOWER SURFACE 






.000 .000 .000 .000

4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


8.000 8.000 6.000 8.000

8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON ,DEFLECTION BETA =-4


MACH = .900 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 926


- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -
-
CL 
ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-! ELV-2 ELV-3 
(AF7L462 IAO 01 T12 St P2 P8 WING LOWER SURACE .000 .000 .000 .000 4.000 4.000 4.000(AFTL5I I IA70 0i Ti2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 (AF7L583 lA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE s.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 12.000
(AF7LSI I lA70 01 T12 S! P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 
1.4.- ........... .. ....... 
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MAH= .90LH 2-.2 ,2Y ,4 .6 PAG 927I.2.


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


AF'7L482 C) IA70 01 T2 SI P2 PS WINS LOWER SLFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7L5I 3) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF7L568 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.0Do 8.000 8.000 8.000 
tAF7L613 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.00 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4


MACH = .900 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE -928 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-S ELV-4

tAF7L4SI ( IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .00D

CAF7LSI U IAO 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

(AF7L5S IA70 01 112 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000

(AF7LI ) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C

FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION9 BETA 








ELY-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DSCRIPTION­
(AF7L463 Q 2A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WINS LOWER SUJRFACE .000 .000 .000 .000

(AF7LSI 2 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SJRFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF7L52 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF7L6I 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
















.4 -.2 .2 .4 .6 -. .8 1 .0 2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BEtA =-4


MACH = .900 ALPHA = 4.000 2YIB = .771 PAGE S30


ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
WING LOWER SURFACE .00 .000 .000 .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CAF7L482 IA7 al 12 SI P2 P8 
P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.00(AF7L51 IA70 al 712 51 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000(AF7LSE, Q IA70 
SI P2 Pa WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHOROVJISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C

FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA 












DATA SET S*YNOL COWJFIG.RATION DESCRIPTION ELV- ELV-2 ELY-3 ELV-4






&F7551U 1A70 01T12 S P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7LS8)2 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LCWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WINS PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA =-4


MACH = .900 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 932


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGtJRATION DESCRIPTION ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

2A70
tAF7L4S] I 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
'112 SI
(AF7LS| 3 ilA70 TI P2 P9 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000AF7L530 IA7O 01 T12 St P2 P8 
 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8,000 8.000 

2.000 12.000 12.000
(AF7LSI3 IA70 Of T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8,000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 933 
DATA SET SYMBL CMFIUAT1ON DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7L46 ) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7LS ) U IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF7L5S) 2 AO 01 712 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF7L61 ) a IA0 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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FIG 28 
MACH = 
.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C

WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-i


tAF7L4S) 0 IAI0 02 12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000

CAF7L5I I A7f 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


(AF71LSS lA70 01 T12 SI P2 FIB WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


(AF7LSII IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.00
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 935


DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CAF7L46) Q 1A70 I1 T12 SI P2 PS 
CAF7L51) I1 A Cl TI2 $1 P2 P8 
A7L5S) IA70 I TI2 SI P2 PS 
(AF7LSI ) IA70 C1 TI2 SI P2 P8 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
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ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4OATA SET SYM93L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
CAF7L4G3 Q AmO 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE .000 .0 .000 .000


(AFL51S U IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4,000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7LS3) IA70 aI T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 e.000 8.000 8.000
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2. 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-41
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
(AF7L483 IA70 0l T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOVER SURFACE .DOC .000 .000 .000 
CAF7LBI ] IA70 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
AAF7LSS3 SI P2 Ps WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000I '70 01
cAF7LSI A IA70 0l T12T12 S1 P2 P8 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4






DATA SET SYMBOL COWFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION ELV-i ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7L4G3 Q 1A70 01 T12 St P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


(AF7L513 [ IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 4:000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AFIL5S) 2 IA70 'l T12 SI P2 PB WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 9.000 
(AF7LS! A IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000

























.4 -. 2 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 939


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7L4SJ Q lA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WIG LOWER SURFAE .000 .00 .000 .000


(AF7L51 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7L56 5 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PO WING LOWER SURFACE 8.00 8.000 8.000 8.000 
tAF7L61I A IA0 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 940 
I-I 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTIYN ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7L4G 0 IA70 0! T12 SI P2 PS VING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7LSI I3 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
tAFIL5SG) IA70 01 712 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.00 
CAF7LSII a A70 01 T12 St P2 P9 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.C00 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .4136 PAGE 941


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7L46) f IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .ODO .000

(AF7L51 5 1A70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7LL5S] ( 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 (AFTLS1 ] IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 















-. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.,0 1 .2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4 
1.,4 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .7'71 PAGE 942 







1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS 
IAD 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 C1 T12 SI P2 P8 
f il 7 IDl Illl ll(57 IS ft(51 it 'ill 
ELV-i ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
VING LOVER SLRFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
WING LOVER SLRFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
WING LOWER SLRFACE 9.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
57. 1 f i Ifligll 'IT I fi I fi fl 5711 7TIll 57~l~}411II l~ 5151 517 l5151 I(7 J Il, l (Il rtnlIIIinl 575 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1 .120 ALPHA = .000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 943 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ISCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7L468 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .00 .000 .000


CAF7L5I 2 IA70 o T12 Si P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7L562 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 944
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ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CAF7L4S3 0 1NA70 at T12 S1 P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .0C .000


(AF7L51 [ IA7O CI T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4,.0 4.000 4.000


CAF7LSS2 Q IA70 DI T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELE VON DEFLECTION. BETA =-4


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 945 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7L468 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000
CAF7L5I 3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PO WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF7L56 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 B.000 8.000 6.000 
t AF7LS|I 1A70 31 T12 S P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO3 ELEVON DEFLECTIMN BETA :-4


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 946 
--------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


tAF7L4B3 Q IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7LSj 3 A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.:000 4.000 4.o00 4.003


CAF7L56) IA70 01 TI2 Sl P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.030 000 8.000 8.000


(AF7LGI) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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--. 4 - .2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDW!SE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4i 
MACH. = 1.120 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/8 = .438 PAGE 947 
__ 
1.2 
DATA SET SYiBOL CO I "tRATION ISCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
 
IA7O 0I T12 SI P2 P8 
 























-.4 -.2 0 
 
WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 
WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8c00 8.000
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.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA = -4 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 948 
0.0 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7L46) 0 IA70 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000

(AF7L5I U IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

(AF7L5S3 Q IA70 O1 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 9.000 8.000 

(AF7LSI3 a IA70 Of T12 SI P2 PB WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 

.. . . ..... .. .. ..... .. .. . . . ..
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 0 .2 1.4
-.4 -.2 

CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONt BETA =-4


=-ACH1.120 ALPHA = 6.0001 2Y/B = .436 
 PAGE 949
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AFIL4S) 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .DO .000 .000 CAFL5 lAO 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF7L5S6 IA7D 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


(AF7LSI)3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000


1 4 ... .... ... ..... .........m  
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION9 BETA -4


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 950 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(AF7L48) Q
LAF7L51 3 [
CAF7L563 (>CAF7LI61 n 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
1A70 01 T12 S1 P2 P9 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 Pe 
IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS 
WING LOVER SUFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 951 
.4 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7L4S) Q IAD 0l T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000

(AF7LSI 3 IA70 01 T12 S1 P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


(AF7L56 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


(AF7L6I A IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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-.- .2 . .. 8 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORO. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA =-4


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 952 
-- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

(AF7L46) C IA70 01 112 St P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 

(AF7L51 3 FL IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF7LSS3 3 A7 0111281 P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 6.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF7LGI ) IA70 01 712 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 2.000 12.000 12.000 12.C00
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WINS PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELFEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 953 
- - - - -- - - - - - - -- -
- - - - -- - - - - - -
- - - -
- - - -
- - - -
- - - -
- - - -
- - - -
--- --- -- --- --- -- --- 
--- -- --- 
--
- - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-t ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
tAFL4S) Q) A70 O T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 DI{AF7L5 A70 0 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000(AF7LSS1 1A70 OI T12 SI P2 P WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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EL-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CAF7L4B3 
 I1A70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7L51 2 IA70 o T12 SI P2 PS 
 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7L5SG3 ( A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000

(AF7LS1) IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 955







IA0O 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
A701 CI T12 SI P2 P8 
!A70 0I T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
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-.4 -.2 0.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C

FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7L482 IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE ODO .000 .000 .000 
CAF7L5I I 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WINS LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF7L56] 5 A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WINS LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
(AF7LSI t IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WINS LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
i 4 . mi lin, fin, l nit rn l H i t iii ni lfl Ini (In fli Fir 'I l Fr, T "ii I (Ill' nlH it tii ITi Fi t. f~ ~? Ft ff ~ ? tl ~ 
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1 .2 1 .4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA :-4 
MACH = 1,240 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 957









TI2 SI P2 PS 
T12 $I P2 PS 
WING LOVER SURFACE 













01 T12 SI P2 PS 
01 T12 SI P7'S 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORO. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTiON. BETA -4 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 958 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(AF7L46] Q






IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
 
IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 P8 
 
H HH 'TH H nl nitl ,ITI Ti , = i n i r = Tll=nll l ITIrri 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
 
WING LOVER SURFACE 
 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 959 
-- -- - -- -- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIN ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7L4S) 1 0I T12 SI P2 PS VIN3 LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 000 .000A70 
CAF7L51 ) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WINS LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF7LSS6 () IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
(AF7LSI A IA70 Ol TI2 St P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
LL .44 
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-.4 -.2 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 

CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUT13N DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA =-2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE ,960


DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 
 ELV-4
 
(AF7L482 ) IA70 o0 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 OD .000 .000


(AF7L513 LI IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
tAF7LSS) > 1A70 DI T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4


MACH = 1 .240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 961 
- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

(AF7L46) 0 [A70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .00 .000 .000 
(AFL51S U IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF7L5) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 6.000 8.000 8.000 
(AF7LSIJA IA7D 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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- 1.4 II lJJl J Lt± I t l U1 44 l 4I I441 t* 444 MIILlJ0li 1 41 l IIIII0 I-Iil ti 141 444ll H [ill Il U [ l 1 i~ i 4444l ilX 
-. ,4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA :-4 




DATA SET SYMBOL CO FIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7LASI3 1A70 01 T12 S P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .a .ow .000 .000 
CAF7L5I 3 IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7LSS) IA70 O1 T12 SI P2 PR WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF7LSI I IAO 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
. nt 
IIi , i4l irm.n 
.n.i. Yri.. lg




































.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 963


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7L463 Q IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7L5I 3 L A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7L563 !A70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000

(AF7LSI) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA -4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 964 
DATA SET SYMOL COtWIGRATION DESCRIPTION 
CAF7L4G3 Q IA70 0l T12 SI P2 P8 
CAF7LSI I UIA70 01 TI12 SI P2 PS 
AAF7L5SA00 Ti12 Si P2 PS 
CAF7L61 2 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
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MAC = 1.4 ALH = 4.0
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2/ ='46PG 6 
MAH 
FI 8 
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CHRWS OAION FRCIN' LOA CHRD 
WIGPESR, ITIUINDE 0EEO ELCIN 









ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CAF7L4S) Q IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 000 .000 .0


fAF7L5 Li 1A70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4:000 4.000 4.000


CAF7L56J IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000

12,000
CAF7LSI A IA7O DI T12 SI P2 Pa WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 966


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


fAF7L4S) Q IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P9 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7L5I I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.C00 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AFRLSS2 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8,000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAFLSI3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8,000 12:000 12.000 12.000 
I T'. -]I .. 1... .... .....
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4 
MACH = 1.240 'ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 967 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7L4S 0 1A70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF7L5 3L IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER StRFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


(AF7L5S IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.0O 8.DO0


(AF7LBI a IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION,,FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 968


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7L4B) 0 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 1000 .00 .000 .000 
CAF7LSI U IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER S.RFACE 4.000 4.000 4.0D0 4.000 
(AF7LSGS Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF7LSIJ A IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 969









T12 SI P2 PS 
T12 SI P2 P8 
WING LOWER SURFACE 









CAF7LSS3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF7LSI I IATo CI 12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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.4.2CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION9 BETA =-4






DATA SET SYM8M CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I 
(AF7L463 Q IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE .000 .DOC .000 .000
4.000 4.000 4.000
CAF7LSI I IA70 01 T12 S1 P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 (AF7LSS2 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 %S WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8000 8.000 
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-------------------------------------------------------------CHRWS LOAI~ RCIN07LL CHRD X/ 
U OEE ELCION EA -
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F  8 WIN PRSUEDSRBTO 
 
MAH=1.0 ALH ='800 2/ 46PG 7 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-i ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7L483 Q IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .0W .DOC .000 
CAF7L51 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF7L5G6 . IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
tAF7LSI) IA70 CI T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 9.00 J2.000 12.000 I?.000 
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MAH=150 ALH = -. 00 2Y/6=...1. PAE 97 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


tAF7L463 IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7L5I U IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SUFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7L5S) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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.4 -. 2 0.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD# X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 2 -4


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 973


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF7L4S3 C 1AO 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 ow 

CAF7LSI I I -10 01 T12 St P2 Pe WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4,000 4.000 

CAF7L5S IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 6.o00 8.000 8.000 

CAF7LI L X6 IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8,000 12,000 12.000 12.000 
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oB -1.2-­-- -----­
.I­ .. ..I.. 1 i..i 
-. 4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 974 
DATA SET SY?-90L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV- I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7L483 Q I A7C oI T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7L5 ) U IA70 ol T12 SI P2 Pe WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 CAF7L58)Q IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 (AF7L61 3 n IA7 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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MAH =1.0 ALH = 400!/ 46PG 7 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION? BETA = -4


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 975 
- -- - -
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

(AF7L42 Q IA7O 0! T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 (AFL51U IA70 0! T12 SI P2 PS WING LO ER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
tAF7L5SQ IA70 01 712 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 (AF7LSI L IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 




















-. 42- 0 .2 "2 
CHOREJWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 976 
ELV-3 ELV-4 
.000 .000 
DATA SET SYMBOL COsNIOURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 
CAF7L46S 0 IA70 0i T22 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 
£AF7L5I2 L]J IA70 01 T12 S! P2 P WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7L) 3Q IA7O 0i T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8,000 9.000


(AF7LSI LX IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12,000 12.000
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FI 2CINHRESREDISTLICATION,DUFRA LVFELTALLCTION / -4R, 
 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA =-2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 977


ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.000 .000 .000(AF7L4SI Q IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 
[AF7L51 I IA7D 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAFL563 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 9.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
CAF7L613 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS 
 
I .I

































-FIG WING PRESSURE DSRB


M = 1 -.--------------------------------------I
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CHOROWISE LO CAT EON. FRACTION OIF LOICAL CHO RD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA =-4


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA =-2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 978 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3, ELV-4 
(AF7L46) Q 1A70 o] T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOVER SURFACE , ' .000 .000 
DATA SET SYMOLa CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.000 
IA7O 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
CAF7L5 ] 
 8.000
(AF7L5S) 2 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8,000 6000 8.000 
tAF7LBI A A70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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-.4 -.2 0 

CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC 

FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4 

MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 979 































lA7D 0I T12 SI P2 PS 

IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 

IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS 

IA7 01 T12 S) P2 P8, 

WING LOVER SURFACE 
 
WING LOVER SURFACE 
 
WING LOVER SURFACE 

WING LOVER SURFACE 
 
















ELV-! ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


.000 .000 .000 .000


4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


8.000 12000 12.000 12.000
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FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION9 BETA z-4


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = .000 2Y/8 = .771 	 PAGE .980 
-i 






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7L463 I 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000
1A70 

(AF7L5 3 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7L5S3 IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 

CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 

FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4 











DATA SET SYMB0L CONWIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7L4S 0 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7LSI ] IA70 01 T12 $1 P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


(AF7LS3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8000 8.000

(AF7L61 2 IA70 oI T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 

















-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 I-.0 1-.2 1-.4 

CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 

FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4 

MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 2.000 2YIB = .771 PAGE 982 

-------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CO ?IGURATION DESCRIPTION rLV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4






CAF7L5S) IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
CAF7L5I iA70 
01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000, 4.000 
 
{AFYLSIZ IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000



















.1 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B .436 PAGE 983


DATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7L46S 0) IA70 ai T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .0X0 
CAF7LSI )L IA7O 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


(AF7L5s] IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 6.000 8.000 8.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 984


DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


£AF7L463 Q IA70 0i T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7L51 ) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SJRFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


AFLLSS3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.0 8.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA = -4 
















0 T12 Sl P2 P8 
0 T12 SI P2 PS 
01 T12 SI P2 PS 
01 112 S1 P2 PS 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
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- .4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATIONo FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4











IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS1A70 CI TI2SI P2I 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
° P iI ' in , l fl li ~ ln r 'i-nl ,in ir ~nv 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACEWING LOWER SLRFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 





HI Ir,i-rn r 
ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
.000 .000 .000 
4.000 4.000 4.0008.000 8.000 8.000 
12.000 12.000 12.000 







CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 8.000 2YIB = .436 PAGE 987


DATA SET SYMBOL CSNFIG RATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


tAF*7L4S) 0 1? 01 712 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SUFACE .000 .000 .DOC .000


CAF7LI 1 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

CAF7L5S3 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING LOWER SjRFACE 8.000 8.0.0 8.000 6.00


(AF7LGI I IA70 01 T12 SI' P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 32.000 12.000












-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 988


DATA SET SYMBOL 
CAF7048) Q 
(AF7051 3 
CAF7056 3 (AF7061 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER -
IA70 02 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER -
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER -
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DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

(AF7046 0 IbQ 01 T12 $1 P2 P8 WING E UPPER - LOVER 3 .ow0 .000 .000 .000 
(AF701Z L IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF70S) |A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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-.22.4  4 -.­ 81. .. 
FIG 28 
MACH = 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4 
.900 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y18 = .771 PAGE 990 
DATA SET SYMSCL CWNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7046 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING CLPPER - LOVER . 000 .000 .000 .000

(AF71O 3 IA70 01 TI2 51 P2 Pe WING C UPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 


























-. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1 .2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4 
I1.4 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 991 
DATA SET SYMBO. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-i ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7048) Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING ( UPPER - LOWER .000 .000 .000 .000


EAF7O51 I IA70 O T12 St P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
tAF70583 (3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C uPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 0.000 8.000 8.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = .900 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 992


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7043 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7051 I L lA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF70563 IA70 01 112 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 0.000 0.000
















- .4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1.2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 993 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGLATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
IAF70463 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( LPPER - LOWER .,000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF7051 IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF70583 IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WINS C UPPER - LOWER I a.000 8.000 8.000 0.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4


MACH = .900 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 994







lA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 
A[70 01 T12 St P2 PB WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 
IA7 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 









































































CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 
.900 ALPHA -2.000 2Y/8 = .436 
-4 
PAGE 995 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF70453 C IA70 01 712 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 .0f .000 .000 .000


LAF70SI J A70 01 712 S1 P2 PS WING C LPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

CAFDJ 0 A00 C1 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.C00 8.000 e.000


CAF70SI A IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 8.0C 12.000 12.000 12.000

































-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .1 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4


MACH = .900 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 996


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI "RATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF70462 C IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000


WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000IAF7051 I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
(AF7056 ) IA7D 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOVER ) 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 























-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONP BETA -4


MACH = .900 ALPHA = .000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 997 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7O4S2 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 000 .000 .000 .O0O 
(AF7051 3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF70563 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4


CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA -4


MACH = .900 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 998


ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

CAF70462 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WIND ( U ER - LOWER I 00 .000 .000 .000
DATA SET SYHBC. 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CAF705I I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

CAF7056) 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 M WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000

UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 12.000 12.000 
 12.000
CAF701 A IA70 01 T12 SI P2 Pa WING 

. F I 11........
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA =-4


MACH = .800 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/6 = .436 PAGE 999 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUIRATION DESCRIPTION 

(AF7046) ) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER I .000 .000 .000 .000

(AF7051 ) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.DOO 4.000 
CAF70561I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4


MACH = .900 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1000 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF70468 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
[AF7051 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF70261 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOVER 3 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF70613 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING t UPPER - LOVER 3 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C

FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF046) IA70 01 T12 S1 P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOVER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 

CAF7CSI3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF0563 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOVER 2 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONs BETA =-4


M'ACH = .900 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .771 
 PAGE 1002
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUIRATION OESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF704) Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING t UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7QI2U 1A70 l T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF70OSI IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
F16 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA :-4 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1003 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF704r) C) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WINr I UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 (AF7051I L IAlc 01 T12 S P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7MD3 IA70 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF7061) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 VINO C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 IOOD 12.000 12.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4


MACH = .900 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1004


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 
 ELV-4
 
CAF70463 ) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOVER 2 .000 .0 .000 .000


CAF7051I3 IA70 O 
 T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
 
tAF705S3 C IA70 0! T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF7013 IA7 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOVER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 

3............... ................. 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORDo X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7048) Q IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 2 .000 .00 .000 .000


IAFT05 ) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 2 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7OSS lA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
(AF7061) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000


. ,,. .. .. .... . .... ...... ..... . . . . . . ..... 
. . . . . . . 




























3 .4 - .2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4


MACH = .900 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1006


ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
T12 S P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER I .O .000 .000 .000 
CAF705I I] A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( LPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.200 4.000 4.000AF70463 
0 IA70 0I 
tAFIOS3 > 1A70 (1 T112 S P2 PR WING I LIPPER - LOWER 3 9.000 a.000 a.000 8.00 
tAF70813 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 6.030 12.000 12.000 12.000 
3 - - - - - -T­ -...--.-­ - I-..-.-I--.-.I-..-.­
























-. 4 -. 2 -. 2 .4 . .8 1.0 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
1.2 1.4 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONt BETA =-4


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1007 
-- -- 
I, 
DATA SET SYMBOL CON'FIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV 7I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7046 Q A70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING E UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .Om0 .000 .000

(AF705 I A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER I 4.000 4.000 4.000 4 .000


(AF705S] A70 0 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.C0O 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF7013 a IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000


3 .5 .i .... til . .
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE i008 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7046] -) IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING t LIPPER - LOVER 3 .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF70512 IIA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

































-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA = -4 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1009


DATA SET SYisOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF70463 Q 1A70 0 T12 SI P2 P9 WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7051 3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
tAFOSS) IA70 t T12 St P2 Pe WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 8.000 6.000 9.000 
[AF70513 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
...... . ...
3 .5 .. .... ... . ..  ................ .......... ".... .. . . ..
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4 





IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER -
IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER -
IA70 TI2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER -

 
A70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER -
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1011 





















- - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL COF IOURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF70463 IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOVER 2 .000 .000 .000 .000 (AF705I 3 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER I 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
IAF7T5S) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
(AF70613 f A70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 

3. .. .. ..... . .............. . . . ....
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 8 1.0 1.2 1.4 

CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 

FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4 

MACH 1.120 ALPHA -4.000 2Y/B .771 PAGE 1012 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF70462 Q IAO7 ol T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 .o00 .D0 .OD .000 
(AF70513[ IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
9.000 
CAF70613 IA0 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA -4 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1013 
DATA SET SYIBL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF70462 fl A70 01 112 St P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7051 1 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 4.0 4.000 4.000 4.000 
























-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 

CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 

FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4 

MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1014 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7048) f IA70 01 T12 S P2 PS WING ( LIPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000


(AF705 I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 2 4.DO 4.000 4.000 4.000

(AFTm) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000

(AFTOSI) IA7D 01 T12 SI P2 PE WING ( UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 12.000 22.000 12.000


.. .... ........ .. ... .......... . .... .... ... ..........
... .. ,... . . . ..





















-.4 .2 0 .2 .4 . .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 

CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 

FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4 

MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = .000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 1015 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-i ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

(AF70468 0 IA70 ol T12 SI P2 PS WING CUPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7051 U IA70 01 T12 S1 P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


(AF7053 JA7O Il T12 SI P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 8.000 8.000 6.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 11016


ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION 

.000 .D00(AF70463 ) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 VING C lPER - LOWER I 000 .000 
LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000CAF7051 3 IA70 03 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER ­






















. .8 1I.0 1 .2 1 .4 
-. 4 -2 0 .2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC








MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 2.000 2YIB = 
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF704G C IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING't UPPER - LOVER I .OO .000 .O .000 (AF7051 U IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF7056 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.0C0 0.000 
CAF7O61 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000


3. ... ....... ........ ......... ........... .... 
......
" .  .. 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION# BETA -4


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE ibis 
--






































01 T12 Sl P2 ps
01 112 SI P2 PS 
WING E UPPER -
WING I UPPER -
IA70 
A70 
01 12 SI P2 PS 
0l 712 SI P2 PS 
WING t UPPER -
WING C UPPER -
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
LOWER .000 .000 .000 .000 
LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
.... ........ . .. ........ .. ... ..
. . ......
. ... . .
......... . 























. 2. 6. . . . 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. XlC


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 19


DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF7045I Q lA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER ) .000 .000 .000 .000 

CAF7051 ] A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF705S] 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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CHOROVWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4 































SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
0 IATO 0I 112 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 .0W .000 .000 .000 
IA7O 
IA 0 
01 T12 SI P2 PB 
01 T12 SI P2 PS 
WING ( UPPER 
WING C UPPER 
- LOWER 3 









IA7D 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
... ..... '. . ..... ... .

















.4 -. 2 0.2 .4 .6 .8 I1.0 1.2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4 
1 .4 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1021 
--
- - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF704) C) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING t UPPER - LOWER 2 .000 .000 .000 .000


(AF70512 A _lAT DI T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 2 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF70563 2 A70 0 1 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000






















-21 . ­ -

-_j - 3 .0 ­
-

- .4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 I .0 1 .2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 1022


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF70468 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF7051 [ 1 01 P2 Pe WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000A70 T12 SI 
(AF7056) IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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-.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION9 BETA -4 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF70463 0 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING C UPPER - L13WER 2 .000 .000 .000 .000

(AF7051I 1A0 0! T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7OB3 1A70 01 T12 St P2 PB WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 6.000 8.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA -4


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1024


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT ION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


EAF7046B IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 .000 .000 .000 .000


(AF7051 U IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF705S3 IA 0 0 TI2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 8.000 8.000 6.000

(AF7OSI) IA70 0l T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 








L. 1.0 ' C­
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-.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4 




- - - --
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

(AF704S2 Q IA70 oI T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 .000 .000 .000 .000

fAF7051 I U IA70 aI T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF7OSSI ) 1A70 C T12 SI P2 PS WING E UPPER - LOWER ) 9.000 8.000 8.000 9.000 
CAF7061) IA0 0I TI2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000


... .. 'l. .... ... .... . ..
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. XIC 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA =-8.000 2Y/B .771 PAGE 1026








IA70 aI T12 SI P2 P9 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER - LOWER ) 
IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 








































-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 
= -4 
PAGE 1027 
DATA SET SYMBEX CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF70453 0 IAO 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOVER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000


EAF051 I3 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOVER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF70553 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 3 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
(AF7061 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.C00 





































FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONP BETA -4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1028 
DATA SET SYMBOL COCFGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF704S3 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER ,000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7051) IA70 CI T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (ArF7O) IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 6.000 8.000 6.000































-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA -4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1029 
DATA SET SYIOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF07046) Q A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER I .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF70513 Li 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF705S3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 

























CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C






(AF7046 C IA70 0I 712 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 .000 .000 .000 .000 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 

(AF7051 3 IA7 01 TI2 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
























-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 
CHORDWISE LO CATIO N, FRACTION OF LO CAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 
1.4 
1031 
DATA SET SYMBC. COWINFG AT1ON DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

(AF7046) Q 1A70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER I .OD5 .000 .000 .000 
(AF70513L 1A70 I T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

tAF70S) A70 01 712 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 8.000 8.000 6.000 

CAF70613t ]A70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .'771 PAGE 1032 
DATA SET SYMBO. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF70463 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7051 3 IA70 0l T12 SI P2 P8 WING I UPPER - LOWER I 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF70563 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF70613 A170 01 T12 Sl P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 12.000 S2.000 12.000 
3 5 .. .. . . . .............. I ........t.i...............ll....i . . .. .





























-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 

CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 

FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4 

MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1033 

--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF70463 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 3 .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7051 [ IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOVER 3 4.000 4.0DO 4.000 4.000 
(AF7056) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOVER 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
(AF70SI3 IA70 01 T12 S1 P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOVER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
3 5 ltfu fitfllh .......... f ....
t..... ..... 41 f ..I '"'tll "tl" "'" n'.. ..ll '.. 11fl
i ifi fttl fill. . ... 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELE VON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/O = .771 PAGE 1034I


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF7046) 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER ) .0(0 .000 .000 .000 

(AF7051 U IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING £ UPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF7?SS] C IA7A 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
















-.4 -.2 0 .2 ,4 .6 .8 .0 1.2 1.4 

CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 

FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA :-4 

MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE r035 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF704SI Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000


(AF7051) IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


tAF7OBS2 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UiPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


tAF7O61) IA70 01 T2 SI P2 P8 WING I UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 J2.000 12.000 12.000
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- .4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE IJ036


DATA ST SYMBOL COWIGJRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7046) fl IA7O 0I T12 SI P2 PB WING UPPER - LOWER 3 o .000 .000 .000 
(AF7051 2 IA70 01 712 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOVER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF70553 I2A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER - LOWER 3 6.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .G .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1037


DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION EL-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF704S) Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING C UPPER - LOVER 2 .000 .000 .00C .000


(AF7051 I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOVER 2 4.000 4.000 4.0C0 4.000


CAF70562 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF70613 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOVER 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000



































- .4 -. 2 o .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA ---4


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1038














WING C UPPER 













tAF70563 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER I 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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-.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA 6.000 2Y/B .436 PAGE 1039 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

CAF70463 IA70 01 T12 S1 P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER .000 000 .000 .000

LAF7051 L IAIO 01 12 S1 P2 PS WING i UPPER - LOVER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000





CAF7DSI ) IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOVER 3 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4

























IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING PPER - LOWER 1 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 3 
1A70 0I T12 SI P2-PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 3 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLFCTION, BETA = -4 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 1041 
-----
DATA SET SYMBOL COIFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7046 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I LPPER -
CAF7051)U I170 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING I LPPER -
LAF7DSSQ IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WINO C UPPER -
CAF7SI3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER ­
........ .... ....tn ti .......
 .. , .... ... 
3 .5 i . .... .. l fl
3o.I 
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LOWER 3 8.000 12.000 12.000 12,000










CIOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA -4 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA 8.000 2Y/B = .771 PACE 1042 
- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7046 3 Q IA7O 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 2 .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7051 U 1A70 0I T12 Sl P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
fAF70563 IA70 0 T12 S! P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
tAF7TOD) IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPER LOWER 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
3-,t, tl .... it t, n l .T i it.. .. t.ty il tl fil lft. ,iti Jil ...l ... i .... , ,,. ..  ........ ........... ... . till,,,
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1 .2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/9 = .436 PAGE 1043


DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGtRATI'N D3ESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF704S 0 IA70 0! T12 St P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7 1] IA70 0! T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 4:000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF756O IA70 0} T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - L0WER 2 6,000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF70633 IA70 01 112 SI P2 PS WING IUPPER - LOWER 2 8000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
3 . ........ ........ ... ...... ............... 
 ..II.... ... '. ..
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.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1. 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION9 BETA -4


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1044 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF70463 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C LPPER - LOVER 3 .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7051 LI IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C LPPER - LOVER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF705S3) IA7O 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING C LPPER - LOVER ) 8.000 8.000 6.000 8.000 


















-. 4 -. 2 a .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION# BETA 






DATA SET SYMBOL COIFIGtRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF70468 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 (AF7051) IA7O 01 T12 S1 P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 2 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF7056 IA70 01 112 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 B.000 8.000 6.000 
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .G .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1046


DATA SET SYMBOL COcIGURATION DESCRIPTION EL-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF7046] 0 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 

CAF7051I 3 L A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOVER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

CAF7053 1A-70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 0.000 S.000 8.000 8.000 

CAF7061D IA70 01 T12 Si P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 

3.5 ......... .... .. .. .. ................... . .. .. .."..... .. .. I I....
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -4







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-| ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF70462 0 IA70 OI TI2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER .000 .000 .000 .000 

EAF7051 ] 1A7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.0C0 4.000 4.000 [AF70563 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER I 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1048


- - - ---
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATON DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF70483 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7OSI I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF70583 IA70 0l T12 Sl P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 8.000 8.000 8.0D0 8.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C

 4




MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .436 
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW'IGLAATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF7046) C) ]A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 .] .000 .000 .000 

(AF7051 ) IA7 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF705s3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 6.000 8.000 

























CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONP BETA 
1.500 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .771 
-4 
PAGE 1050 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF70462 0 IA70 al T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAFI Li IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 2 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7056S IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WINU C UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1051


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF70468 C) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 .000 .000 .000 .000 
[AF05 ) I lA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 [AF70S) IA7D I T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOVER 3 8.000 8.000 8.000 0.000(AFIOBI ) IA7 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 8.000 12.000 22.000 12.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1052


DATA SET SYMOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELY-3 ELV-4


CAF70482 C) IA70 01 T12 St P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 000 .000 .000 .300


CAF70511 U IA7O 01 T12 St P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7056 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 




























- .4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1.2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1053


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
tAF70462 0 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER .000 000 .000 .00W 
[AF7051 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 4:000 4.000 4.000 4.000 1A70 
(AF7&-J 2 IA70 01 T12 S P2 PS WIN ( UPPER - LOWER 1 8.0) 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA -4


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 1054 
DATA SET SY3i. COFIGURATION DESCRIPION 
EAF70463 fl IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER -
CAF7I fl A0O 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER ­
(AF70SS03 IA70 0I TI2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER ­(AFYOI a IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WIN, C UPPER ­
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4

MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 1055 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW ISURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

(AF70463 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000

(AF7051) IA7O 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4-,000

(AF7051S 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 9.000 8.000 8.000
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C







MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 4.000 
 2Y/ = .771 

------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7046] Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000

(AF70513 7 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.O0


(AF7056) IA70 ol 12 SI P2 P8 WING E UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
.0 .000 .000 .000 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGArION DESCRIPTION 
tAF7O4S) Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 
(AF7051) U IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF7056) g IA70 Of T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 8.000 9.000 9.000 
















c1 - .0 
2 -2. 
-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORO, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-4 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 
1.4 
1059 
DATA SET SYMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF704S) Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF705O) U IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER I 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


(AF705OS IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 28 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -4 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 1060 

ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
AFU53 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAFU473 IA7 al 12 SI P2 Pe WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


01 P2 PS LPPER SLFACE 4.000 4.000(AFU523 IA70 T12 SI WING 4.0D 4.000 
CAF7U57 I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING IPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
tAF7US23It 1A70 01 1"2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 2.0OD 12.000 
1.4 .. ..........1.1p .. I... ...........I ....  .. ..... 
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.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1061


DATA SET SYMBO. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
'AF7U85) 0 OAT t.VILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
CAF7U47 L)?A70 OOI VA T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SLURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 [AF7L1522 0 IA70 I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF7US7I IA70 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 9.000 
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 PAE '1062 
.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION oF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA = -8


MACH = .900 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/R = .771 PAGE 1062 
---------- --------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 

CAF7USS2 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 

CAF7uIV3 0 ,A70T ol T12 Sl P2 P8 WING UPPER SUFACE . .00o .000 .000 

(AF7U52I 0 lA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING IPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
 PAFU57J I T12 St P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 
 8.000IA70 
WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 
 12.000 12.000 12.000ttAF702 h"1A 01 T12 St P2 PS 
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- 4 -----------------------------------------
FIG 2 WINGPRCHOREOWISTLOCATION. FRAOLVN ELCTIONOFBCHOR. X/


MACH = .900 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1063 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW$IGRATIJ DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7US5) 0) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
CAF7U47 [IA0 lAI 01 712 SI P2 PO WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
tAF7U52) 1AO 01 112 S) P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7U57J IDA0 01 712 S1 P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
[AFU623 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 









- - - - - - - -,. 
J ~ - - - -­ - - - - - -­ - - - - -
U-, 
-. 4 -. 2.2.4 
-.2-----------,­
. 6 .8 . .. 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8 
MACH= .900 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/9 = .771 PAGE 10G4 
ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL COW4JIURATICN DESCRIPTION 

[AF7U65) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


.000 .000 .000 .000CAF7U47) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000tAF7U52 A?) 0 T12 S1 P2 P8 VINGWING UPPER SURFACE 8000 8.000 6000AFU75 A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS UPPER 8.000 

CAF7U23 IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WINS UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 

n.nl nTI'"7' n, -"" n- "i s n nl4 rf nn w "Pi"" "ti"' tr ' '"' " I " n, r'"-"i - '"n '"T'" '"t' " n' ""TTr "" ""n 
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 . 1.0 1.2 1.4


CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTfRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8






DATA SET SYMga COW IGJATION DESCRIPTIO-N ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
£AF7USS) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4X00 OD -tO0 -4.000


CAF7U473 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7U523 1A70 0 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

IA70 UPPER SURFACE 9.000
CAF7U57 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING 8.000 8.000 8,.00













- aow 1 .2- ------ I I I0') I 
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. CHORDISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C P 16 
FIG .29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA -8


MACH = .900 ALPHA =-4.000 2Y/6 = .771PAE 16 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 
 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	
 
-4 000 .000 -4.000 -4.000
AVAILABrLE 	' AF7US " OTAO 	 WING UPPER SUFACE .00 .0 .00 .000CAF7U473 71 IA70 01 T12 SI- P2 PO 




 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF7UB2) A70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING UPPER SURFACE 6.000 2.000 12.000 12.000




















-TT 	 II-E 
-4 
FIG 29 
. 2 0 .2 .4 . .8 1 .0 1.2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8 
1.4 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1067 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGLAATIO DSCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 £LV-3 ELV-4


I AF7L5 I C DATA NOT AVAILASLE -4.0 .000 -4.000 -4.000


tAF7U47 i IATO C0 T12 51 P2 PS fIG UPPER SURFACE .000 .00 .0 .000






{AF7U573 IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 

CAF7U52) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.0Co 12.000 12.000 
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CHROI LOCTIN.FRCTO 	 OF LOA CHOD.X

---------	 LOCAT IN, FRACTION ------ ALl' 
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FI WNGPESREDSRBUINDE9 OEEO DELCIN 
 BEA1 -





DATA SET SYMBOL COWSIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CAF7UGS) C- DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
CAF7U47 I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SLFACE 
(AF7U52 ( IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING LPPER SURFACE 
(AF7U57 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
AF7US2I IA7 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 


































-.4 - .2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1 .2 1.4 
FIG 29 CHOROWISE LOCATION, 
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA =-8 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1069 
DATA SET SYH60L COWF|IGRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7UJSSI DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.0MO -4.ODD (AF7U472 FI 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .ODD 
tAF7UJ2 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


tAF7J572 IA70 ellT12 S2 P2 PS WiNG UPPER SURFACE 9.000 8.000 9.000 8.000 




















- -. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
1CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
F16 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION D]UE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH L .900 ALPHA = .000 2Y/Bl .771 PAGE 1070 
1 
ELV-I ELV-2 , ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7US53 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.DO -4.000


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGJRATION DESCRIPTION 
(AF7U473 I A70 I T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 (AF7U523 IAA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
IAF7U57J IA70 031T12 SI P2 PS VING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 a.000 8.000 8.000
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2 -T I-12 a' aa, a'a, ,'', a a, -'~I, ~ a,, a 
4 I-E 
-.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 , .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8


MACH = .900 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1071


QATA SET SYMBOL CONFI1GLAAI1| DESCRIPTIO ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAFUS53 DATA NOT AVAILABE -4,0 .000 -4.000 -4.000


tAF7U473 I A70 0I 712 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .0co .000 .000 .000

(AF7US2) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7U57) IA70 0 T]2 S1 P2 PS WING UPPER SUFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF7U823 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000















1 4] "- .. ... .. ... 
-. . . 2 .4: .: .81.:1 2 . 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC


FIG,29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -8


ACH = .900 ALPHA = 2.- 2Y B = .771 PAGE 1072










NOT AVAILABLE01 T12 SI P2 PS 
01 T12 Sl P2 PO 
01 T12 SI P2 PS0I T12 SI P2 PS 
WING LPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE
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-.0 4 . 2. 6. . . 

CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA -8 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1073 
-------------------
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAI'ION DESCRIPTION 

CAF7665) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAFU473 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SLRFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
IAF7TYJS2J IA70 0 TI2 SI P2 PS WING iPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7W57) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING IPPER SLRFACE 8.000 8.000 8,000 8.000


IAF7US22I A70 Qi T12 SI P2 P8 WING IFPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
1 .4 	 11111 11111 1 .1111111! 'l 11 11 I I I .II11111 













C1. LLI IJ 
71. 1 L I L' 	 !F 
L L -. = I] I.I / 
4-.4 - .2 0.---------------------4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD* X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELE VON DEFLECTION9 BETA z-8


MAC. .900 ALPHA 2Y/8 44...771 	 PAGE 1074


ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AFMUES ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.0W0 -4.00


CAF7U472 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 4.000 .000 .000


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIG-RATION DESCRIPTION 
 
CAF7U52) Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 .000 4.000 4.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
(AF7U57) A70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURACE 8.000 
 
(AF7US2 IA70 0! T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000


.... .. . .. .. . .. ..
.. ....
...' .. ... .. .. ..:
 1 . 4 . ... ..... .. .......... ' 

1 .2 - - - I 
1. - -- -------------------------I .8u 











0 .2 .4 .6 .8 .0 1.2 1.44 -1.2 

CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 

FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA -8 

MACH = .900 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 1075 
DATA. ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7UG51 Q OATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 (AF7147) 1A70 l 712 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 (AFTU5VI23 I 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.0001A70 
CAF7U573 IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 




a.8 • I-I i 










0-J -. 4­ - - - - -----­
1.4-. 0L .. .4 .6 . 1. 
FIG: 29 
MACH = 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA 






DATA SET SYMBOL COWFIGRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

(AF7U5) C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000
(AF7U47 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF7U52) IA7 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF7U572 IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 

CAF7U2J3 1A70 Of T12 SI P2 PB WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
..... ......





o .2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
LiC) 
w 
-. 24 -. 2-------------------1.2 1.4 
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CHRDIS LOAIN FRCTO OF LOA CHR,


MAC -, ."" ALPH =, 8.0 ='46PAE ./17


tIn' Itil,111 tIll tiLl . lll Ill £144ll U1 * 4. i I tIIIiW 1,liWill ± ll 4 [iL 442 WI~ Il il ltill ... tll il ill ltill iiilW l i ~il 
.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 I1.0 1 .2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH .900 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 1077 
-- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- ------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI"ATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


IAF7US) Q DATA NOT AVAILALE -4.000 DDD -4.000


CAF7I473 IA70 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING UPPER SLRFACE .000 .000 .OO .Om0CAF7 523 IA70 DI T2 SI P P8 WING PPER URFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.0DO


(AF7U57) IA70 0] T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE a.000 8.000 8.000 9.000


(AFILiS23 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 

















.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 i1.2 I . 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
FI---
29
 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA=--

MACH ;= .900 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1078


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(AF7US5 3 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
CAF7U473U IA70 OI T12 SI P2 Pe WING LPPER SURFACE CAF'7U52) IA70O 01 TI2 SI P2 Pe WING LPPER SURFACE 
(AF7U57) IA0 01 TJ2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
CAF7US23 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 
1 . 4 . . . . . . .... .... . ..... ...... . . .. .. . ....i. . ..... 
1.2 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 
-4.000 .0 -4.000 
.000 .000 .000 
4.000 4.000 4.000 
6.000 8.000 8.000 
8.000 12.000 12.000 







, , . . .. . . . 
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-.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA = -8 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1079 
DESCRIPTION ELV-I 
CAF7I65 0 ] OATh NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
DATA SET SYMSR& COW NIGURATION 
 ELV-2 ELV-3 
 ELV-4

CAF7U473 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING UPPER SLRFACE .000 .000 .000 .000

CAF7L52I 0 4 1A70 fi" 0) T12 SI P2 PS VING UPPER SLRFACE 4.000 





(AF7U573 li" |A7002 TI2 SI P2' ""1f VING -UPPERSURFACE 8.000
 9.000 8.000
 e.000
i"" " 2 0
I 
f""it ill I.lt
CAF7UB21 IA70 01 112 SI W P2 WING UPPER SUJRFACE 8.000 s= I.O00 
 12,000fli l 

























































CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
1 .4FIG 29 















DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGULATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7US5 C DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4 OD0 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
(AF7U472 IAi0a I T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 (AF7U523 IA70 D T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
tAF7U573 IA70 o0 TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
tAF7U623 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000












- .4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1. 2 I. 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/8 .436 PAGE 1081 
--
ELV-4
DATA SET SYMOL COa,4IGURATjI N DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 
(AFU5 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4000 000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF7U47JC IA70 D T12 SI P2 PS wING UPPER SURFACE .(D .oo .000 .000


CAF7U523 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
















-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4


CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH ,= 1.120 ALPHA =-6.000 2Y/8 .771 PAGE 1082


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

IAF7U65 C DATA NOT AVAILA1LE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.00 

CAF7U472L IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AA7U523 A T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE- 4-.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF7U572 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 (AFTUS2] IA70 ol TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
1 4 
1 .2­
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LOAIN FRCIN FLCA 
II 
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- .4 ..-... ... .. ......... ....... .. .. ... ....... .. ....1.. 0.... .. . 2 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA =-8 




DATA SET SYMOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
IAF7UP5 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
(AFU473 IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SLRACE o000 .000 .000 .000 (AF7U52)3 . IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P WING UPPER SLRFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
WA75l !,A70 al trli2 SI o*2 VPS CI~)PPER SURFACE. 8.400 BXO 8.000 81000 AO T12: slil P; F8) tINMi UqPi SthRFAE tO0D IZ'DOO IV?.000 lU.OOC"XF7US2)IN I76 
1.2 











- -­ -' - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-1.2 ' 
-.4 -. 2 0.2 .4 6 .8 1.0 1.2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 
1.4 
1084 
DATA SET SYMBOL COtIGUAATICN DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7U I 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 000 -4.000 -4.000 01 T12 WING UPPER SLRFACE .000 .000 .DOC .000CAF7U47I 1A701 70 Ol TI2 SISI P2P2 PSPS( 7L523 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7U57) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF7US2)I 1A70 CI T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 













-2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8 
1 .4 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1085 






DATA NOT AVAILABLEIA70 o0 T12 SI P2 PS1AT7 01 T12 SI P2 PIATO o T12 $1 P2 PS
1A70ol T12 Sl P2 PS 
P2 P
IA7 l T 12 VT l 
ELV-I 
-4.000WING UPPER SURFACE .000
WVING UPPER SURFACE 4.000VING UPPER SURFACE 8.WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 
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- .4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1 .2 
~CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8 
MACH = 1,120 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 
1 .4 
1089 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AFUS53- DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000(AF7U 7) IA70 01 T12 s5 P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 -. OC .000 (AFU522 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
tAFU573 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
1AF7US23I 70 01 TI2 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12,000 12.000 
















- .4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.,0 1 .2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 

FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8 






DATA SET SYMBOL CO$FIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF"1 SSI DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF7472U A70 TI12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000

(AF75S2JO IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7U57 3A?70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF7US23L IA70 01 T12 S P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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-4 - .2 0 .2 .4 .6 ,8 1.0Q 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION1 BETA =-8




















1A70 0I TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 
IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
Tn l I l n i,~ tr $lH, ln VlIll l 1 *li 'ifitri 417 I,', tD~l 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELE VON DEFLECTION, BETA -8






ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA' SET SYM8L COt.GIURA ION DESCRIPTION 

(AF7USS) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 - .000 -4.000 -4.000

(AF7U473 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE .000 .000 OO .000


IAFTX52 . IA7D 01 T22 SI P2 Pa 
 VING UPPER SLRFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7U572 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
(AFV70S2 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
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- . 4 - . 2- - - - - -.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.-
MAC 1.2 ALH- 200 2/8.7 	 AE 19


.4 -20.2 	 .4 .6. . . . 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
PIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA =-8


MACH " 1.120 ALPHA- = 2.000 2Y/2 = 	 .771 PAGE 1090 
-------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

AF7LU52) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 

CAF7U47 ' I 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 Pe WING UPPER SURFACE .0 4000 .000 4.000 

(AF7U52) A70 0 TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7L572 4 A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 9.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 12.000 12.000
AF7US2) IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SLRFACE 12.000 

1.2­




















u .2 -- I 
u -. 6 4 2 .8 1.41. 
M -.-. 4 10 A 4- 'IHRWS LOAIN FRCTO OF LOAHOD


-. -. 2.4,8 1. . . 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELFEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA : 4.000 2Y/B = .436PAE 01 
1.0 
DATA'SET SYMBOL CONFIC.tRATIaN DESCRIPTION 	 ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


-4.000 .00 -4.000 -4.000
IAF7S) 7 DATA NOT AVAILABLE WING 	 .000 .000 .000CAF7W492 IA70 Dl T12 S| P2 PS UPPER SURFACE .00 
CAF7U52] 0 IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SJRFACE 4.00D 4.000 4.000 4.000

CAF7J57I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000

(AFUS23S IA0 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.=00 
















8 I I 	 i 
-J -. 6-------------------------- 	 ---- ------­u <4 
-. 4 -. 0 .2. 	 !. . . . 
,HOROWI, LOATON FRCINO 	OCLCOD


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .771 	 PAGE 1092


DATA SET SYMBOL C('FIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 
 ELV-4
 
-4 0000 -4.0DD -4.000
CAF7LS51 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
 
CAV7UJ71 4A70 al T12 St P2 PS WING UPPER S--RFACE .DO0 .am .:000 .OD






(AF7U571 IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


(AF7US2 IA7O 0I 112 SI P2 P8 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8






DATA'SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ESCRIPTIN ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


AF7US53 C DATA NOT AVAILAB.E -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


(AF7U47)3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SLRFACE .000 .000 .Coo .000


(AF752) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


cAF7U57I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 6.000 8.000 8.000


(AF7U623 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG,29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -8











SYMBOL CONFIGUATION DESCRIPTION 
j DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
IA70T OT 2 SI P2 P8 
!A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA7O 0I T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
* 4 iT I 1 !i.tll I nI, SI , 5tI 
1 .I.... I... ]"" ... 1 " .. 
1.2 1 1 1I--­
t 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 







































-1. .­4 - .2----------- I 7 .8-------­-
-. 4 -A2 = 0 8.000 1.0 1.2 1.4CHOROWlSE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 23 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1095 
I 
DATA SET SYMBL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF7'SI Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 

CAF7U473 II IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WINS UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF7U522 i IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

LAF7U573 t 1A70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 

















-4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/CF629 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MAC !,.120 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1096


- - - - -
ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL COWMIGtRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 
 
CAF7U65) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .0 -4.000 -4.000


(AF IU472 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING IPPER SURlFACE 0O .000 .000 .O00


(AF7J52 I IATO 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


[AF7U572 IA70 01 Ti2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SLRFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


(AF7U822 IA70 I1 12 SI P2 PQ WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 |2.000 12.000 12.000
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DATA SET SYKM CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

LAF7USS 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 

tAF7U47) IA7O I T12 SI P2 PS WING PPER SLFACE .000 .000 .000 C0 
CAF7U523 IA70 01 T12 Si P2 PS WING UPPFR SUWFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.00 
tAFU57) ]A7D 01 T2 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.oo 8.000 a.000 8.000


tAF7U2) lA70 01 T12 St P2 PO WING UPPER SULfACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 









-. 6 ' -
-. 4 ' 
CHRWS LOAIN FRACTION---OF--LOCAL------­ -----­
FIG,29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA -8


MACH 1.240 ALPHA =-8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1O 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ELV-i ELV-2 £LV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CO\FIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(AF7ULSS} DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
 -4.00 .000 -4.000 -4.0 

AF7U473 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LUPER SURFACE .000 .00 .000 .000


A01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SUFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000CAFU522 I 7O(AFU573 IA70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 9.000
 12.000(AF7U2) 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 
1 4 Tt ill ITTi U 'ITT ,,IT ,in fi@Pr , fil, i t?}I'1;Itp *Tfl ,in ll liT i ,i~h . l flYt it ? lif t COYtl I , ill lCiT. r i ll flilliT, flli ill lli it Fit? I 
----------. ' 
1.2 - - I, 
-4 1 
a . - ­
z 
<i .4 
hi iI - ­
00E) .2 
"J -- 0- .2 . . - - - - .4 
-------------- CAJ Cx------- ION------------------
FIG 2 hAi W 
a -1. ----------------------------­
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DATASET SYMBOL CONFIG.ATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7USS3 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
I WING UPPER SURACE .00CAF7473 0 0ATOT12 SI P2 P8 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7U523 IA70 01 Tt2 St P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7573 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 6.000 
CAF7US2] IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
T
1 4 ...
fi t..........Itt ....i J.......
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CHORDWISE LOCATION FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG'29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8


MACH --1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/9 = .771 PAGE 1100


DATA SET SYMBOL 




DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IAVo 02 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS|A70 01 T12 SI P2 PB 
WING LPfER SIRACE 
WING LPPER SURFACE 
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-1.4 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEV-N DEFLECTION, BETA = --






DATA SET SYMSt CONFIGLRATION OESCRIPTI*4 CLV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7LJs ' DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

CAF7U473 ) IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 (AF7lU2) Q 1A70 01 112 51 P2 PS WING LPPR SLAFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7U57) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER ,URFACE 0.000 8.000 8.000 8.000J 

IAF7W62) [ JA70 01 112 $1 P2 P8 WIJNG 1jPPER SLRFACE 18.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
*.44.... ti....' ... .... I' .. ...
.... 
'" .. ........... .. ... ...... fl.......n"i.........n,.. .. ..... in . 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION9 BETA -8


MACH 1.240 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1102 
I 
ELV-i ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CAFVUS5 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.00 .000 -4.000 -4.000

(AF7U47] LI A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF71.S23 0 1A70 0o T2 SI P2 Pe WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7U57) IA70 DI T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE a.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
(AF7US2) IA 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
. , , ...................................................
1.0 . ........ 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C






MACH 1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/8 .436 
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
IAF7US5) j DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.O00 .000 -4.000 -4.000 (AF7U47 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 (AF7U523) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF7U57 3 AA70 02 712 SI P2 PB VING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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- .4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 8 1 .0 1 .2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8 




DATA SET SYMBOL COW$IGRJATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 £LV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
I AF7U.5 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 (AF7U47) l IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS VIN UPPER SURFACE .ODO 0D0O .000 .000 
CAF7U52) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4,000 

AF7U57J IA70 0l T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 6.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISIRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA -8







DATASET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

IAF7L:5) " DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 

[AF7yW471 0 1A70 a1 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 

CAF7152 30 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

AF757] IA70 0t '112 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 9.000 9.000 9.000 8.000 

AFUS2J IA70 ol T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 

11n 'ny T r. Tt . 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG-29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA -8


MACH 1.240 ALPHA .000 2Y/B .771 PAGE 1.10


DATA SET SYMBOL CCN$IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 
{AF7U65} Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4000 .000 -4.000 (AF7U47) IAO 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE :000 .000 .000 
CAF7U52) lATO 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7U572 4 A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 12.000 12.000
CAF7U23 L- IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
1.4 ITT........ ............. .... . rii ... Tin... . ... 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8 
MlArl - 1 qzn AI PHA = '2.nn")[' 2Y/9 .436 PAGE 1107 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGRATON DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7US53 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
CAF7U47] IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING LPPER SURFACE .000 .00 .000 .000 
CAF7J522 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING LPPR S RFACE 4.00D 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF772 IA70 Of T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF7UG2) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE '8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG '29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8 
MACH 1.240 ALPHA 2.000 2Y/B .771 PAGE 1108 
DATA SET SYMa. CONFIGURAT ION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
tAF7L52 0 DATA NOT AVAILALE -4000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
(AF7U473 ' IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SJRFACE 000 .000 .00 .000 
(AF7US2I 9 IA70 o] T12 SI P2 PS VING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.C0 4.000 
CAF7U572 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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U)--.0.2..8 I .I 1oo 1. 
CHORDWISE LOCATIO3N, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. XIC 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIO3N DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIO3N, BETA =-8 
MACH = I1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y18 = .436 PAGE 1109 
.0 
C 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFI."AlI DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7L.5) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 o000 -4.000 -4.000


tAF7U47 I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SIAFACE .000 .000 .oo .000


tAF7U52) IAIO 0l 112 SI P2 PS WING LPPER S RFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7LU73 IA70 0 112 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SJS#FACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


(AF7US2I IAI al 112 SI P2 Pe WING LPPER SLRFACE 9.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
.... ... .I. .. ... .
1 .4 ........ .... . .. ... ... .... ....... .  .. .
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MACH 1.240 ALPHA 4.000 2Y/ .771 PAGE 1110


DATA SET SYMBOL. COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(AF7 5) C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE [AF7U47 1 1A70 ol T12 SI P2 PS 
CAF7U522 IAI7 Ol T12 St P2 PS 
(AF7U73 IA70 al T12 Si P2 P8 
LAF7US23 IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SuRFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8 






DATA SET SYSa. CWFIGRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7U8t1I DATA NOT AVAILALE -4.00 .00 -4.000 -4.00


CAF7U473 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 Pe WING UPPER SLRFACE .000 .000 .000 .000(AF7U522 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7057 4 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
(AF7U823 IA7O 01 T12 St P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.O0O
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -8


MACH 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1112


DATA SET SYMBOL CON UIRATION DSCRIPTION 
(AF7UG5 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE (AF7U47 F IA70 0l T12 SI P2 P9 WING LPPER S RFACE WING UPPER SLRFACE(AF7U52)1 IA70 a1 112 SI P2 PS 
tAV7U57) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
(AF7U823 LA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C

FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA -8

MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1113 
DAT, SET SYMBOL COtFIG"AlION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7US53 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE, -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 (AF7U47 I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .OQ0 .000 .00 
LAFVU52) IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7U57) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF7US21) IA70 01 112 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 

















-. 4 -. 2 0.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG '29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 
 -8
 
MACH 1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1114 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF 5 1AFU47) 'A 01 T12 St P2 P80I0 TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACEWING UPPER SURFACE -4.000.000 .000.000 -4.000000 -4.0.000 
(AF7U52) C) lA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF7U573 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 6.000 
(AF7U52) L!, IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.o000 12.000 
~~~i-~~~ lvi-. l I ...il £71 .... .... I­...sT t o =nn in n n nrrnf in m I~rI'll .11T.n.... .... ... 
1.2 ' .... .. 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORB, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTLON DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8







DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURAIION DESCRIPTION 

CAF7UGS3 0 1A70 Cl 112 S2 P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE CAF7U1473 Ci 1A70 01 712 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 
(AF7U52) Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
(AF7U57)CP IA70 0I 112 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 

(Ar7US2)l IA7O 01 112 S) P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
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FIG ,29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONP BETA =-

MACH 1.500 ALPHA -8.DO0 2Y/B= .771 PAGE 1116


DATA SET SYM80L COWtIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 	 ELV-4 

-4.000
(AF7USS) A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING UPPER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000
,  
EAF7U47I IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS CAF7U523 IA7 01 TI2 SI P2 P9 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
(AF7U573 ]A70 01 TI2 SI P2 P9 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
tAF7US2I ]A70 01 T12 S P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
n-... .I .......... . . . I .... ... ........ ...  . n .......rn.....i .-.. ......
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MAH 1.0 ALH -, 00 2Y/ .43 
-
PAE 11 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 W)ING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA = -8 

MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 	 PAGE 1117 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 

WING UPPER SURFACE 

WING UPPER SURFACE 

I l l i IITI nil 771 im ITYI T T'fi Hilni il f'T 

COWPIGLRATIN DESCRIPTION 
IA70 31 112 SI P2 Pe 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
A70 0I T12 SI P2 PS 

1A70 UI 112 51 P2 PS 

IA70 D T12 St P2 PS 

~~ 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG'29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA = -8 






























ilTr.17 I HH t'll ,, Ill Fil~ll illln H H, flIilt H ,'f  itt Tnt 'flu,,, rI, till.,1 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 
(AF7U853 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI4JRATION DESCRIPTION 
IT0 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000(AFTU47
CAF7UU523 I70 Cl 712 Sl P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 
IA7A 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 6.000 8.000 8.000 




WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 






























-. 4 .2 6.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 
1.4 
ills 
DAT, SET SYMBOL C FI RATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7UIG53 C IA7O 1I T12 Sl P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.O00 
CAF7U472 L IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
tAF7U523 0 A0 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.00D 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF7UJ72 IA70 01 112 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 0.000


CAF7US2Z IA70 0I 112 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
14 ........ ........... . An.. n I n .. il.... .T..T ... ... Til...i .tr
i ... .... . .......... lii... ..  ...li ...  Til.  .  ..
 ... .. 
. .  .i...
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FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA =-4.000 2Y/8 .771 PAGE 1120 
DATA SET SY'eMOL CONtf.RATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELY-4

(AF7LJSS3 0 IkY 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000
CAF7U47) IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PB WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .00 .000 .000

tAF7U52 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
WING UPPER SURFACE 9.000 8.000 8.000 9.000

(AF7U62) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 22.000 12.000 12.000

CAF7USr2) AYO 01 T12 SI P2 P9 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA -8


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1121


DATA SET SY430L COW*IGtRATION CSCRIPTION ELV-t ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7US} A7 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

.000 .000 .000
CAF7U473 iA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 
CAF7U52) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


(AF7U573 0 IA70 01 T12 S P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
(AF7US2) i IA70 o1 T12 S P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FI 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8


MACH = 1.500 ,ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1122 
DATA SET SYMSO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
I(AF7U6s 3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE -4.000 .00X -4.000 -4.tOO


[AFU473 A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .OD .000 .CO .000

(AF7U523 I) IA70 01 12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.OO 4.000


(AF7US7 a A70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 8.000 6.00 6.000


AF7US21 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000


1 . ....... ... . . ..... .....I. ... .. .... ... . .. .1 .... 1...
. I .
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORO, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA --8
 

MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1123 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOtN 

(AF7US 5 C 1A70 01 TI2 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE -4.0 .000 -4.000 -4.000


rAF7U47 U IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
AFU52) 4 A70 I 12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4:000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAFTU57] IA7C 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 
 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
 
tAF7US2I IA70 01 T2 S 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG: 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8






ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
WING UPPER SURFACE -. 000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
5AF7U653 A70 I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000(AF7U473 L AiD CI T12 SI P FS 4.000 4.000(AF7U522 IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 8.000
(AF7US7] |A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 
 
WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 *I2.000 12.000
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MAH=1.50 ALH = .0 YB= .3 
 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA'SET SYMBOL COWIGJuRATION DESCRIPTION 

-4.000 -4.000 
(AF7W473 C) IAO ol T12 SI P2 P9 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000(AFUJSS3 C 1A7O Dl T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE -4.000 .000 
(AF70522 0 1A70 ci T12 St P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
8.000 80o0 .000(AF7U57 I IAo 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 
CAr7U623 L A70 o T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
4 ImlFYIiii i T1f l yI II T fiiiYlr.IH IIIT 217 I nfli rii jill 2Irr, 17 iiii2 l??ITT?272 112 fPlf I 14 H Fr2', ll 
1,2T 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG,29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -8 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 2.000 2YIB = .771 PAGE 1126 
---------------------------- -------------
a.2 
ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


tAF7USS) 0 1A70 01 T12 St P2 P8 WING IPPER SURFACE -4.000 .00 -4.000 -4.000


DATA SET SYMBOL COW I .URATION DESCRIPTION 
CAF7UL7) U IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PE WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 4.000 4.000 4.000
(AF7U523 9 IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 8.000 S.000 9.000CAF7U573 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.o00 
WING uPPER SURFACE 8.000 32.000 
 12.000 22.000
CAF7US23 IA70 al TI2 SI P2 P8 

.... .. l" l.. .. .... .. .... '.... ....... vi
...........
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. ..~ ... . .. ....rr ..
=i l f~r ~ z ... .. .. 
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.4 .6 .8 1.0 
FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. K/C 
1.2 1.4 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA -8 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1127 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGtiRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7UB5 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF7U471 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000

(AF7U523 < A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 4.000 4,000 4.000 4.000


CAF7U57) iA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
(AF7US23 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC


FIGI 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION9 BETA -8


MACH 1.500 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/6 = .771 PAGE 1128 







IA7O 0I T12 SI P2 PS 
1A70 O TI12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 ol 112 SI P2 PS 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 01 T12 Si P2 PS 
WING LPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
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-AH.40 ALH =.20 .2YB =4 .6 .2 129.PAGE.0 
--------------------------------------------
ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I 

WING UPPER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000
CAF7U653 IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PB 
TI2 S P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000rAF7U473 IA70 0I 
 
(AF7US23 IA70 0 TI2 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 4.00 4.000 4.000 4.000


0i T12 SI P2 PB 
 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.0O0 a.OD0 8.000 .000
tAF7U57I IA70 

WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
AF7U623 IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS 
 
.4 , ...........nf i~ f .... ... ...... .. .. """" "' ........ ""
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C






MACH 1=.500 ALPHA 6.000 2Y/6 = .771 








I1A70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING IPPER SURFACE 
1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
IA70 ol T12 St P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 
IA70 ol T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
IA70 0! T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 









































-., E4 -.­ 6. 1 01. . 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGIE 1131 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CAFVUS5 Q IA70 0I 112 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
7AFIU47)U A70 '1t2 St P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 
CAF7UL2) 0 A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WINS UPPER SURFACE 
CAF7U57) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C

FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8












ELV-] ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7L652 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.0 .000 -4.000 -4.000


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION 

CAF7L473 IA70 C1 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


(AF7L52I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


(AF7L5V) IAVO 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1133


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7LG53 0) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF7L47I 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WIN$ LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


(AF7L52) !A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


(AF7L57) IA70 0I T12 $1 P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


(AF7LS2) IA70 0 T12 S1 P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIQ 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION9 BETA -8


MACH '= .900 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1134 








DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS 
IA7D 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 
IA0 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
ni -inJ=1i=ltn i Ihr. =nn s-rn 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
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- .4 -, 2. 6,811. . 
.0
= -AH -. 2H 0 .002Y/ 
 .4 .6 PA1GE1. 1.45 
- - - - -
-------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 
 ELV-4
 
IAF7LGS I DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

DATA SET SYM3OL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION 
(AF7L473 1 tAlC 01 T12 St P2 P WING LOVER SLFACE :o0 .000 .000 .0

(AF7L52) IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

(AF7L57 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 9.000 8.000


CAF7LG2i tIA? 01 T12 S P2 P8 WING 
 LOWER SURFACE 9.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
















.4-.2------------- .4.-8I. 2 I. 
CHR0S OAIN RCTO FLCLCOD /
C . 9 -1 HF-J9
-. WN RSUEDSTIUINDET .4 . ELCIN 1. 

CHRWS LOATON FRCTO OF LOA CHR,, 

4 -. 2 0, . LVN .8 EA=-1.. 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELV-I 
 
-4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000AF7LSS j 	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
.000 .000 .000tAF7L47? IA70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE .00 
(AF7L52) IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4 4.0Oo 4.0QO 4.000 
1A70 01 712 SI P2 P8 VIG LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.o0 8.000 8.000
EAF7L572 
 
01 T12 SI P2 PS WNS LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.:O 12.000 12.000
CAF7L62) IA7O 
 
i 	 ........ . . 
 .... .......














-2------- L OCATIN, FRACTION OF LOCAL-- - -,--­
0: 	 0~ -: - -	 ! [ 
-J-' ' 	 I


o 	 I1 
-,-.6---------------------------------------­
-4 ---------------------------------------------	400 	 .46PGE 	MAH= .0 LH 2/ =	 13 
-.8-------------------------------------------------------------

FIG 29WIGOROURWISTLOCATION. FRAOLVN ELCTIONOFBECHOR. X/


MACH = .900 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .4!36 	 PAGE 1137 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

tAF7LSSI C DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
tAF7L47I I IA70 01 12 S) P2 Ps WINS LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7L523 0 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


(AF7L573 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF7LS22 1N IA70 0! T12 $1 P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
1.4~.. ...... ....
 .... T7'""I 











'M-----ACH .900------- - 4.000----PAG.E- 11 
-J -4"" 
.4 -. .2 .4 .6. . .. 
-1.0 '' 
- 4 tLl iiL iiLLM iL ii ltL m i) 111 ,ii iLWff i)Li iiL I IL ) JJ 
CHRWS OAIN RCTO2FLCLCOD / 
FI 2HIN RESREDISTRIBUATION,DUFOR LVA ELCTION, BETAALCHOR, 
 X/
 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1138 
2 
DATA SET SYMBO. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(AF7LS53 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
tAFAL473 IAO al T12 SI P2 PS 
(AF7L52I IA7 
70
01 T12 SI P2 PS 
(AF7L573 IA0 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
(AF7L2] JA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
1i411 nii'11 flfl fl-n = itini, r. 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8


MACH = .900 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1139


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


tAFtSLS 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 -4.000 -4.000


(AF7L47J U IA70 01 T2 S2 P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE .000 .H .000 .000 
t AiyL52}3 IA70 0132 6 12PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7 -57) 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.900 8.000 8.000


(AFYLS22 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8,000 12.000 12.000 12.000


















-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
, CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRAC71ON OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA :-8


MACH = .900 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1140


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7LGSZ 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 (AF7L47] IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000(AF7L523 IA-70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7L57) IA70 O T12 SI P2 PB WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1 .2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1141 
1 
------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7L65) ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

(AFC7L472 1 lA7D 01 112 S P2 PQ WING LOWER SLRFACE .000 000 .00 .000 
CAF7L52215 IA70 - 01 T12 S1 P2 PS .. WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4:000 4:000 
(AF7L571 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


(AF7LG2I " IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8


MACH ,= .900 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1142


ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
CAF7LSS2 400 .O
0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 AFL47 AB P2 PIS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .oo .DD1 F7L4537iA 01 T12 SI 
CAF7L523 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

8.000 8.000 8.000
(AF7L57) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 

tAF7L623 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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FIG 29 
MACH = 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 




OAT4 SET SYMBOL COWIOJDRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-| ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7LS5 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

CAF7L471 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE .00o .000 .000 .000

(AF7L523Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7L57I IA70 0| T12 SI P2 PS WIND LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF7L2) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
















2 - -- ... -­
-1-. 4. ... 
.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


Ft'G 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA -8


MACH .900 ALPHA 2.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 1144 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF7LB5) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 

.000 .000 .000
(AF7L472 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 
4:000 4.000 4.000 4.000
CAF7L523 1A70 01 112 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 

tAF7L57 I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 

(AF7LS2) 1A70 
 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 

4 ... .... .... ... ....... . .... . .. l
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F 0G29--------------------- UE---EEV--DFLETI---BTA ­
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-.4 -.2 0 2. . 8 10. . 
CODIELCT, FRCINOOCLCOD / 

CH-- - - - - - - ­
MAH.90 ALPH 40 .2Y .4 .6 1101 PAG 2 4 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I 
CAFLS) C DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 
CAF7L473 IA70 01 T12 SI P2PS WING LOWER SURFACE . CAF7L522 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 
(AFYLS7 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 
IAF7LS2) 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8000 































' -.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 1.4 
1CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA :-8 
MACH - .900 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 114G 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7LS5 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
DATA SET SYMO-L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
-4.000 .000 -4000 -4.000 
:c
(AF7L47] IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .00 . 0oo
 .000 
IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
(AF7L2 
CAF7L57 A 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8000 8.000 
CAF7LS2I I A7O 01 T12 St P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
1. .0 . .. .......... ................................I
 '""",,,................. ..............
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FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA -8











































DATA NOT AVAILAaE -4.000 00 -4.000 -4.000 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


IA70 CI T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8,000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 
IAO 01 T12 Si P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000







4. PiL Li ill Ut? UtI ) . 4 till W J i 4 1 I iii] 144LII' ~IiI ±i Ut1 ) IJII ftin 1414 Itll IIll LW LJ]l Ut)L 1144 Liii J 
4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1 .2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8


.900 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1148 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7LSI Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4,000 DO0 -4.000 -4.000 
CAF7L473 IA70 01 T12 S2 P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .00 .000 .o000 .000 CAF7L52)1 IAT D I T2 SI 2 P8 	 WING LOWER SURFACE 4000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
WING LOWER SURFACE 9.000 8.000 8.000 9.000(AF7L572 1A70 0l T12 S1 P2 P8 
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MA = .40 L H =. 0 00 .2 /
H 
 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELY-3 
 ELY-4

CAF7LS5 C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000
(AF7L477 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000

DATA SET SYMBOL COW-$IGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CAF7L52) IAA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


(AF7L57) A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 6.000 8.000
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CHO3RDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO] ELEVON DEFLECTIONv BETA =-8


MACH -= .900 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 1150


DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(AF7L65 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE (AF7L47 I IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 
CAF7L52 5 IA70 01 TI2 S1 P2 P8 
(AF7L57) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
CAFILG21 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
1 4 ... .... .... .... .... ... 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOVER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 






























.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 . .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. XIC 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1151 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


tAF7LS5) C- DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF7L473 IA70 0l T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7L523 IA70 0l T12 S! P2 P8 WING LOVER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000











.2----------------------- ---------­-1 .1t 1 -­ Ln L 
S-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 8 1.0 2 1.4


CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELF VON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH 1.120 ALPHA -8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 152 
-------- --- -- -- -- ----------------------
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-I 
(AF7L852 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 (AF7L47 IA7 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE .000 .Do0 .000 .000 
DATA SET SYMBOL 	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 





(AF7L523) IA70 01 
 
IA70 01 TI2 SI 	 P2 P8 WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8,000 8.000 
P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000AF7L2) IA70 01 T12 SI 
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- ±±,W -.2 .2 .4 ,6 ,81, 1.,2 1.,4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -8 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 	 PAGE 1153 
---
DATA SET SYMROL COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


EAF7LS5 3 Q DATA N7" AVAILABLE -4.0DO .000 -4.000 -4.000


(AF7L47) IA70 01 T12 S P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .oo .000 .000 .000 
AF71L52 ) A70 0l T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
fAF7LS]7 IA70 0| T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 













~CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C









ELV- ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
-4.000
(AFL65) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 000 -4 .000 
WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000(AF7L471 ilAiD 0I T12 SI P2 PS 
 
01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
(AF7L522 ) A70 
 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELE VON DEFLECTION9 BETA =-8


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 1155 
I 
DATA SET SYM'OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I 

CAF7LS5] Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4 000 

CAF7L473 IA70 DI T12 SI P2 P8 VINM LOWER SURFACE .000LAFIL523 lAO 01 T12 SI P2 FS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 
CAF7L57) IA70 03 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 
CAF7L62) 1iA0 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WINO LOWER SURFACE 8.000 





























12.000 12.000 12.000 
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N 
.6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION9 BETA -8

MACH = 1.120 ALPHA -4.000 2Y/6 = .771 PAGE 1156 






DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 P9 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
WIING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SJRFACE 
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FIG 29 
.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA =-8 
1.4 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1157 
DATIA SET SYMBOL CONFIG RATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 
(AF7LS53 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 (AF7L473 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 
(AF7L52)> IA70 ol T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 
LAF7L57) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8,000 
IAFLS23 JA 0712 S P2 P 12.000aln WING LOWER SURFACE 8,000 
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FIG 9 WNG RESUREDISTIBUIONDUETO LEVO 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON-FIGU.RATION DESCRIPTION ELV-| ELV-2 ELY-3 ELV-4 
000 -4 0C -4.000AF7L85 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4'.000 
IA7O oI T12 Sl P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .00o .00 000(AF7L472 
P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4,000 4.000(AF7LA70 0)1TI12 SI 
 
(AF7TLS73 IA73 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000

WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000AF7LB2J IA?0 7I112 S1 P2 PS 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = .000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 1159


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7LS5 I DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF7L473 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF7L52 	 IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8


MACH 1.120 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .771 	 PAGE 1180 
- - ---
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(AF7LS5 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.C :c .o -4.Om -4.000


(AF7L42 U 1A70 at T12 St P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .00: .0D0 .000 .000 
CAF7LS2) ) IAO 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 
 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
 
CAF7L573 4 IA7O 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.0C C6.0O0 8.000 8.000
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SYMBOL. COW.IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
fl DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS 
3 IAID 0l T12 St P2 PS 
IA70 0I T12 S! P2 P8 
IA70 01 T12.Sl P2 PS 
WING LOWER SLFACE 
VING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIaGRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-| ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7LSS) - DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 (AF7L472 I A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .00 .c0 
(AF7L523 IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4,000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

CAF7L573 A A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SLRFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
(AF7L623 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8,000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8

MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1163















01 T12 SI P2 P8 
01 
0I 
T12 SI P2 P8 
T12 SI P2 PS 
at T12 S P2 ps 
WING LOVER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 






ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
AFA7L6S5 C DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .oo .000
(AF7L473 IA70 0I T12 SI 4.000 4.0




CAF7L57) 4 A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 a.000 8.000

8.000 12.00 12.0CO 12.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELFEVON DEFLECTION9 BETA =-8

MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1165 
I 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION 'ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 




L Q 0 AIA0 
IAODID 
C T12 SI P2 PS 
CI T12 SI P2 PS 
I T12 SI P2 PSC| 112 SI e,2 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
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] CHOROWISE LOCATI|ON. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -8 
.AC 1.120 4,LPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 11868 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

AF7LS5) C DATA NOT AVAILABLE 

(AF7L47) IAVO CI TI2 SI P2 PS 

(At7L521 IA7O 01 T12 St P2 PS 

(AF7LS'7) IA7O 0I T12 S P2 PS 

















WING LOWER SURFACE 

WING LOWER SURFACE 

WING LOWER SURFACE 
















































FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA --­
8 

MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1167 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFILJURATION DESCRIPTION EL(-i ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
£AF7LS51 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
1 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .o0o .000 .000 
CAFVL52'3 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 Pe
(AF7L473 IA70 




 01 T12 S1 P2 M WING LOWER SURFA.CE S.000 9,000 8.000 8.000 
(AF7L622 IA70 I T12 $1 P2 P8 WVW LOWER SURFACE 8.OQ 2.000 12.000 2,00D 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8


MACH 1.120 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1168 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
CAF7L65) 0 (AF'7L472 1J 
(AF7L522 9 
tAFIL571AF7L623 
CON IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
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-. 4 -. 2 0.2 .4 .6 .8 1.02 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 

FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8 

MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B "= .436 PAGE 1169 

DAT$ SET SYMBOL CONFIGJRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I' ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7L65) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
CAF7LA7I) IAiD 01 T12 S1 P2 ps WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .C0 ODOC .DOC 
(AF7L523 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF7L57) IA70 DI T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 6.000 8.000 8.000 S.000 (AF7L2)| IA70, 0T 71'2- St P2 PS' W-!NS LOWER SURF'ACE S.OO 12,.C00 12000 12'.000, 
I 4 rrl I nr tn-l tin nI Cr. firl lnit rinI nG1il lin n-r ,rin. rn- ri- '-il .l n rn- n-ri ] firi ,n~ ry, yi l-lll l.t i-i, nl. in ni i-lnt V 
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1 CH{ORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON OEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH - 1.240 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1170 
ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
CAF7L65) j DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
-4c .000 -4.000 -4.000
IAF*L4'7) I AID 01 712 S1 P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7LS2) IA7D 01 T12 SI P2 PS WGs LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
(AF7L57 A IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 

CAF7LS22 IA70 01 T12 SI 
 P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON 0EFLECTIONo BETA -8


MACH 1.240 ALPHA =-6.000 2Y/ .436 PAGE 1171


ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7L65 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 (AF7L473 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
DAT SET SYMBOL CNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
5AFL522 AO (21T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7L57I IQA70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING LOWER JRFACE 8.000 9.000 8.000 8.000 
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-1 4 
MACH 1= A = I 
-1.2 
.4 . 1 .2 1 .4O.2.4.8.8 1 .0 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG,23 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -8






ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CAF7L6SI DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
 -4.030 .000 -4.000 -4.000

(AFTLA7 L lAI7 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .mD0 .000


[AFL52) 5 lAo 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


AF7L573 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.ODD 8.000 8.000 8.000


(AF7LG2) IA70 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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MAH=1.24 ALH = -4002/ .3 AE17


- - - - - - - - - - - - -
DAT SET SYMBOL COWI'JRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

tAF7LSS3 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

CAF7L47) I] 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE .000 .c0o .000 .0007O 

CAF7L52I IA70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4'00 4.000 4.000 4.000 
[Ar7L572 IA70 1 T12 SI P2 PB WING LOWER.SURFACE 8.000 8.000. 8.000 8.000

CAF7L82) 1A70 01 T12'SI P2 PS WING LOWER'SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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PAG 1174~i'
MACH 
 1.4 ALH -400 2Y/ .77 
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- - - - -
- -
----------------------------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL COWNIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

(AF7Ls) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 

CAF7L47) IA70 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .00 
(AF7L52 ) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7L57) IA70 01I 12 SI P2 PB WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 9.000 8.000


CAFYLS23 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 
 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
 


























MACH= -. OD LPH2Y/ = 436 AGE 117
= 1240




DAt SET SYM.L COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF17L653 fl DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

(AF7L473 IA70 C1 712 SI P2 Pet WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF7L523 [1A70 01 712 St P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7L57I IA70 0I 712 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF7L621 IN IA70 01 712 SI P2 P8 WING LOVER SURFACE 6.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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Fl 29 WIN PRSUEDSRBTINDET LVNDELCI EA -
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MC = 1.40 LH = 0 




ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYIOL COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

-4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000
CAF7LG5) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
1A70 a1 T12 SI P2 P9 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000(AFL47) ]A7 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING LOVER SURFACE 4.00 4.000 4.000 400
7AFL52' 
 
(AF7L57) 1A70 01 
 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


9.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
tAF7LG2) IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SUlFACE 

1.4 ... .... ....n-fl fi n n T 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .436 
 PAGE 1177
 
ODT SET SYMiOL COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(F1LGSI 0 DATA Mar AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
CAFVL47]L IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOVER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
[AF7LL523 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PE WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7L573 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 8,000 8.000 8.000


C*762 A70 01 T12, %I P2 P8 WING LOWER SAJRRCE S,000 ~2,Q00 iz.oqN 120
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1CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 129 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 1178 
O&TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CAF7LG5) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE (AF7L472 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
cAF7L52 IA70 0l T12 SI P2 P8 
CAF7L57) 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
(AF7L62| 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
1 .4 . . .. 
WING LOVER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -8 
MACH 	 = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .436 	 PAGE 1179 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
7AF7L453Q DATA NOT AVAILAbLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000CAFL47) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF7L523 Q IA70 01I 12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7L57) , IA70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF7LG2I LN A70 0I T2 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 22,000 12.000
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p CHOROWISE LOCATION* FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8


MACH I 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 1180


- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL COWSIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-| ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


EAF7L65) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

(AF7L47 i 1A70 0 T12 SI P2 PB WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 000 .000


CAF7L52 ]) IA70 Dl T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

(AF7L57) 1A70 DI T12 SI P2 P8 WINS LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.0C0 8.000 8.000

WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
(AF7LS2) IA70 DI T12 SI P2 PS 
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-1. -- 20. 	 4. . . , . 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -8 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .436 	 PAGE 1181


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7L653 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
CAF7L473 fl A70 0I T12 S{ P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .oo .o0 .000 .000 (AF7L52A ID ol T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AFL52 IA7O 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
(AF7L52] IA7O 0I T12 SI P2 P WING LOWER SURFACE 6.000 12.000 32.000 32.0 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 1192 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELy-3 ELV-4 
(AF7L65 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 (AF7L47) Li 1A70 01 T12 S! P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE :coo .000 .000 .000 (AF7L522 Q IA70 l T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7L57J IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 9.000 













. -. 4 -. 0 .2 .4 .-.-. 01. 
-1.2 - - - - -1 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WdING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA -8


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1183 
- - - - -
-
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


tAF7L85) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .O0 -4.000 -4.000


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 
.000 .000 .000 .000CAF7L47) ]A70 01 T12 S1 P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 
AF7L52 I !A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF7L572 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 9.000 8.000 8.000 (AF7LS2I I A70 01 T12 S) P2 Ps WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 32.000 12.000 12.000 
1.2
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONP BETA =-8


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1184






DATA NOT AVAILABLE 















T12 SI P2 PS 
T12 S1 P2 PS 
WING LOVER SURFACE 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTR'BUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -8 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1185 
DAT SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7LS53 CAF7,L47
CAFTL523 
0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 CI T12 SI P2 PS 
WING LOWER SURFACE 













tAF7L57 $ IA70 01 712 SI P2 P9 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 81000 8.000 8.000 
CAF'7..2) IA70 01 T12 St P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12,000 
1 . 
12 















-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 . .8 1.0--­ -
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 









ELV-t ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(AF7LS52 0 lA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF7L472 F] IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7L52) Q IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAFVLB7) 2IA0 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 6.000

8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
CAF7L621 LN lA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 
















































MAC =-.50 ALH 8.0 YB 46PAE18
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA =-8


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1187 
DATA SET SYMBOL C(,aIF.4URATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


tAF7LS53 Q IA70 03 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SLRFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


tAFL47 I IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .oo .000 CAFL52) IA 0 TI12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4000 4.000 4.000


CAF7L571 4 AO 01 112 St P2 P8 WING LOWER SURACE 8000 8.000 8.000 9.000


CAF7LS2I IA7O 0I T2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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FI 29 WIN PRSSR DITIUINDET LV ELCIN EA ­
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MAC- = 1.500 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .7'71 PAGE 1188 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
.000 -4.000 -4.XDATA SET SYM80L 
CONFI4.RATION DESCRIPTION 
 
(AF7L652 0 IA70 0| T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE -4.000 L 1A70A FV0L47)CI TI2 SI 
 P2 PS WING LOWER SLRFACE .000 .000 .000 c00
 
(AF7L521 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAFL57I IA70 01 T12 SI P2P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 a000 a000
 8.000 
(AFLS2I IA7C 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12000 12.000 12.C00

ni.......in , ti ....I....... .......I n ...- ....
.......



















-.4 .2 0 .2 .4 .8 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8






(AF7L65) IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.00


DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 
CAF7L473 I A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


(AF7L523 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


(AF7LS7I IA7 l 7112 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.OD 8.000 8.000


CAF7L62) IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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~CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIO3N DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA =-8


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA =-6.000 2Y/2 = .771 PAGE 1130 
ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

CAF7L& I C) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CAF L47] IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .O0 .000 .000


tAFL521 IAm 01 T12 St P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7L573 IA70 01 T12 S2 P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 6.0o 8.000


WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
CAF7L622 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 191 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7LGS) - IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE -4.000 .lOD -4.000 -4.000


CAF7L47) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7L52) !A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7L57I IA70 0l TI2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF7LS2 1 170 O1 T12 S1 R2 Pa WING LOWER SUJFACE 0.000. 2.000 [2.000 12.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1192 
- - - -
- - - -
- - -
- - - -
----------------------------------------- -
ELV-I - ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
WING LOWER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000CAF7L653 Q IA70 0I TI2 SI P2 P8 
.000 .000
CAF7LA7 IL IA70 0l T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE COO .000 
CAF7L52I ) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 
 4:000 4.000 4.000 4.000
 
(AF7L57J t IA70 01 T12 SI P2 Ps WING LOWER SURFACE 8.OOO 8.000 8.000 8.000 

(AF7L62] IA70 0I TI2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7L65I Q IA70 (1 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
CAF7L47 1A70 0I T2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAFIL52) IA70 01 T12 S P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF7L57] IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
(AF7LS21 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000CAFLG5 Q 
T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000
EAF7L473) IAO 01 
WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
CAF7L IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
 
(AFAL57A70 
 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 a.000 8.000 8.000


WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12000 12.000 12.000
(AFTLS23 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -B


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .436 
 PAGE 1195
 







01 T12 SI 
01 112 SI 
P2 PS 
P2 P8 
WING LOWER SURFACE 



















WING LOWER SURFACE 









IAF7LS21 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12O000 


























, CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG, 9 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8


MACH 1,I.500 ALPHA = .000 2Y/8 .771 PAGE 1196


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AFILS53 Q) IA'70 01 T12 St P2 PR WING LOWER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF7L47)I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7LS23 IA70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7L573 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PF WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.COO 8.000 8.000


tAF7L62) IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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=1.50-. APHL2 2.0 2 Y2 36 AE 19
194-AH 0 =,3 .4 8AGE 
DATA,SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


rAF7LSS2 0 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

CAF7L473 ) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7LS2) 0 IA70 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 ( AF71L57) 1A70 01 T12 Si P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF7LG23tL-- IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1198 











COWFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 
IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE -4.D00 .000 
A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 
IA'70 O T12 S P2 PS WING L13WER SURFACE 8,000 8.000 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 12.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA = -8


















IA70 Ol 132 SI P2 P8 
IA70 01 712 Si P2 PS 
1&70 ol 112 Sl P2 PB 
 
A70 0I TJ2 SI P2 PS 
IA70 101 112 GI P2 PS 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XC


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8













IA70 al T12 SI P2 P8 
A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
A70 0I T12 SI P2 PS 
IA470 ol T12 SI P2 P8 
IA70 01 12 SI P2 PS 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE 
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MAH=1.50 ALH =,.0 YB= 
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7LSS) 0 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 VING LOWER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
CAF7L47) 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE - 000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7L523 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA ::-8 




ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

IAF7LS5) 1A70 01 112 SI P2 PS WSING LOWER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4,000 -4.000

DATA SET SYMBOt. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
.000 .000 .000
CAF7L473 ]A70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 

CAF7L523 ( IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7L57 P IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .436o PAGE 1203 



























COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

IA7O 01 T12 St P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

IA7O 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
IA7C 0I 712 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

IA70 0! 712 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000

IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 P$ WIN LOWER SURFACE 8,000 12.000 12.000 12.000








# ..... .... 
- - - -.--8.000 - - - - - - ­ ­
ALPHA - - - ­
-.2 CHRJWS .2 .4 .6.810,2 .


CHORWISELOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONP BETA = -8 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1204 

- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURA7 ION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
-4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000(AF70653 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
CAF70472 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER ) .000 .000 .000 .000
(AF7052, 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

LOWER J 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000CAF70573 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING t UPPER -

tAF7D2) IA7O 01 "12SI P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -8 
MACH = .900 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1205 
DATA SET SYI&L CO*FIATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7065 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 (AF7047 I IAVO 01 T12 St P2 PS WING C OR - LOWER 1 .000 . .000 .000 
CAF7052) IAT0 1 T12 SI P2 PS WING I LPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF70573 IA7 01 T12 St P2 P8 WING UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 8.00 8.000 8.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATIO3N, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8 

MACH = .900 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1206 

ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7~OSS~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.0010 .000 -4.00 -4.000 
'AF047 A70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 000 .000 .000 .000 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CAF70523C IA70 01 T12 St P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF70573 Q A70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
WING C UPPER - LOWER 8.000 2.000 12.000 12.000CAF70623 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA -8


MACH = .900 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1207 
I 
DATA ST SVWB.. CNFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7065 jQ DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.00


LAF0V47) IA7D 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING I UPPER - LOVER I .00o .000 .000 .000






tAF70571 IA70 ) 112 SI P2 PS WING C LPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 .000


CAF7062) IA70 01 112 51 P2 PS WIND £ UPPER - LOWER I 19.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA = -8


MACH = .900 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1208


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF70653 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


(AF70473 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 2 O000 .000 .000 00 
CAF7052) 0IA7CC T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7057) IA70 01 T12 5I P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER aD200 8.000 8.000 8.000 (AF70B23 IA70 01 T12 S1 P2 PS WING C UPPER LOWER 8.000 2.000 12.000 12.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. XuC


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE OISTRIBUTION'DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONg BETA -8


MACH = .900 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/6 = .136 PAGE 1209 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-A. 
(AF70652 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4 000 .000 -4.000 -4 .000 (AF70472 El IA70 01 T12 St P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .o0 
(AF70523 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 2 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
EAF7057I IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH = .900 ALPHA = -4.000 2YIB = .771 PAGE 1210 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CAF7085) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


.000 .000 .000CAF70472 I A70 Oi T12 SI P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 AF70523< IA70 01 T12 52 P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 4CO00 4.000 4.000 4.003


CAF7057) 1A7O o l 12 SI P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 1.000 8.000 8.000


(AF70623 1A70 01 T12 52 P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
 
.... .... ."... .. " .... .... 
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CI-ORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8


MACH .900 ALPHA = -2v00 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1211 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
IAF7OBS) C DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
1AF7047 ] IA70 01 T12 SI P2 Pe 
CAF7052) IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 P8 

CAF70573 IA70 01 T2 St P2 PS 


































-4.0 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .O0 .000 
WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
WING E UPPER - LOVER 3 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION9 FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEV/ON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF70653 f DATA NOT AVAILADLE -4.0 0 .000 -4.000 -4.000 

CAF7047 [U IAD 0| T12 SI P2 PB WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF70523 IA7D 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF70573 lATD 01 T12 SI P2 PS WINS ( UPER - LOWER 3 8000 6.000 6.000 8.000 tAF7062) l[NAID at T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
.... .l." '
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION3 BETA = -8 
PAGE 1213
MACH = .900 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .436 

OATA SET SYMBOL COtURAIGWI DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

IF706*52' AT NOT AVAILALE -4.0 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
(AF70472 U] lAIO 01 T12 P2 ;a WING UPPER - LOWER j .00 .000 o.00 .0001AFT021T12 SISI P2 WING UPPER - LOWER 400 4.= 0 
 0 

AF70572 IA? 01 T12 St P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 .8.000 8.000 9.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA -8


MACH = .900 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1214 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF70651 C DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF70473 L A70 aI T12 SI P2 PS WING C LPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000


(AF7052) IA7D 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING C UPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF70572 . A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOVER ) 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO FLEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH = .900 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1215 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7065 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

(AF7047) 1A70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF70522 0 IA7C 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER LOVER 2 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF7n577 IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER LOVER 1 8.000 8.000 8000 8.000 
IAF7062] IA70 OJ 712 S1 P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER J S.COO 12.000 12.000 12.000 
.......... '......
. ... .. 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C







MACH = .900 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/8 
 = .771
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLJRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF70653 C DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
CAF70473 IA70 ol 712 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER .000 .000 .000 .000 
AF70523 IA7D 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF70573 IA70 01 T2 SI P2 PB WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7O65 fl DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF70472 ]A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 2 .000 .000 .oc .000


CAF70523 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 2 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF0572 IA70 01 T[2 SI P2 PS VING UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 8.000 8.00o 8.000 
rAF70S23 IA70 02 TI7 SI P2 P9 WING C UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 12.D00 12.000 12.000 
. ....I ..... "....... .. "........"'".. ... .. 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 

FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8






 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I 

.000 -4.000 -4.000
CAF70S C1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 

(AF7047 I1 70 ol T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( LPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF70523 IA70 1 T12 SI P2 PS WItG UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
8.000
(AF7057) IA70 0I TI2 SI P2 PS VING C UPPER - LOWER I 8.000 9.000 8.000 
WING C UPPER - LOWER 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA -8


MACH = .900 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1219


ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7065 C DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
tAF7047) IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING ( LPPER - LOWER 2 .000 .000 .000 .000 
tAF7052) IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF705) IA70 01 TI2 Sl P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 

FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8 

MACH = .900 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 12;20 






Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 P8 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 
WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 
WING ( UPPER - LOWER ) 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -8 




IAF706S5 j DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4,000 -4.000


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELY-I ELV-2 

CAF70473 ]A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WIN ( LPPER - LOWER 3 .000 .000 .000 .000


(AF70522 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF707J A A70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING ( UPPER - LOWER I8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000

(AF7062) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8




















COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
 
IA70 Of T12 SI P2 PS WING C LPPER -
IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER -
IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER -
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C

-
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH =1.120 ALPHA =-8.000 2Y/B . 436 PAGE 1223


DATA SET SYMBOL COWFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7O65) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF7047 I 1A70 0I TI2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
[AF7052) Q A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOVER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
tAF7057J IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOVER 3 9.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
1A70 LOVER J 12.000'C-AFOS2] 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING { UPPER - S.ODO. 000 J20 0O 
3 .5 .. . .. . ... ...... ... ... .' .... ..... .... .. ... 
 . . . .. . . .... -.'' . . .. . . .
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CAF7OBS) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4,000 .000 -4.0O0 -4.000 
CAF70473 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER ) .000 .000 .000 .00 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELY-I ELV-2 

CAF70523 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER - LOVER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
[AF7057) IA70 01 712 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOVER ) 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF7082) IA70 01 T12 $1 P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
3.5-. 	 .... ........ 
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FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 	 PAGE 1225








0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
I 70A 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 O T12 SI P2 P8 
IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 
WING C UPPER - LOVER )
WING C UPPER - LOWER ) 

















CAF70S23 IA70 OI T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
3 .5 .... ...... 11 I I
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FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONP BETA -8


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1226 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CAF70653 C DATA NOT AVAILABLE 	 -4.000 .000 -4.00 (AF70473 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOVER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 4.000 4.000 4.000
EAF70523 IA7O 01 TI2 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOVER 2 4.000 
CAF70573 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PB -I/NG [ UPPER - LOVER 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
P2 PS WING CLPPER - LOWER 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8


MACH 1 .120 ALPHA -4.000 2Y/B = .43 	 PAGE 1227 
------------------------------------
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

-4°000 .000 -4.000 -4.000
CAF7OS5 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
CAF7047 [ IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 ,000 .0 .000 .000


CAF70523 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


AF7057) IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER I 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000

12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA :-8


MACH 1.120 ALPHA -4.000 2Y/9 .771 PAGE 1228


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(AF7065) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
tAF70472U IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING C LPPER - LOWER ) 
tAF7052) IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING E UPPER - LOVER )CAF7057) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER - LOWER ) 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 1229 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV'-3 ELV-4 
(AF70G5) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
IAF7D4.f ) lAID0 ol 712 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER ) .000 .000 .0o0 .000 
CAF70523 IA7D 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF70573 IA70 ol T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOVER 1 8.000 ao00 8.000 8.000 
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FIG 29 WIING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1230


ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CAF7065) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 -4,00 -4.0


cAF747 1 1 70 0I T12 SI P2 PB WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000
4.000 4.000 4.000
tAF7C522 IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3
 4.000 

CAF7057) k IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER I 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
(AF7OS2) IN 
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FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA -8







DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGtJRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF70652 C DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF70471 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF70523 IA70 aI T12 SI P2 PS WING i UPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF70573 IA70 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF7062) IA70 01 T12 S P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000


3 .5 F.." "I....I.....................I.
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA -8


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = .000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 1232 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7065 C DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.0D0 -4.000 ( AF17047 3 IAiD 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER ) .000 .000 .000 .0O (AFis23 IA70 01 T22 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
tAF7057 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 




























-J -2.0 - -­ - -­ - -­ - -­ - - -­ - -­ - -­ - -
S-.4 -. 2.4.!81. . . 
-A.12 ALPH = 000.2Y/ = .6 PAGE01.133 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL COWFIGUATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7OSS3 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4,000


CAF70472 IA70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING I.PER - LOWER .ODD .000 .Do .00D 
CAF70523 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
8.000 8.000 0.000
tAF7057) IA70 ol T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 
(AFV0621 I7O al TI? SI P2 P8 WING UPPtR - LOWER 1 8,000 12.000 12.000 12.00 
3 •5 tHIr'ill ilH ... tl 1 il il lf iT l li il ffi 1. n-n till till.........nit, tin tin ti-il nit,,nnil. ' ii 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRAC71ON OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B .771 PAGE 1234


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(AF70652 C DATA NOT AVAILABLE (AF70472) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C PPER -
CAF7052) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER ­
tAF70573 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER -
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVCN DEFLECTION BETA -8


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1235 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL COtFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CAF70851 C DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .00 -4.0O -4.000


CAF7047) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 .000 .000 .000 .000

(AF70523 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOVER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7057I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOVER ) 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


EAP70823 IA70 O T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
-4.0o .000 -4.000 -4.000
CAF70852 C DATA NOT AVAILABLE 

CAF71 70 el T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000
 4.000
LOWER 5 .00 .0D .000 .000
AF75231 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WIND UPPER -

UPPER - 8.000 8.000 8.000 
 8.000
CAF70571 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER )
 12,000 12.000
 12.000
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CHOROWlSE LOCATION. FRACTION GF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONP BETA = -8 
MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 6.000 Z /6 = .436 PAGE 1237 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7S5 1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

( F7047 ) IA70IK 1 T12 SI P2 PS WING IPPER , LOWER .000 .000 .000 
 .ODO (AF7QSZa 5< L7, 04 WtZSt PZ PS WIN3 C IPPR - OW 1 14000 4%00D A.000, 4,00Q.
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CHORDWISE LOCATION# FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8

MACH = 1,120 ALPHA = $.000 2Y/ = 1771 PAGE 1238

ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL COWFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
CAF7055) C DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000

CAF7047|I 1A70 01 T12 51 P2 P8 WIN3 ( UPPER - LOWER .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF7052) |A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WINS ( UPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WINS C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8,000 8.000 8.000
CAF7057)

tAF7062) IAO ol T12 S1 P2 Pl WINS t UPPER - LOWER 8.000 12.00 12.000 12.000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION9 BETA -8


MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1239 
0 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW ISURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-t ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7OS52 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .OD -4.000 -4.000 
(AF70473 I A7 01 Ti2 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOVER 3 .000 .000 .000 .000 
4.000 4.000 4.000
CAF70522 I AiD 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOVER 2 4.000 
IAFV57) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 Ps WIND UPPER - LOWER 1 8,000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF7062) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
3.0, 1ii - - - -1 - - -
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
1.2 1. 




MACH = 1.120 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/R = .771 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7C65) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
-4.000 
-4.000 -4.00
AF7047) U tA70 ol T12 St P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER 2 .000 .00 .000 .000
[AF70522 IA7D 0)1T12 SI P2 PS WING LPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000rAF7057I IA7T OI TI2 St P2 PG WING ( UPPER - LOVER 1 . 0.000lAiDAFTO022 T12 SI P2 Pa 8
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION? BETA -8






DATA SET SYML COWFIGtJRATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7065) 	 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
CAF7047 I I AID 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING3 UPPER - LOWER 2 000 .000 .000 .000 
AF70523 IAVO 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
AfT77 IAO 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
(Ar70B2) IAO 0l T12 SI P2 M WIND ( UPPER - LOWER 8,000 12,000 12.000 12.000 
F"5'3 .... . ...
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA = -8


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .771 	 PAGE 1242 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL COWPIGAAT ION DESCRIPTION 
-4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


(AF7047] L IA0 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000
CAF7o652 Q 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
WING C UPPER - LOVER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000CAF70522 IA C1 T12 SI P2 PS 8.000CAF7057 3 a IA7 01 T12 S1 P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 8.0030 8.000 8.000 
UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000CAF70S2) IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( 
3 5 mr t................ .... .. . .. .. n tn.. ni... rii
...... .................. u nfl ilt il m ..... t in . tn
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FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1243 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGJRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF70653 C-0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF70473 IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF70523 1A*70 0I 112 S P2 PS VIN3 I UPPER - LOWER 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF1057) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAFA706230IA70 112 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER I e00c 12.000 12.000 32.000


3 . .. .. . .. .. .. .........' .....
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION9 BETA = -8


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1244 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
CAF70S53 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
(AF71473 U A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WIND C UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7052 ) 1A70 0! T12 Sl P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER] 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
EAr7057 ) IA70 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 8.000 a.000 a00 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA =-8


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1245 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW'$IGtRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF70S ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
EAF7047 ) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING I UPPER - LOWER .000X .000 .000 .000 
(AF7052) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 ( AF7057 I IA70 1 TI2 Sl P2 P8 WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 (AF7082) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C ,PPER LOVER 3 S.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
5~~~.. FI".. ... 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 1246 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CO FIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
(AF7065) C DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 

WING t UPPER - :000
 .000 .000
LOWER . .000
(AF70472 L IA7O 0I T12 SI P2 PS 
 
(AF7052 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 Pe WING t UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
T12 SI 
 P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER I 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000(AF70573 IA70 01 
 LOVER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .436 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF70S53 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .a -4.000 -4.000


(AF7047) H 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER - LOWER ) .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF70522 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4,000 4.000 
CAF7057) IA70 0! T12 S1 P2 PS WING UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1248 
------
DATA SET SYMBOL COl-IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

(&AF7DSS) C DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4,000 -4.000 

UAF7047)IA7O 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER I .000 .OD0 000 .000 
(AF70521 IA70 	 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER ­ LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

CAF7057)
 allA70 WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 9.000 8.000T12 SI P2 P8 
 
A;770623 
 IA70 	 OI T12 SI P2 Ps WING C UPPER ­ LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
3.0 ........................ .... 
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/8 = .436 	 PAGE 1249


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CAF70653 C DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
CAF7047 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 
LAF7052] IA70 (1 112 $1 P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 
CAF7057) IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 
CAF70623 IA7O 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 
" .... ...!'"'l".........." ....... ... 
3.C­
2.53,20 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVO3N DEFLECTION BETA :-8 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 
1 .4 
1250 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CAF7065) ( DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


.D0C .000(AF7047) L IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 P8 WING £ UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 
(AF70522 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PG WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
WING UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000(AF70573 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
 
LOWER 3 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -8 
PAGE 1251
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .436 

----------------------------
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
tAF7OB ) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.000 .00 -4.000 -4.000


.000 .000 .00 .000(AFI047) IA7D 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 





 IA0 01 112 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 



















.2".4--------------­- ---- , 
 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1252 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
-4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000(,Ar7065] C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
.000 .000 .0 .000CAF70471 IA70 0 T12lI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 
CAF70523) IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
IA7 0 l T12 SI P2 PS 

CAF70623 IAO 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 12.000 12,000 12.000

1 F7057) WING C-PPER - LOWER 3 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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" -2.0 	 I J' 7___ 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -8 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/9 = .436 	 PAGE 1253


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7065) C DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4.00 .000 -4.000 -4.000


tAF70473 U IA70 at 112 SI P2 PS WING t UIPPER - LOVER ) .0 000 .000 .000 
(AF7052] IA70 01 T12 St P2 PS VING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


{AF7057] IA70 01 T12 S) P2 PS VING ( UPPER - LOWER ) 8,000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA 2 -8 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1254


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


£AFIDSSI 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -4. 000 CO -4.000 -4.000


CAF7047 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER .OO .000 .000 000


tAF70523 IA70 l T12 SI F2 P8 WING t UPPER - LOWER 4.000 4.00 4.000 4.000


LAF7057) 1A70 01 T12 St P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOVER 3 8.000 2.000 8.000 8.000

(AF70S2) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA -8


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 5.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1255


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(AF7053 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
(AFT7 1A70 01 112 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOVER 3 
(AF70523) IA70 Ci T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOVER 3 
$AF70573 1A70 01 T12 S1 P2 PS WING f UPPER - LOWER 1 
(AF70S2 L IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING t UPPER - LOWER 3 
3 5 il... l........ . . . .l .. ..""tll 
ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 
-4.000 .000 -4.000 
.000 .000 .000 
4. 4.000 4.000 
8.000 8.000 8.000 








I . .. li l 
3.0­
8 








z0 - --­ 1 














-4-.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 i1.2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION O F LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8 
i1.4 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 1256 
-- -- -- -- -- --
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(AF7O65) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
-40 .000 -4.0DO -4.000CAF704773 F 1A70 I TI2 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 .000 ,O0O .000(AF70521 1A70 0I T12 SI P2 P WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 .0004.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

(AF70573 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
12.000 12.000 12.000
CAF7023 IA7D 0I TI2 S1 P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 













i II I 
-- -- --------------­
-. 4 .2 0.2. 
-o -2 5 I 'H i,, I
M -2.5 A 
- .4 
FIG 23 
- .2 0 .2 .4 .8 .8 i1.0 1.2 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA =-B 
1.4 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 1257 
ELV-] ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGLRATIDN DESCRIPTION 

-4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000
(AF70653] DATA NOT AVAILABLE 

CAF7047)3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 .000 .000 .000 .000

(AF7052) IA70 01 112 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

CAF70573 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING I UPPER - LOWER 8.000 8.000 8.000 8,000

. A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000(AF70623 

3.0 ................... ....... ..................... " "i....... ' ............
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION9 BETA -8 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .771 
 PAGE 1258
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


WING C LPPER - LOWER 1 -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000
CAF70SS3 C) lAO 0I T2 SI P2 PS 
LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000CAF7047 ] IA70 OI T12 SI P2 PB WING C UPPER ­
(AF70523 IAO 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
(AF7057) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 12.000
(AF7062) IAO 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 12.000 12.000 
3 .5 ...... .. . .... 
.. ... .. ............






u c 1.0 
LL C ,
wi











CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -B 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -8.090­ 2Y/ = .436 PAGE 1259 
- - - -




ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONICiGRATION DESCRIPTION 
 
CAF70653 
 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER 
 - LOWER 2 -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000
 
.000 .000 .000
CAF70473 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER ) .000 
(AF70523 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 Pe vWG UPER 
 - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 ( AW7Y0571 IA70 CI 712 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER -tLOWER I a00 a c.00 B1.000 8.000
 
WING C UPPER ­ LOWER ) B.C00 12,000 12,000 12,000'tAFT7S2) IA70 01 T'12 SI P2 P8 

3.. ......t n t...... in i, ..... .n .. t.......................-...it nf At 'i . /r Iiiin









































.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C

1.2 1.4 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1260

- -- - - - - - - -
-- - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(A'7065' "7T 0 l 112 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 -4.000 .000 -4.00 -4.000 [AF70473 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 .000 .000 .000 .00 
(AF70522 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
(AF70572 kl IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOVER I 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF70623 L . 1A70 01 T12 S P2 PS WING E UPPER - LOWER 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
3.5.... ....... 
.. .
 " ' ............... ......
 . .............. ... '... " 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION# BETA =-8


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -6. 20 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-! aLV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF70651 C) 1A70 Ot 112 Sl P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER -4.000 .O -4.000 -4.000


(AF7047) IA70 01 7"12 SI P2 P8 WING f UPPER - LOVER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF70523 IA7 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


(AF7057) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING E UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


£AF7022 IA70 01 T12 S1 P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LO ER ) 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000


3.5.... .. .. .. ..... .. .. .. ..
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA -8


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/9 = .771 PAGE 1262


- - -- - - - -
- - - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -








- - -- 
- - -- 
-




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLJRA71ON DESCRIPTION 
CAF7OS53 ( 1A70 CI 112 St P2 Pe WING C UPPER 
(AF70471 IA70 01 T12 Sl P2 P8 WING C UPPER 
l0 112 51 P2 PS WING 
(AF7057) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER
CAF7052) I(A7 I C UPPER 






ELV-I ELV-2 ELy-3 ELV-4 
­ LOWER I -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
- LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
­ LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
- LOWER 3 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
















w -1.5 - - - - " 	 ' 
'iiI 














-. A2 = 0 .4 .6 	 X/C PAGE 1.43
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. 
 






ALPHA = -4000 2Y/6 = 436 MACH 	 = 1,500 
- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
(AF70653 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF7047I I A7D 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 7 .000 .000 .000 .000


4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
[AF70523 0 I70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER ) 

{AF7057 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER ) 800 8.000 8.000 8.000



















- - - - -----
W -1.54 - .S u 
-1.0 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1264 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
- LOWER 2 -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTIN 
CAF70S5S 0 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING PPER 
(AF70 1A70I 03 T12 SI P2 P8 WING 	 UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
UPPER - LOWER ) 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000( AF7052 IA70 T12 SI P2 PS WING 
P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000AF7057 IA7O 01 T12 SI 











-.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.O 1.2 t.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATIONP FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD° X/C 




MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/8 = .436 
 
---------------------------------- 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7OS5) 0 A70 0I T12 Sl P2 P8 WING UPPER - LOWER 3 -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


(AF7047) IA70 Ol T12 91 P2 P WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000

LAF7052) 0 A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.00

(AF70571 4 tpO o0 112 St P2 P WING t UPPER - LOWER I 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA :-8


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1266











IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 2 
A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 
1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 
IA70 01I 12 S P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 



































J -3.5 I 
-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA :-8 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 
1.4 
1267 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7065) C IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000


CAF7047 I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000


CAR70523 IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPER - LOVER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000


CAF7D57) IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER ) 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000

























x 	 .5 1 




















- .4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 14 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. XIC 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .771 	 PAGE 1268


DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


IAF7065 I 1A70 0I 112 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
tAF70473 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 .000 .000 .00 .000 
IAF71523 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P9 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
CAF057, IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PIS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
(AF702) IA70 0 TI2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
3s... ... .. .. .. I.. .. .......
....
.... ....























-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA =-8







ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
LOWER 2 -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000tAF7o0sSI ) A70 01 T12 1 P2 Pa WING C UPPER -CAF070473 I IA 0oI T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 3 .000 .000 .000 .000

IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING E UPPER - LOER 3 4.000 .000 4.000 4.000AF7052) 

- LOWER 3 8.000 
 8.000 8.000
CAF7057I IA70 01 V12 SI P2 PS WING CUPER .000 

1A70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS 
 WING ( UPPER - LOVER 3 8,000 12.000 12.000 12.000
AF70622 

3 .5 ........... t l....lll.. t~lt ill . ."i.lM .... .nl . . .n - rI
......... .. ... . . l t
'"-",... l . ' 
3.5' it , 

3.0----------------­
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-. 4 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CH0RDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA =-8


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1270 
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
------------
ELV-I ELV-2 	 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
-4.000 -4.000
(AF7085) Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C LPPER - LOVER 3 -4.000 .000 LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000CAF7047 UL IA70 Ol TI2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER -
CAF7052) Q IA70 0! T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOVER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
 
CAF70571 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOVER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 










































.8 1.0 1.2 1 .4
- .4 -. 2 0.2 .4 .6 
CHORDW/ISE LOCATION9 FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD@ X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA =-8


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .436 








ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7D653 0 IA70 0I TI2 S1 P2 PS WING LPPER - LOWER 1 -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
DATA SET SYMBOL COrFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
tAF*47) IAi7 01 712 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER ) .000 .000 .000 .000 
£AF7052) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 
AF'7057) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 6.000 8.000 8.000 
CAFYO62 	 [ IA70 01 712 SI P2 PS WING UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
3.0		
------------- --- - - - --
-
I 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA z -8


MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1272









0I TI2 SI 















0I TI2 SI P2 P8 
01 TI2 SI P2 PS 
WING ( UPPER -











CAF70623 IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION, BETA = -8






CAF7085) Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WIND t UPPER - LOVER 2 -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 
LAF7047) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WIND I UPPER - LOWER ) .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7052) [A70 Ot T12 SI P2 PS WIND C UPPER - LOWER 1, 4.000 4,QQO 4.000 4.000 
CAF7057) 1A70 01 112 SI P2 PS WIND UPPER - LOVER 1 9.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 
8000 t2.00 12.0M 12.000LAF7OS21 11\70 ol "12St P2 PS WID C UPPER - LOWER 3 
3 .5 ' ""7 ."1 ' " ..  ... 7.. 7,

3 . 0 - - - - - - - - - - ­ - - - - - - - - - . 
2.5 -----------­
0. 
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION BETA -8 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1274 
DATA SET SYMBOL 





IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C LPPER - LOVER I 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 3 
IA70 0 T12 Sl P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOVER 1 
IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 23 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION. BETA -8 
MACH = 1.500 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAtE 1275 
----- -- - - - -
3.0
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF70S5) 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 2 -4.000 .000 -4.000 -4.000 

CAF7047 L IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOVER ] .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF70523 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOVER 3 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 (AF7057 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORO, X/C 
FIG 29 WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION9 BETA = -8 




ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7U552 C IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
(AF7U6)3 U IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 































CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARO ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 1277


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7U553 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE. 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1278 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(AF7US53 {) IA70 01 T12 S) P2 PS IING UPPER SURFACE 
(AF7USS) Ll 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
1 
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FIG30 EFETO IEADATC ON 
 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
8.000 8.0DO 8.000 81000 
8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF7U55) Q IA70 0 TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 9 000 8,000 8.O0D 8.000 
(AFIU6SEB IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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CHORWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT VEDGE9 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1280 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CAF7LSS2 IA70 0I Tl2 S P2 PS WING UIPER SURFACE B0D0 8.000 9.000 9.000 

T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8000 8000 8.000 8.000
AF7UB53 IA7A 0l 
1.4 ...............fl ..fi' ...... .f...l.. ... . lr.....l.-I..t.............

























 0 .2 .4 . 
 .8 
 1.0 1-.2 I---
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C
FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DSCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

(AF7US5]3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE 9.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF7USS J IAO 01 TI12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 B.000 8.000 8.000 












-14 ..... ... .... ..... ,,,... . .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. . ........ ... 
 ,, 

-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 1282


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGIRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7US5 2 1 A70 01 T12 S P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF7IjSS) Lj IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
t.. . n......... _ITI .TT....t..... . . ......T l I .. ... l.... . . ... ...... T.. ..






















CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD., X/C


FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 -2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1283


DATA 	 SET SYMBOL CONIGURATWON DESCRIPTION 	 ELV-| ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7U55 Q IA70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.00 8.000 a.000 9.000 
CAF7UGSS UQ A70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.0C0 0.0O 8.000 8.000 
.4' .. ..:. .. . .. . .... ..... .. ..r... . .. .. .. .. - . .. . .. . .. . 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-! ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7U53 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


(AF7US3 Li] 3A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1285 
-1.2 L 
------------------------------- -----------------------
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -
DATA SET SYM1OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7U553 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 0.000 8.000 8.0o0 e.0o0


(AF7USS) Li IA70 aI T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 .000


1 4 . n, ., ...... .... ,...
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FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION








ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
a000 8.000 8.000 8.000
(AF7U55) 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 















Of .2' i -
III I I F+ 
-J - i = 
-. 2 ] - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - ­
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4
-. 4 -. 2 0 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


PAGE 1287MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/8 = .436 
-- -- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
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-.4 -2O. 4. 81012 !4
<HRWS LOATO, FRCINO OCLCOD /
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MAH= 1.24 ALH = .00 2/B = .71PGE 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

(AF7U55) IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P WING UPPER SURFACE 6,00 8.000 8.000 8.000 

(AF7USS3 L IA70 01 T32 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 1288 
01 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVO3N DEFLECTION


MACH = 1,240 ALPHA = 4.,000 2Y/8 = ,771 PAGE 1290 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF75) I1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 6.000 8.000
 8.000 

(AF7UBS) IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P9 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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CHRWS OION, FRCINO OCLCOD


MACH -.8 -.4 LH .0 YB= .3 AE !9

-F.G30 EFCIFFRWADATC ON WDE EREEL NDFETO


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 9LV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELY-4 
(AF7U55) 0 IA70 0! T12 SI P2 P9 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 9.000 8,000 
CAF7UG6) L IA70 01 T12 SI p2 PS i'YNG UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 0.00O 
...........
1.4 ........ ......... 
..... . ..... .......
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE9 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1,240 ALPHA = 6,000 2Y/B = ,771 PAGE 1292 




IA7D Ol TI2 SI P2 PS 
1A70 ol TI2 SI P2 P9 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
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J -. 2 
-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .68i.O.2. 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B .436 PAGE 1293


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7L55) 0 IA70 0I Tj2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
(AF7USS3 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING UPPER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
- 1 4 .. ..-- I ., w . -I I 1 1 1 1 ­
FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION






ELV-! ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

tAF7L55) Q IA70 0 T12 Sl P2 PS WING LOWER StJRFACE 8.o00 8.00 8.000 8.000


CAF7LGS) U IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 80.0 8.000 8.000 
1 4 i i,, n-n ii-n iii rrn TI ni- rri ri-i , -i ni rn-i nii, n-ri r. nlr-- -n i- i H* ini ,i-i,-, ri-ri ri-n i,, ri-i i-rn i-r fli- Ti-i,nfl 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. XYC 
FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1295


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
£AF7L55) Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF7LBS U" IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
1.4' . . ... . .. . ..1. ... . . .... ... ' . ... 












-W012 -. 6 
-­ 6.4-.4 
- -20 .2 .4 . , .8 1 2. --
CHRWS LOAIN FRCTO OFLCLCOD / 
-- 4 .2 .2 .4 l .8101. 
FIG 30 EFEC OFREADATCPINWDG, 8 ,EREEENDFETO

-AH1.20 ALH18002/ 71PG 2­
-H.40 ALPH =80 .2Y/ =4 .771PAG.8 296. 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CAF7LS5 Q IA7 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SJFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 

WINSLOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
(AF7LS61 U IA70 0 T12 SI P2 P9 
ffi ifiif 
















-1 .2 .6 0 
-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 . . . . 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE. 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1297 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

























.4 - .2 0.2 4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 

FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 

MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 12988 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF7L55 C lAI 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 

CAF7L866I r lA7D 0I T12 St P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 9.000 8.000 6.000 

1 .' ....... .. .. ....... ...................... .. 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION

MACH 1.240 ALPHA =-4.000 2Y/ .436 PAGE 1299


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7LS5I 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WINe LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.00 
£AF7LSG) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
1 4 I i... ... ... ...... i ........ . . . . .. ...... T..















.4 - .2 0 .2 .4 . .8 1.0 1.2 1-.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION
 

MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1300


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-i ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7L553 Q IA7O 0! T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 0.000 8.000 8.000


CAF7L6S ] IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA -2.000 2Y/B - .436 PAGE 1301 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7L55) 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


tAF7LS6) [] IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 



















-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1302 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7L55 0 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF7LB6)S] IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SJRFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.O


1 . 4. ".. ... ... ... . . .. .. ..1...... . . . .















-. 4 - .2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 i1.0 1.2 1 4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1303 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELv-4


(AF7L553 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
(AF7LSS U A70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
1 4 ...... .. I..I.. . .....r.. nI ..II .. n....... .
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wHRUIS LOAIN RCINOFLCLCOD /


FI-jEFC FFRWR TAHPIN EG,8DGE LVNDFETO


MAC =-.4 LH 00 2/B = .7 AE 1MAC.2H = 1.240 = .0--------------------- ....... 
 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
CAF7LSS) Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE .o0O 8.000 B.000 8.000

(AF7LS6J Li IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000

















CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1305


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7L55 C IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF7LS6) L IA70 01 712 SI P2 P9 WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 














-4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1 .2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1306


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


[AF7L55) 0) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 6.C00 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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MC = 1.40 -. 200 .2Y/ .6 P8A.0GE 104LH . 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV4 

tAF7L553 C IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 

(AF"7L662 U IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 .8.000 8.000 8.000 
1.4 . n. .. .... .... . . , n .... ....... . , I T t..
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORO. X/C


FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1308


ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

IAF7LS5 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
EAF7LGG IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING LOWER SURFACE 6.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


1.4 ....... ...... .. .. .... "
l.... .... .
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- .4 -. 2 0.2 J4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORO, X/C 
FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGES 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1309 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF7L553 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOVER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
















-. 4 - -------------------
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD* X/C
FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION
 

MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1310


- --- - - ------
i 
ELV-! ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7L55) ) IA7D 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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1. . .. 





































--.4 - 2 -. 0 .2 .4 . .8 1.0 1.2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .436 -PAGE 1311


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7L55) .Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


tAF7LS3 L IA7D 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 


















-.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1-.2 J.4


CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGEP 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1312


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7055) C) IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
CAF7066) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER I 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
3 5 .. .... .. . .. ..... . .. .. .. ... ......" ........... l . '... 























-2.5 -ii -i 
-3. 0 
-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE. 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/O = .436 PAGE 1313 
2.5 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF70552 Q IA70 02 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
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-.,4 -.2 0 ,2 ,4 .8 8 1.0 1.2 1,4


CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1314


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF70553 Q IA70 01 TI2 St P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER I 8.000 9.000 8.000 8.000
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGEI 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF705D 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING C UPPER - LOWER 6.0 6.000 8.000 9.000


(AF7DS)S L IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


'..... .. .... ........
 . ......
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J 	 -3.0 
-3 .5. .. .. .... . 
-. .2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH =1.240 ALPHA =-6.000 2Y/B = .771 	 PAGE 1316


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF70553 C IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOVER 2 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF70S6S I lA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER ) 8.000 6.000 8.000 8.000 
















-.2 0 2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORO. X/C 
FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1317 
-2.5 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF70553 C IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.00 8.000
































-.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE. 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1318


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7055I Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 6.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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- -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1 .2 1 .4 
1 CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1319


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7055) 0 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING ( LPPER - LOWER 1 9000 8.000 8.000 6.000 














. - 3 0-.5 
z-w 1 .0 . V1 
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- .5 . . 
<" - .2.0 .2 . ., 
CHORWIS LOCTIO.FACTIN O LOAL CORD X/ 
MAH 2FIG30 . AEFEC I­ 0OF FIEWR .ATAHPITWDE EREEEO ELC I 
H2 .20 -.ALH = 20 .2Y/ = . PAGE0. 120 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
(AF7055) 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 






























-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4


CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1321


ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

CAF7D55I Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

tAF7068)I"I 1A70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER ) 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000






























-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 1322 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7055 C) IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF7088) " IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


3.............., ..... .........I........I'I .. ,....:


































J-2 . 1 	 ... I.I 
-. 4 .-2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/CFIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y18 = .43G 	 PAGE 1323


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF705) C) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER 2 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000
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CHRWS OCT-.FATIN) OALCOD /

-2.0----------------------------------------------------------------------­
-2.H 5 LH .0 Y8 = .7 AE 
I,4 12

MACH 1.4 = 2.0 YB= .7 AE 12
ALH 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7S5) 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 8.000 8.000 8.000 9.000


CAF706S ) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
3 . .... .. . . .. . .....










































MAH 3.24 ALH 4.0 2YB.46PGE'2 
-JC .4 LH .0 YB = AE I 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF70553 Q IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 8.000 0.000 8.000 0.000


























z-1 -3.0 b, 
-3.5 
-u -2.50­
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 ,6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGES 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/2 = .771 PAGE 1326 
-- -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -
ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CAF705) C) IA70 DI T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 6.000 8.000 8.000 8.000


CAF7DS6 IA70 0! T12 SI P2 P9 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 2 8.000 8.O 8.000 8.000 









































-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4


CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION







CAF7055) Q IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P9 WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 9.000

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I CLV-2 

CAF7086 L IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.Q00 8.000

































6. . . . 
FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARO ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1328 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF70553 n IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 9.000 9.000 8.000 8.000 
(AF70SI Lj IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
3 .5 .. .... -l.......... . ...... ...... 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION., FRACTION OF 
 LOCAL CHORO. X/C

FIG 30 EFFECT CF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGES 
 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1329


DATA SET SYMBOL COWNFGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF70553 Q IA70 0! T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 























-.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 30 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGES 8 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA ="'-8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1330


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7U452 IA7 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000
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MAH= 120 APH 800 2/ = .3 AE 13


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

















I-I I I - __L 
. -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGEo 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1-332 
- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
VING UPPER SURACE Doo0 .000 .000 .000t AFU45) Q 	 IA7 01 112 SI P2 PS 
WING UPPER SURFACE .00 .000 .000 .000(AF7U67) U 	 IA70 01 T12 SIP2 PS 
I.. 
01. 











. .2 	 .4 .' .81 01.. 
-. 8- -------------------------------------------	 I 
133-3600 2/ 
	 46PG
MAC=I.4 	 LH 

•.4 	 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4


CHO3RDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 	 1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 	 PAGE 1338­
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7U45) Q IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7US73 Q A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 0DO0 .000 .000 .000 
1 .4 ... .... ........... .. .
..  ... 






















.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4


CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOPEWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1334 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7U453 0 IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


(AF7US7) U IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000
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-. 8 1 
-1.2I UJIIH 
.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4


CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION
 

MACH = 1.240 ALPHA =-4.000 2Y/8 = .436 PAGE 1335 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7U453 Q 1A70 oI T12 SI P2 P8 WING LPPER SURFACE .000 .0o0 .000 .000


CAF7U67)Ii] IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION







-- -- - --
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CAF7U45) Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000
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-. -. ' 2. 6. . 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGES 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1337 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION. DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 
 ELV-4
CAF7U45I 
 IA70 OI 
 112 SI P2 P8 WING OPPER SURtFACE .000 .000 .000 .00(AF u673 IA70 0I 712 SI P2 P9 


























1 .4 , 
 1­

-. 4 -. 2 o .2 .4 1..8I0 1 .2 1.4CHOROWISE LOCATION, FREACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C

FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT W/EDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION







ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 
 
CAF7U45 0 
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-1.2 	 ,, 





 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 

CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/8 = .436 
	 PAGE 1339
 
ELV-I ELV'-2 ELV-3 ELV-'4OATA SET SYMBOL CONFI&RATION DESCRIPTION 
(AF7U453 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE .ooO .000 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .000
(AF7UB7) Q IA70 ol T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 








































1 4 -2 aJfy ..ZI± .6 L .8 uwi.O L .ll2±H,
nu lJ 44 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE_.- 1340

ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CAF7U451 0 IA70 01 T12 Sl P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 000 .000 .000 .000

.000 .000 .000 .000CAF7u673 L IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1341 
-------------------------------------
-- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7U45] C IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


tAF7US7) L I 1A70 01 712 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 

































-.4 -.2 0 2 .4 .6 .8 !.0 1.2 1.4


CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHOR-, X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1342


EL-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURAIION DESCRIPTION 

WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .0oo .COO
tAF7U453 C IAID I T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 13 T12 SI P2 P9 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 CO0CAF7U73U 
































CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORO, X/C 
FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE. 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4I.000 2Y/6 = .436 PAGE 1343 
----------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7U45 C 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .0m .000 .000 

(AF7US72 j IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 1344


ELV-i ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
0 .am .mO

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CAF7U45) Q IA70 at 112 St P2 Re WItG LPPER SURFACE O 

CAF7UB7) L 1A70 0I T12 SI P2 P9 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
tAFlU4S) Q IA-70 01 712 S1 P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
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DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7U45) 0 IA7D DI T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
tAF7U87) U IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 













-.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1 .2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, O DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/8 .436 PAGE 1347


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 'ELV-4


CAF7U45 0 IA7O 01 T12 St P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .00 .000 000 .000


CAF7US73 Lj IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
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-. 2 -.2 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE9 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1348 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


IAF7L45) Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .0OD


CAF7LB7) U IA70 01 712 SI P2 PS WINS LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE9 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1349


DATA SET SYMBL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
.m .O0mCAr7L45 - IA70 01 T12 S1 P2 PS WINS LOWER SURFACE .mo .0 o 
CAF7L67) I IA70 0 T12 SI P2 PS WINS LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -8.000 2YIB = .771 PAGE 1350


DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
02 T12 St P2 PS VING LOWER SURFACE .000 .OO .000 .000 
CAF7L673 U IA70 01 T12 SI 
CAF7L45) C IA70 
P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL 'CHORD. X/C 
FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE1 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1351 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
tAF7L45), C lA70 01 "12SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
AF7L71 II IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .OO 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I 

(AFVL45) I IA7C 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .o .000 .000 .0co


(AF7L67) U 1A7 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
' 1 . 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1353


DATA SET SY?8L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7L45] ) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .0o


(AF7L87) IA70 0l 112 S1 P2 PS WINS LOVER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 	 PAGE 1354 
- -
DATA SET SYMBOL34 CNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELY-4
 
(AF7L453 Q JA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000

5 WING LOVER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000tAF7L672 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE9 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE IJ55 
ELV-I tLV-! ELV-3 ELV-4 
CXF71L45) 1Mlb ol T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000

IAFL67L7 J |A70 01 T12 SI P2 P3 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000

DATA SET SYMBOL COWFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGEI 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1356 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION 
.o00 .000 .000 .000(AF7L45 8 IAQO 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE 

AF7LT7 U IA70 
 01 T12 SR P2 PS WING LOER SURFACE .000 000 .000 .000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE. 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELV- ! ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7L451 IA70 0 TI2 S1 P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000










































CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
MACH 
 = 1.240
FIG 31 ALPHA 
.000
=
EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE,
2Y/1 
 = 







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7L45) Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING LOVER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF7LS7) U IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .Q0 .000 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGEv A~ DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1359 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
tAF7L451 0 IA70 01 V12 SI P2 PB WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .O 
CAF7LS7 ]U IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P9 WIN$ LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION
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IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 
VING LOVER SURFACE 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRAION DESCRIPTION ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7L45) Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE ,00 .000 .000 .000 
(AF7LS7) IAO7 ol T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE9 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 1362 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7L45) ) IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .00
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1363
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1364


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

(AF7L453 0 IA70 0| T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE ,000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7LS7)3 ] IA70 0l 112 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
1.4 .............. .... ..i  ri.. ..... 1 ....ill.... 
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 1.2 1.4 
FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1365


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV- ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

(AFL45 Q IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000

CAF7L67) H IA0 01 T12 SI P2 PS WINS LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE. 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1366


ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATASET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
(AF7045) 1A70I CI TI? SI 
 P2 PS WING C UPPER 
 - LOWER I ooD .000 .O0 .000


(AF7067) [ IA70 0I TI2 SI P2 P9 WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 .0oo .000 .000 .000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL-CHORD, X/C


"FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1367


ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
tAF7045) Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 Pe WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7OS]7) L IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .00 .000 .000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA =-8.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE 138 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF70451 ) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF7067) U IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER ) .000 .000 .000 .000 
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CI-OROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGEo, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B .436 PAGE 1369 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATiON DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
tAF7 45) ) AiO 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 .000 .000 .000 .000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE9 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1370


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF7045) Q IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 .000 .000 .000 .000 



























MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/6 = .436 PAGE 371 
FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


tAF7045) 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WINS 
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
G UPPER - LOWER C.0O .000 .000 .000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARO ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1372


ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
.000 .000 .000
(AF70452 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 
 
CAF70 IA70 0I TI2 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .00
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARO ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 
MACH = /1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/- = .436 PAGE 1373
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-
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DATA SET SYMBOL COWfIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7045) Q AiO 02 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER .000 .000 .000 .000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B .771 PAGE 1374 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF70453 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AFO67)0 I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C

1.2 1.4 
FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGEP 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION

MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = .000, 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1375 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF70453 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING t UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF?087I L IA70 O T12 St P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1376 
DATA SET SYMBOL COI GURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7045) Q 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
[AF70 7) [ 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE. 0 DEGREE'ELEVON DEFLECTION 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1377 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(AF7045) Q IA'0 01 112 Sl P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOWER ) .000 .000 ,DD .000 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORO. X/C 
FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE. 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


'IACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/8 = .7'71 PAGE 1378 
------------------
ELi-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION CESCRIPTION 
 
CAF70453 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING ( UPPER -
LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1379


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7045) Q IA70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7DS0 I U 1A70 01 T12 S1 P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER I 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION CF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B =: .771 PAGE 1380 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF70452I IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOVER I .00c .000 .000 .000 
(AF7067) I IA70 0l TI2 SI P2 P9 WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/e = .436 PAGE 1381
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 

FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 

MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1382


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
.000 .000(AF7045) C 1A70 01 T2 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOVER 1 .000 .000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGEP 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1383


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESC IPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
tAF70451 C) 1A70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF7067) U IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P9 WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C

FIG 31 EFFECT OF FOREWARD ATTACH POINT WEDGE, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION

MACH = 1.24C ALPHA = 8.000 2YIB = .771 PAGE 1384


- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

tAF7U45) Q IA7D 01 112 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
(AF7UBSI IA7O 0IT12 SI P2 PIO WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 000 .000 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

1 .4 1~~ ~ .. . .. ~ ..... - .. ........ ... U~ .. ......... ..... ......


















4 -. 2 0 . --. 
CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL.CHORD. X/C 

FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM. 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 

MACH = 1.240 AtPHA = -8.000 2Y/9 = .436 PAGE 1385 
--




IA7O 01 T12 S P2 P8 
IA70 C1 T12 SI P2 PIC 
WING UPPER SURFACE 
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.4 -,2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4


CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1386 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7U45 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000
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-.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1387


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-Z LLVJ LLV-i


CAFIU45 0 IA70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000




















S- 4 -. 0 .2 .4. 81. .. 
-1.0-----------
I .4 a u . 2 l .2n± I . 841 w .8l at2 t.tW tnta O ji j t 4 wU -14 i 1. 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1388 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7U45) I 0i Ti2 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 ,000 .000 .000A70 











-. -.2 0 .2 .4- -. .6 .8 i1.0 2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD,* XIC 
FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1389 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-! ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
tAF7U453 C) IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .00o .000 (AF7U68) U IA 01 T12 SI P2 PIO WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
-- ;-4' l i an1 ~T1 l fly l y fit l fir, ll an f11, T;fl 4I11 IVT? ( l I~ Iit lIII1 ilT l flTT iTT? ( 1n l l IT ft nltnmI l nf 
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ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
CAF7U45) IA70 0I T12 SI P2 P8 WING UPPER SURFACE :000 .000 .000 ,000


AF7U6B) IA7 01 T12 SI P2 PIO WING UPPER SURFACE .coo .000 1.000 .000 





















CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM. 0 DEGREE ELEVO]N DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1391 
ELV-A
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELY-2 ELV-3 
CAF7U45) 8 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .00O .00 .000 


























.4 -.2 0 
 .2 .4 .6 .8
 1.0 1.2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACtFION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC 
FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION




ELV-! ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(AF7U45) 0 IA0 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 000 .000


CAF7UGG) [2 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PlO WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


'"..".' ......... ..... ..... .. ..... ... ..........r"l....
.

















- -.2 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7U45 0 IA7O 0I T12 SI P2 Pe WING UPPER SURFACE .CO .000 .000 .000


CAF7US8) Lj IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PIO WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000
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-. 4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .,6 ,8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OR LOCAL CHORO. X/C 
FIG 32 EFFECT OF PEAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM9 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B .771 PAGE 1324 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(AF7U451 Q IA70 0 1T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


































CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C

FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B .436 PAGE 395


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT ION DESCRIPTION tLV-' ELV-2 ELV-3 rLV-4 
IAF7U453I) IA70 01 712 SI P2 PS WING LPPER SLRFACE .DO0 .000 .000 .000 
tAF7USB) L lA7i 01 712 Sl P2 PIO WING UPPER SURFACE .00 .000 .000 .000 
* 4 
1.2 
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-. 4 - .2-.2 
' 
.4 .. 80 12 . 
,,,DISLOAIN FRCINOOCLCO~ / 
-. 4 - .2 ALPHA - - - - - -­0 2­ .4 .1 P8AG 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM. 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 
1.4 
1398 
ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYM9OL CONFICURATION 1ESCRIPTION 
 
CAF7U45 Q IA70 01 TI2 S 
 P2PS VING UPPER SURFACE .000 .O0 .000 .OD


CAF7US U lA70 01 T12 SI P2 PIO VING UPPER SURFACE .000 .O .000 .000
 
1 .2-' i l 
1.4-~ rr 
- ---------­









L -1.0 - :I 1--­1 
<n .4(-1.4 , , 
0' !I : ; I -
.4 -. 2 0 . 
-1.1 I= 
MACH = LHI.4 = 4.00 2YB .36PAE 39 
--
DATA SET SYMBL- CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I EI.V-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7U453 I 1A70 01 T12 62' P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE 000 .000 oo .000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION
 

MACH = 1.240 ' ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1398 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7U45) 0 IA7 01 712 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE COO0 .000 .000 .000 (AF7US8)3 l IA70 01 712 SI P2 PlO WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 















-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 . .8 1.0 1 .2 1. 

CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 

FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEV(CN DEFLECTION 

MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/ .436 PAGE 1399 

DATA SET SYMBOL CO-FI-,RATION DESCRIPTION ELW-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7U45) 1A70 01 T2 S? P2 PS WING LPPER SLRACE .Ow0 .003 .X00 .000 
tAF7UBB)[] IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 P10 WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .Om .000 
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-1.2- - - :

.4 -.2 0 .2 .'4 .6 L8 t .0 1 .2 
. CHORWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION

MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/9 = .771 PAGE 
1 .4 
IA00 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
tAF7U451 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
AFU68) LA IA70 0I TI2 Si P2 PIO WING UPPER SURFACE OcO .000 .000 .oc
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 . .8 1.0 1.2 1.4


CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B : .436 PAGE 1401 
0 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION'DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7U453 0 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 VING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7USIOL2 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PIG WING UPPER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
... ... . .. .. . ..... l'... . . I .. . . . . . . . ..
 . .. . . . . . .
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 0 .2 4 .G .8 1.0 1.2 ,1.4
 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAMw 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH 1.240 ALPHA = 8. 00'0 2Y/B .771 PAGE 14'02


DATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
tAF7L453 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PB WING LOWER SURACE .CO .000 CO .00 
AF716) U IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PIC WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .O 
tinl PnPill n nifl ti Till mti W Tl TilllD ml il ti nilI iI =1 rn- I 'T Itil f=l l l lrtrtI tlt flT "ii ill tilI rn-HItirT 
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MAC -=1.24 ALPH =)110 Y8= 46PAE 
 10 
-----------
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ELV-4 

(AF7L452 Q IA70 O T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 

DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURA7!ON DESCRIPTION ELV-I EILV-2 ELV-3 



































.2 .4 .6 .8 -1.0 1.2 ­-.4 -.2 
 0 

CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA =-8.000 2Y/8 .771 PAGE 1404


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
1AFL45) Q IA70 Ol 112 SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1405


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-i ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAFVL4S Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 Pe WING LOWER SLRFACE .000 .OO .000 .000


AF7L45) U IA70 CI T12 SI P2 PIO WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 000 .000 
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FIG 2 EFETO 
MACH=1240 LPH 
ERATC 
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ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 
(AF7L452 Q IA70 0! T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .00 .000 .000 .000
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.8 .0 1.2 1,40 .2 .4 6
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X/C
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. 
 






MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -4.000 2/B = .436 
----------------------------------------
--------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7L45) Q IA70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 00 am0 .000 
CAF7L68) U A70 01 T12 SI P2 PIO WING LOVER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
-1 ."4 . .. .. . . . .. .... ....... . ..... .. .... 1 .... .. .. .. ... .... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
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1.0 wi-. 2----------------- .-2­
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CHRWS OAIO, RCINO LCLCOD /

FIo2 EFC FRA TAHCOSBAODGE LVNDFETO


o C = .4 LH 400 YB = .7 AE 10 
DATA SET SYVMOL 	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV- ELV-2! ELV-3 ELV-4 

(AF7L45) C IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
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.6 	 ' CHOROWISE 	 .8 10LOCATION. FRACTION OP 	
1.0 1 2FIG 32 	 1.4LOCAL CHORD.
MACH 	 X/C
= 1.240 ALPHA = 
-2.000 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
fAF7L452 Q IA70 0l T12 S P2 Pe WING LOVER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
tAF7L6)S [j IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PlO WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
C-) 
1 . 4 
1.2, 
.0 
... . . I "I .... .. . 
: ,i 











0I .2.I'81 0 . . 
FIG 32 
MACH = 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRCINOF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 
1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2YIB = .771 PAGE 1410 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7L45 ) IA7O 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 (AF7L68) UI1A'70 01 T12 S P2 Pie WING LOVER SURFACE .0 .000 .000 .M 


















4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 
1.4 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1411 
___ 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7L45) 0 IA70 01 TI2 Sl P2 PS WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


(AF7LSB) LI IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PIO WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000
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-.2 0 .2 .4 . .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM. 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B .771 PAGE 1412 




IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PIO 
WING LOWER SURFACE 

































-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 

FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAMS 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 

MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1413 

DATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF7L45) 0 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PO WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7L453 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING LOWER SJRFACE .000 .000 .000 .000


CAF7L S8 U 1A70 0I T12 SI P2 PIO WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 


















-. 4 -. 2 0 -2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1-.2 1.4 




 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7L452 Q 1A70 01 T12 S1 P2 P9 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .00 O 000 .000 
LAF7LBS9 U IA70 ei T12 SI R2 P1O WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 



















-1 .0 I i", 
-1.2 
-... I ,J 
-.4 .2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1 .2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION Or LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 
1 .4 
14,16 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF7L45] IA70 0I T12 S P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE O00 .000 .000 .000


CAFL68)J IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PIg WING LOVER SURFACE .000 .00 .000 .000 





















- . , -. 2 0 .2 .4 6B .8 1.0 1 .2 1 4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C

FIG 32 
 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


(AF7L45) 0 	 IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000

D .000(AF7LSS) L IA70 I T12 S1 P2 PlO WING LOWER SURFACE .000
 .000 .000 
14 .......... ..... .... ...................	 ....
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-.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .771 	 PAGE 1418


ELV-4DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELV- ELV-2 ELV-3 
 
.000 .000 .000 .000(AF7L45) Q IA70 ol T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE 
WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .00 .000CAF7LB83 U IAO oI T12 SI P2 PIO 
 
lT l7 7 7IT7 7 ...f -1nf. n 
l r f llf 
1 Ji mt t 
 1l fill ll ilf fl i nl n 7l fi TIT, 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 32 --EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 

tAF7L452 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING LOWER SURFACE .000 co .000 .000 
AF7LSSI Li IA70 01 112 SI P2 PIO WING LOWER SURFACE .000 .000 .000 .000 


























-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1420 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELv-3 ELV-4 
.000 .000fAF7045) Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .000CAF70682 L A70 01 T12 SI P2 PIC WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 .O00 
3 .5 i .... .... ......l ,.. .... .... .... ......... ....i.. ........
....
.....t .. .. ..... ....... ll.. rut.,......t.i
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CHOROWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1421 
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF70452 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 ,000 .000 .000 ,000

(AF7 S)S Li IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PIO WING I UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM9 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -8.000 2Y/8 = .771 PAGE' 1422 




IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 PS VING 
IA70 0l T12 Sl P2 PIO WING 
UPPER - LOVER 3 
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.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .8 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS REAM. 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1423 
-
--
ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
AF70452 IA70 WIND I UPPER - LOWER 3 Ow coo .000 .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATION ESCRIPTION 
A7 T12 SI P2 P8 
(AF7068) I A70 0I T12 SI P2 PIO WIND ( UPPER - LOWER 3 .000 .co0 .000 .000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM. 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


tAF70452 0 A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 2 .000 .000 .oc .000


(AF7068 2 - IA70 0l T12 SI P2 PlO WING ( UPPER - LOWER ) .000 .000 .000 .000
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FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1425 
----------------------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF7045) Q IA70 01 TI2 SI P2 WING L - 1 .000 .000 .000 .000
PS UPPER LOWER 

(AF70 ) I IA70 oI 712 S P2 PIO WING t LPPER - LOVER ) .000 .000 .000 .000 

- - - - - - - -......-. - __
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHOR09 X/C


FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH,CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVONI DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA =-4.000 2Y/B .771 PAGE -1426 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-! ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
tAF7045) 0 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WINO'C UPPER - LOWER 2 .000 .000 .000 .000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 32 
MACH = 
EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 
1.240 ALPHA = -2.C0 2Y/B = .43 PAGE 1427 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF70453 0 1A^70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING t UPPER - LOVER 3 .000 .000 .000 .000 
CAF7068)3 l- IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PIO WING ( UPPER - LOVER 1 .0! .000 .000 .000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG '32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM. 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = -2.000 2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1428 
3.5 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF70453 Q IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C tFPER - LOWER 1 .030 .000 .000 .000


(AF7068) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PIC WING C LPPER - LOWER 3 .000 .000 .000 .000 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C









DATA SET SYMBLa COW$IGATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
(AF7045) IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PS WIND ( UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM9 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 000 2YIB = .771 PAGE 1430 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGJRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1 ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 

CAF70453 0 1A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 .O0 .000 .000 






















-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 
MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1431 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-] ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4

(AF7045) Q IA70 01,T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER ) .000 .000 .000 .000
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CHOROWISE LOCA TION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 2.000 2Y/B = .7271 PAGE 143-2


DATA SET SYMBOL 
(AF7045) Q (AF70S) U 
COWFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
IA70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS -AM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1433


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
AF7045) B A70 01 T12 St P2 PS WING ( UPPER - LOWER 3 .000 .000 .000 .000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 4.000 '2Y/B = .771 PAGE 1434 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV- I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


CAF70453 C IA7O 01 T12 Sl P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER 3 .000 .000 .000 .000


(AF70682 IA70 0I T12 SI P2 PIC WING C UPPER - LOWER 1 .000 ;000 .000 .000
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FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 6.000 2Y/B = .436 PAGE 1435 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELY-I ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4


AF045) ) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING C UPPER - LOWER .000 .000 .000 .000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION. FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C


FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ElLV-I' ELV-2 ELV-3 ELV-4 
CAF7045 2) IA70 01 T12 SI P2 P8 WING ' UPPER - LOWER .00 .000 .000 .000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 

FIG 32 	 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAMt 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION 

PAGE 1437
MACH = 	 1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B = .436 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-2 E.V-3 ELV-4


(AF7045) Q01A70 01 T12 SI P2 PS WING tUPPER - LOWER ) .000 .000 .000 coo0
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CHOROWISE LOCATION! FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C


FIG 32 EFFECT OF REAR ATTACH CROSS BEAM, 0 DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION


MACH = 1.240 ALPHA = 8.000 2Y/B .771 PAGE 1438 
